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with notices painted on them, that Seer a moment something shining wo
like
the gathered, the head would squeal from the { over all the ¢ ty and the Jand.
Worshipers : ‘Washington Correspondence.
Corr
papers,
thrown
in
these
boxes,
after
being
|
Son
of
God
stood
by
me.
I
saw
it
and
it
ground
and
scare
the
rain
away.
AN
this
entering
into
the
church
under
such
melody
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
‘WASHINGTON,
GTON, D. C., June 3, 1874.
read, will be distributed to the sick in the was gene,but, oh, the
pea . Who shall de- the ‘wicked Frenchman wis supposed to will sing better at the opening hymn, listen
FOR THE FAMILY.
CABINET CHANGES.
hospitals.
The local express compdnies scribe it* Words fil me.’ But as I look on ‘have done that he might create a famine mere devoutly to the reading of the Word,
ISSUED §Y THE
be
The long-predicted event has occurred, and
| bringin floral offerings from the suburban |
and sell his flour ata high price. The téle- and be in tone to enjoy the service.
Mr.
Richardson resigns the Treasury portfolio
REEWILL
wns
a
ESTABLISHMENT country to the Flower Charity depot, free
Some will say this is mere sensuous efgraph was the means of delivering him and
Bristow. It does not seem to be a matter
Office, 39Wa
on 8t., Dover, N JH.
of charge. Certain gentlemen. who have gained a victory ‘which shall shed its in- turning out the resident pasha, who was fect. We say it is not. What did God put toof Mr.
much importance now-a-days who occupies a
F.
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher fine gardens and conservatories have shown’ fluence on my after life. =
about. investigating to ascertain whether or melody into the order of his worship for P Cabinet position, inasmuch as a Cabinet minister

Fe

ity,” and returned accordiug to an under-

‘1.stood arrangement.
But it is not necessary (o have a fine garden and conservatory to do. this. Naturé
is a gardener on a grand scale, and there
will alwaysbe an open question between
the modest charms of artless rustic beauty
and the finest results of artificial ‘culture—

with

Each subscriber 1s particalarly Jequesteq to note
the ate on the lab
for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
DECISIONS,
D

et

For

party in favor of the

my

own part,

kinds of charm, each with

ture, and each
other. It is just
bidding goes on
never be knocked

year, without further reminder from this ofice.
NEWSPAPER

a numerous

former.
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I own

both

different

rap-

long as you give both an equal chance, but
will go on ** appreciating” (touse a word
in a double sense) higher and higher forever, That is what Nature and Art were
made for—to bid against each other for ‘the
soul of man and raise it to ihfinite price, ,
But I am forgetting the Flower Charity.
a When ‘Agents receive premiums, no pel ‘entage In the great garden of Nature, there is no
on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
richer Spot than New Jersey—that is, in
aa We send no books out to be sold on. cummjséion or otherwise, with the privilege of returnibg
our East. A deputation from Orange came
toem.
J in to the depot in Fourth Avenue, one day

an
whether he has subscribed or not—is
res
for the pa,
2. Ifa person orders on aper discontinned, he
must
pay all arrearages,
or, the publisirer may continue to send it il
h Javinoutis made, and collectthe
whole amonnt, whether the paperis taken fromthe
afiioe or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing
and leaving t
uncalled for, i: prima
racie evidence of Intentional fraud.

this week, bringing a large load of wild

Te Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE

flowers, gathered by the children of the
schools. That was Maying to some purpose! Orange mountain runs six or eight
miles in & straight ridge like the Hudson
river palisades, parallel with our city, and
only a dozen miles away, forming the

10, 1874.
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Love

Chger up, sad hearts, ’tis not all dark
That b
$ upon our morning ;

mow down, and load with rake and pitch-

Above us sings the heavenly lark,
And-sweetest light is dawning.

fork, in a few minutes, a wagon load of
|.the wild honeysuckles, gorgeous in crimson and gold. A few days later, it will be
easy to repeat the same performance with
a splendid pink that covers broad spaces

For all our grief there's sweet relief,
us;

Ohy never fear, the day is near,
There’s love and light about us.
There's love for thee, sad waiting heart;

with ‘dense masses of its color;

There’s light for thee, dark sorrow; 3

Same

That shines as day without us;

Yes, look and see, that wide and free,
There’s love and light about us!
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York Correspondence.
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New
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York; May 30, 1874.

FLOWER

CHARITY.

Nobody knows what a * Flower Charity”
means in a city ‘like this, but those who
have tried it; or rather (if there be any)
who have tied both sides of it. Perhaps
half of this great population have, or
might possibly have, flowers, either from
the florists,

or

from

trips

to

thg

country

fields, or from their own court yards and
window pots. The florists get monstrous
prices, and even their stale flowers are

huckstered at liberal rates by girls at_the
fefries, and other places of public resort,
so numerous, indeed, as to make flowers
seem to the thoughtless observer more plentiful in the city than in the, country. But
* only the few, comparatively, can buy even
these habitually, without feeling a diminu-

tion in resources already sufficiently strain- |
ed.

To

run out

into

the country

for a

Maying day,is an indulgence not for the
most of the men who toil in banks, counting-houses,

offices

and

stores

throughout

the week, nor for their almost as closely
confined

wives at home, nor for their chil-

dren

without

the

parents

flowers

at home is the

only

To

and

in

the

moist spots in the valley, the lovely little
blue forget-me-not could be loaded in the

And love and light shall joy impart,
And cheer the coming morrow ;
Then look above and see the love

New

cultivate

resource; and

this is either a gift of nature or a carefully
acquired art, not possessed by a majority
of people ; and so the interest of beaity and

way.

window

garden in their high-hung and narrow

what they

Rave

some.

And

unfortunately

>

he

Eternal Rock.

nd EN commentacy

no right
to do. They
are a great nuis:§
Especially in churches are they (roy

upon

the

word,

osoever falls on this stone shall be

the

J
almost every church, They can Re
:
ed however, though very many do; not {with far larger and nobler faculties than
know how to doit. Talmage .is a wise 3he
the people who oppose him with indomitmap in most things, and
a leaf from his
é, a martyr to his error,
book may be
what he says:

reAd with

profit,

Here

is 5ee
sets

to draw, and his driver was in a bad predicament.
He
bad
already distroyed
his
whip
.in
applying
inducements
to progress
travel.
He
bad -pull
ed the horse's ears with a sharp string.

He bad backed him into the ditch.

It has’ been proposed, I Know not for
how long past, to convert the long, narrow
and remarkably even plateau on the edge
of this beautiful mountain, to a summit

Boulevard.

Here the afore-mentioned com-

petition between Nature and Art rises to
conflict, for the old mossy wood paths are
too dear to the lovers of rambling and sel:
itude (to say nothing of the hares and partridger) to be given up without a struggle.
But sueh-is the force of ‘ improvement,”
about New York, that I suppose it is our
destiny in this case,” to be knocked down
to

Art, and ere long, the’ feeblest folk

and

invalids will be rolling luxuriously overa
park drive the whole length of the summit,
and looking out fim their carrfages over
the immense panorama of hills and valleys,
cities and vill&5es, broad rivers and streams,
stretching away to the far-seen towers and
spires of Brookly, so many hundreds of
feet below.
,
Vint.
[3

sphered in Jesus Christ; and the great
Divine message simply goes on its way,and
all the babblement and noise is like so many
bats flying against'a light, or the wild seabirds that come sweeping up in the tempest

and the night, against the hospitable Pharos
that is upon the rock, and smite themselves

dead against it. Skeptics well known in
their generation, who made people’s hearts
tremble for the ark of God,

what

has

built
a fire of straw underneath him, the undisturbed on the top- shelf
of libraries;
only result a “smashed dash-board.
The whilst there the Bible stan
ith all the
chief effect ofthe violences and cruelties,ap- seribblings wiped off de page, as though
plied, were to increase the divergency of they had never been!
Opponents fire their
feeling between the brute and his master. small shot against the great Rock of Ages;
We said to the bhesweated and
age and the little pellets fall flattened, and only
actor in the scene, that the best thing for scale off a bit of the moss that has gathered

went away

to cool off.

We

learned

the plan worked admirably;

that dence about all that people say now-a-days;

that the cold for all the modern opposition to the Gospel

ten-

ements. Bat on the whole, this seems impossible, both in money and tine;‘to the

when the driver came up he

had but to

very forcibly how

EE I ,-

uations as to his motives for holding back.
Fires of indignation are built under him,
for the purpose of consuming his balkiness.
He'is whipped with the scourge of¥public
opinion,
fiercely
straps.
of scorn
willing

“bat this only makes him kick
and lay harder on the breeching
He is backed down into the ditch
and contempt, but still is not
to draw an ounce.
OQ foolish

minister, trying in

that way

balky parishioner!
and leave him there.

to

manage a

Let him alone. Go
Pay less attention to

the horse that balks, and give more oats to
those that pull. Leave him-out in the cold.
Some day you will come backand find him’

glad to start. At your first advance he will
arch his neck, paw his hoof, bend into “the

ready God is to help us

and

dash

on.

We

Superstition in Tukey.

when we really mean to resist evil.

I had been for some tijge wanting a
The following incidents are connected
small sum of money, Just a f8w dollars’ with a total eclipse of the moon, which ocwas all that I needed. I had thought of cured
various means by which to get it,butall had 1878:

wish me to take my

pay out of that bill?”

“Is it not good P” I asked. ‘Yes, but it
is more,” he replied. I looked at it, my
heart gave a quick

bound,

there

was

just

hard pressed father and mother, and it is the money I wanted. I thanked the trader,
beyond the resources of most children, paid for my articles, and started for home.
even if eneouraged. There is no way to I had gone but a few rods, my mind filled
secure any extensive culture of the beauti- with the thought of the moment, when a
ful in the houses of the poor, but to give tsmall voice whispered, Is that money yours ?
flowers to alt who will take care of ther Why ar I to blame’ for another's. carelessand make them a great annual floral exhi- ness? Surely I am innocent of wrong. Inuobition, with prizes,
cent I might be in intention,yet the spirit of
The Fruit and Flower Charity is having right strove with the powers of darkness,
quite a notable career in New York at pres- and oh ! what a struggle. Iv was just what
ent. The depot of the organization, in’ I wanted. I needed it. God knew I came
Fourth Avenue, is receiving wagon loads honestly by it, as far. as guilt was concern"of flowers daily, from both city and ccun- ed,
Thus waged the dreadiul war in my
try, which are distributed to -all the hospi- heart . till I could scarce restrain my tears.
tals by benevolent committees "and volun- ‘At length, wearied in heart and soul, said,
teers, and also to the sick beds of the poor Lam determined to’ wait till my mind is
in their homes. If there is any excess, it made clear. Instantly a voice spoke.

If

a. _."a a sh

Events of the Week.
Reo SA

these clerical and executive
this work with an honest |
o,
«| that is required of them.

OF TOPE.

~The property, of the late Senator Stmner, which was not disposed of by will, was
sold at auction in Washington last week.

and who attended him during his last sick-

ness, Was the largest bidder, and bought
many articles at high figures, some of them

to fit up a ‘““‘Sumner dining
hotel.

Frederick

room” in his

Douglass-.secured

Mr,

in Western

Turkey,

November

4,

;

As the unfortunate

moon grew darker

and ‘darker, deep concern took possession of
men’s minds, and the muezzins began to cry
from the minarets in prayers for her deliverance. When she became totally engulfed
in the portentous shade; they began to fire

guns and beat drums

all about us.

Now,

"two or.three men ascended the minarets fo

add emphasis

to the

prayers.

They

that
God does not dwell in temples made

nothing but an empty
meeting, you will be

either friends or admirers of the

late Sen-

ator, who desired to secure some

memento

10 matter at what price.

One

old lady in

poor. circumstances sent $2.00 from Boston,
with the request that some

‘than record : the edicts of Congress, and execute
the same, Congress alone being the ‘government.

I very much doubt the doctrine that this was the
"theory of our fathers who framed the Constitution.

double their cries, they howl in Arabic, and

Chieti

Weekly.

ever trifling, might be purchased

The sale incladed rave and

*p

—

There is no music more inspiring than
the full, rich tones of a fine church bell. It
pours over ‘the soul and rounds away the
asperities which have been raised by a
week's conflict with the world. Walking
to the house of God beneath its tides
of mel| ody, one is better fitted for the solemn de-

lights of the sanctuary.
"By no people is this better understood
more

fully

appreciated

thau

by

or

German

You will see from the above to what de- Christians, of whatever denomination ; and
gree the Mohammedan mind is in eclipse, their bell-ringing is nearly always conscien-

that-they should use such means to deliver tiously and artistically performed. Our nathe moon from the power of Satan! True, tive people seem to regard the bell as noth
some of the wore intelligent have an inkling
of the ridiculousness of these pérformances,
and aver that their motive in howling and
discharging lire-arms is not superstitious

fear, but only to call attention’ tothe eclipse
—an explanation

which

likely to'be believed.

is

little

The truth

enough

is, they

they

especially

provided

that

the

that the chief magistrate of the nation
have a policy, and that his administration
be a unit in respect to a distinctive policy.
view of the question, and at such a time

as this, how

important does it become that the

financial minister of the government should be
a man competent to grapple with and solve—if
possible—the intricate problems of finance.
If
there be one man in the nation, who, in times
like these, can grasp with intelligent and en-

for her.

elegant china

and glass table ware, vases, household fur-

lightened forecast, the difficulties which environ

the question of finance and business, and one
whose intellect and culture enable him: to make
The corner stone of a new Museum of plain the true policy the nation should pursue,
that man ought to receive the Treasury Portfolio.
Natural History, which a company of prom#- Without saying one word in disparagement of
nent scientific gentlemen have undertaken Mr. Richardson, who retires under a cloud, in
to build in New York, was laid in that consequence of the Sanborn contract, a business
city last week. One.wing of the building for which a law of Congress was chiefly culpable,

is already in proeess of erection.
The I may say that it was his misfortune to have
been in office at a time when even towering abilexercises consisted of an oration, poem,’ad- ity and vast knowledge might have proved indresses, &c. President Grant and wife and adequate in the management of our national
many distinguished persons were present. finances. Other men have succeeded and have
The erection of such a building is very been praised. Had Mr. Richardson met with no
creditable to the parties engaged in it.
. unusual hinderances in the managitig' of mone-

ROCHEFORT IN NEW YORK.

tary

affairs, he also might have triumphed.

Chase
thé
took it

Henri Rochefort, the ‘Communist agitator, and who was tried by the French Gov-

ernment after the terrible Paris riot two
or'three years ago and sentenced té6 per-

Mr.

gxised a plan which worked well during’
d carried us through. His successors’
fip, and drifted with it down fo the time

that Mr. Boutwell retired, and

Mr.

came in, and the September

panic

Richardson

struck

us-

Had Mr. Richardson met with no more difficultcaped a few weeks since, and has now ar- ies than what assailed Mr. Fessenden, Mr. Merived in New York by steamer from Aus- Cullough and Mr. Boutwell, he, too, might have
drifted onward upon the easy flowing wave,
tralia. He refuses public receptions, and where noopposing currents interféred, and gainproposes to proceed at once to some place ‘ed some reputation. Great men are made in
near France, where he can be: ready te emergencies, in trying ordeals. ~ Because Mr.
join in the rebellion against the present Richardson failed in the trial hour,it does not folgovernment, which he believes jis speedily low that he is far below his predecessors in abilcoming. He'is a prince of agitators, and ity. Any one of them might have been unequal
to the task.- I can say this much of the retiring
any sympathy that,is shown him seems to Secretary with truth.
>
be entirely misplaced.’
:
Mr. Bristow, though-a Kentuckian, comes to
‘the Treasury with unquestioned loyalty, which
THE DISTRICT RING.
:

the

sum of drunkenness in the land is not to be
left without active promoters.

Their

sales

of beer the last year inéreased about a million barrels over the previous

Bell Ringing.

While

theory
would
would
In this

keepsake, how-

increasing intemperance and adding to

pot to the prayer
likely to carry an

po

government should be constituted of three coSumner’s writing table and library arm ordinate branches, legislative, executive and
‘chair and small table. - George 1. Down- | judicial, and required that the President should
ing, another colored friénd of the deceased, from time to time, communicate to Congress his
bought
several valuable articles.
The views and recommendations in respect to public
largest number of bidders seemed to be affairs, they doubtless accepted the belief and the

with hands. He dwells in the hearts of those
that are of a contrite spirit. Ye are the.
Temple of God.
We shall find in the cliurch, the prayermeeting,
‘the Bible-class, the "Sabbath.
The Washington wore.
of the
school, just so much of the Spirit of God as
we carry thither in our own hearts.
His Boston Advertiser says that the latest dechurch is made of living stones; it is a velopment in the District matter isa politispiritual honse. He does not dwell in the cal conspiracy of very prominent republichurch ; nor in the pulpit, nor in the stained cans to break dowu the purposeof the inglass windows, nor in the fretted roof, nor vestigating committee to. avoid whitewash
in the carved woodwork.
He dwells in jand call things by their right names in
the souls of those that welcome him. {He their report. The matter has- gone so far
as to have invitations extended to the rethat goes to church or .the prayer meeting
without God in his heart, expecting. to find publican members of the committee to
him there, is very apt to be disappointed. meet and consult with. persons outside of
You complain that the prayer meeting the committee and who have no right to
is dead. “What hive ‘you ever done to attempt ils . control.’ The names to this
make it live? That you have offered no conspiracy are promised, and if printed
prayer and spoken no word, is perhaps a will place some very prominent gentlemen
matter of small moment. - Have you car- in the most unenviable light. The main
ried thither any prayer, carried thither any. objects are to savé Shepherd for the head
devout andl joyful sense of the Divine Pres- of the new government, and to prevent the
ence. That God has not been in your life books‘and papers of the board from falling
is of vast consequence ; but has he been in into the hands of a thorough auditing comyour heart? If not, carry him there by mittee for fear of the developments, which
faith and prayer for a time before you would follow.
A BREWERS’ CONVENTION.
‘complain of the *‘dead” prayer-meeting.
The
National
Brewers’ Association held
A greenhouse is an excellent thing for
the cultivation of plants. But if there are its fourteenth annual meeting in Boston last
no pots on the-shelves, or no seeds in tae week. The craft was well represefited,and
pots, glass and a furnace will not give the the business was transacted with a unanimihouse fragrance or bloom. If yoy carry ty and spirit which show that the work of

re- | empty pot RY

apparently Allah does not hear. Solemnity
and terror settle over the city; it grows
oppressive; I myself can not escape from
the burden of yuiversal concern, so. strong
is the influence of sympathy, Qudrter hours
seem hours, and yet the darkness grows
more deep and hepeless. The dogs begin
to howl, and little children cry with fear.
The criés and prayers continue; all other
sounds are hushed; sometimes they, too,
cease for a few moments, and then there is
a dreadful silence, such as might Letoken
the end of the world.”
+

morwas,

willdo

a
i

If this theory be correct,as one of our daily
papers asserts, then the President and the heads
of Departments should cease to talk as Andrew
Johnson
talked and acted, upon the basis of *
what he called “ my policy,” and do no more

petual banishment in New Caledonia, es-

A a,rj.i

how much he (thinks of him. ) This only
Live and Let Liye.
makes him shake his mane and grind his
bit. He will die first before he consents
Christ does not dwell in brick and
to such a movement. Next, he is pulled
by the ear, with a good many sharp insin- tar. It is as true to-day as it ever

experience and shows

when

say to the bran-new

cliffs.—Alex. McLaren.

have the same prescription for balky hors:
es and men: for a little while let them

been discarded as not satisfagtory,

from their thrones, and

take up the reins, and the beast, first so ones of this generation, when their day is
obstinate, dashed‘down the road at. a per- worked out, ‘Ah, are ye also become like
ilous speed.
one of us?” ‘Whosoever shall fall on this
We know of pastors who have parish- stone shall be broken ;” personally, he will
ioners. When any important move is to be harmed ; and his opinions,and his books,
take place, aud all other horses of the and his talk, and all his; argumentation,
team are willing to draw, they lay them- will come to nothing, like the waves that
selves back in the harness.
break into impotent foam against the rocky

The incident, which I ani about to relate ..| alone!

occurred in my own

positions have knowledge sufficient to perform

rr

him to do was to let his horse stand for there! My brother, let the history of the niture,and many curiosities which the Senaawhile unwhipped and uncoaxed, settibg past, with other deeper thoughts, teach you tor had collected abroad. The bids ran high.
LAYING OF A CORNER ‘STONE.
one to watch him , while he, the driver, and me a very calm and triumphant confi

bit, stiffen the traces,

Temptation.

certainly; but asa is only a chief clerk, under the President. ' It is

help and inspiration to our weak souls in claimed that the theory of our republican instiour effortsto [rise up and go to him; and tutions is, that Congress, and not the President
we are wrong in either ignorantly or will- and Oabinet, constifute the government. If ghis
is 80, it matters but little who the President and
fully depriving it of its innpising and der Cubinet may be, as their duties are chiefly clerghefal effect. —Interior.
ical and executive, andif the occupants of these

enevarates
Wp against jig truth that is James Wormly, the caterer to Mr. Sumner,

He had come of them ? Their books lie dusty and

t

one evening, just at twilight, a lady called
to pay me a small sum which she owed me
for some work. The lady handed me what
taste is generally sure to languish,
we both thought was one dollar. 1 put the
But among the poor, the want of flowers money in my purse, and thought no more
is usually so complete as to generate a pos- about it, for quite a number of days, till
itive hunger. It is a fact of my observa. I bad occasion to do some little shopping. I
tion, that the most .miserable children of went into a dry goods store, and bought
the lowest quarter of the city are more what 1 wanted. The goods I bought cama to
eager for'u flower or a ploture than for al- one dollar and twenty-five cents, so I passmost Any other object. A few poor fami- ed him what I supposed was one dollar,
lies may be found, and the number has in: and the extra change. He looked at the
creased, in fact from almost nothing, within bill, and than at me, and said:
‘Did you
a few years, who cultivate a little.

to do

its HIN

air, and the appetite for oats, and the soli- will go as the past has done, and the newest
western boundary of the towns of Orange
and Montclair. On its flat crest, ten min- |tude of the road, favorable for eontempla- systems which cut and carve at Christianity,
utes’ walk from where I live in the latter "tion, bad made the horse move for adjourn- will go to the tomb where all the rest have
town, I could, at this present time, literally ment to some other place and time, and gone, and dead old infidelities will vise up

and Light.

Though all thé" world may doubt

to do, and anxious

Founizy road, quite rethan the
Fag tors some
sou
wagonly the cently,
you will on in trouble. The vehicle was slight and
party so the road was good, but the horse refused

in turn greater
like an auction,
ad infinitum and
down to either

of yEUR

They are to be Tound everywhere:
Ah
ways refusingto do the things they o

Not for his own sake,

year.

There

is plainly work enough for the friends of
temperance,
FINANCIAL.
The work of the currency conference committee is said to be hindered by the expression of an intention on the part of the Pres
ident te insist on a provision for the resumption of specie payments as early as
January,
1877, as a condition of his signing
the bill. This ultimatum gives dissatisfaction to both factions of the committee, but a
disposition is manifested to yield toit. The
views, of the President on the financial question as expressed in a conversation with
Senator Jones of Nevada and others,

gives

‘he proved in the darkest hours

charitable organizationsto carry with them

cleared ty mind, and with streaming eyes

of the nation’s

It is now “abundantly manifest that Congress
means to. finish up its business and be ready to

adjourn on the 22d inst., and at this hour the impression prevails that no change will be made
in our banking and currency policy.
However

this may be, 1 would not like to say.

Nothing

of a certainty can be predicated of this Congress,

and

before

the’ end

of the next

many things'may be done by

twenty

it that

the

days
wisest

men amongus wot not of to-day.

|’

INTER

STATE

COMMERCE,

Bunter Mendum has reported a bill which he
offers as a substitute for the House bill. It pro-

|

Vides that every line of Railroad extending

into

or through two or more stgtemy and engaged in
carrying freight between points in different
states, or to or from any foreign country, whether owned or operated by one ‘or by. several corporations or persons, shall keep posted, in each:
of its stations or depots, a full classification of
freights and its charges per mile for every distance for which it receives freight or .transportation, and these rates, so established und posted,
shall be the lawful rates it shall charge in every
case except for government transportation and
for charifable purposes, so long as said schedules
remain unchanged.
Thirty days’ notice must be

given in the same manuer.of any intended change
of schedule rates. ‘I'ne bill prohibits any and
all discriminations in cifarges for like services
performed for different shippers, or any discrimination in the Selivary of freight, except according to priority of shipment.
It is also provided that the railroad receiving freight for transshipment over other roads in addition to its own
line, shall be responsible ty the shipper for safe
delivery of the freizht to its destination.
Itach
viplation of ‘any of the. foregoing provisions is
tobe punished by a fine of not less: than $300
nor more thau $5000.
I have given a pretty
full syn-psis of this biil because it is supposed.
and believed that if any bill is passed this will
be the measure substantially.
SECRET

SOCIETIES.

A petition was offered in the Senate, on Tues
day, signed by some seventy or eighty person,
asking for some precautionary legislation in respect to'masonry and other secret associations.

It denounces these

anti-republican, and

societies as dangerous,
prays

for

some

and

legisfation

some color of (ruth to this statement. which shall tend to restrict their evil tendemcies.
«| It does not speat where these petitioners reFRENCH AFFAIRS,
ing more than a signal that the hour of |
‘| vide, except that they are citizens of the U. 5.
‘The French are evidently on the verge of ‘This is an effort, probably, to revive, politically,
prayer has arrived ; and they often give¢
They|*the old anti-masonic contest,
in a way to exasperate rather than soothe another , change of Government.
THE REVISION OF THE Tarbes,
the coming worshipers. One rings a fire- have begun the usual preliminary skirSeveral alterations have been made a our
alarm with prodigious energy;
another mishing in the Assembly,such as calling one present tariff by the House, and sm increased
been imposed upon foreign wines.
It
making dut$*has
sends out a doleful knell, the sounds com- another traitors and liars and
is hough: that the vg
to'a considerable exing at slow intervais, like the dark vehicled threatening specches. The trouble is be- tent, of the foreign grape crop, and this [mersasy

er

magic words over it, whereby when

clouds

is bell call out, in golden tones, ¢* Rejoice,

rejoice; the Sabbath his come!" and the
happy vibrations rush with the
message
o-

go through the summer without a decided

ce
this way, that we shall, as a people, forego whis-

*

change in the present sthtus of affairs it key ‘amt strong drinks, and turn to the lighter
will be qaite remarkable,

wines, and temperance will be

-

a

tion for the future to determine,
CONGRESS.

of duties upon foreign wines, will have the

cause the Turks gotup a story that M Amber had buried a pig's bead, insoribing some

~

peril. Heisa gentleman of high character and’
unimpeachable integrity, and as a lawyer stands
well both as to learning and ability.
His success
or failure as Secretary of the Treasury is a ques-

fof 4 funeral train; another sends out ‘the tween the Republicans and the Monarch- dency to increase the grape
are very uch engulfed in superstition,
culture in this co
is bestowed on the poor children in the. in- you keep it could you ever pray again?
Not long ince, the German and French throbs without any regard to time, rhyme ists, the latter being as rebellious as ever try. The illusion prevails, that if we shall
dustrial schools, or given to the visitors of Oh, the influence of ‘that voice. How
it | colonists in” Amasia were_in jeopardy be- orxéason. But a true bell-ringer makes | and the former quite as visionary. If they crease the grape culture to the extent to yonder
wines ¢heap) here, it will promote temperan
in

in their rounds. Large boxes are placed and beating heart I cried, ‘* No, Lord! the
at the principal railway depots in the ely, | money is not mine. T will restore it.” For

Sere

AIRE
ANCES must be made in Ione} or.
Jers: Dall
checks,
or drafts, if possible
can be procured,
send the money op
|
Tae
AN
N
Ppostmasters are obliged to
letters Whenever requested to do so.
thus sent will be. at our
Otherw ise.
bo ut thes}
of t! jose send ngtheém.
:
Sharpes for money
orders, bank
checks, and Post Oftice money orders ma
be .deducted from the amount die, when thus'seni. Agents
are p goad posal requested to make their remittances
at Jugs
sible
Ioana thus Jueexpenses,
until an
licit order is
ronrog) by
¢e Fulcher for their iscontinuayce,
a
ym
all arrearagesis made ‘as re:

gentleman had been guilty of alleg-
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such profusion, by unloading their excess
in a large daily basket, regularly brought
in by the owner, called for by the ‘* Char-
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SORCERY

which the Lord thy
shalt not learn to do
of those nations.”

some, not of all, the

Canaanites

follows.

Neither
but they had all things common.
lacked;
that
g
them
amop
was there any.
or
r
lands
esso
of
hoss
wegg
ss
many
as
for

with the
{hem to put themselves in contrast

come into the land

art

thou

9. * When

required

law

This

they wished to know.

anites. The children of God must be
God giveth thee, thou Cana
rave from other people, not in order “to
after the abominations sepa
be better than
of be considered better, but to
~ An enumeration
wicked should
the
s
of
tive
prac
The
ers.
sinn
“abominations” of the
*

“I'E PROPHET PROMISED,

heathen
magical practices by which the
future,
the
re
explo
to
t
sough
superstitiously

was to be instea
teuchers, prohibited.
astrologers, charmpledged them the
the order of Moses,

15, 16. This prophet
of all that class of false
In place of soothsayers,
ers, necromancers, God
rise of a prophet, after

This class

and read tie will of the gods.

duties. Some impressive inducting service
is highly befitting this.
down at the Apostle’s feet; and distribuTIME OF ENTERING THE OFFICE.
tion was made unto every man according
It appears from Acts 6 that those there
as he had need, And Joses, . . . . a
the
ately upon

divide them from Christians.

list embraces all

The

1, and - brought the prices
houses, sold
of the things that were sold, and laid them

study
of evil was especially hostile to the

him alone
‘of God's laws, and to reliance on

the
for knowledge of things to come. It
. would
Israelites practiced these arts they
him.
not cling to Jehovah, nor consult

ing land,sold it,and brought the money,and

unto whom to hearken was not to be cheated by superstition, not to be led into idol-

them-

raise them up a prophet from among

de-

selves. +
The passage has come to be interpreted,
not as having exclusive reference to Christ,

rogatory to the holy character of Jehovah
es
than to be represented by wizards, witch
Besides, these arts
and’ necromancers?

‘the public mind and spreading gloriously;

.re- but to a line of prophets -of which Christ
were valueless in what they claimed to
The reason for this
- would be the end.
super
fear,
veal, and tended to credulity,
places what God
Moses
as
that#
is,
view
* stition, one of the worst maladeis that can
by the side of what
.

#

afflict the human mind.

For these reasons,

then, sorcery, in all its

forms,

** abomination,”

an

(1.) Tt kept men

from Jehovah; (2.) it
(8.) it converted an ig-

sustained idolatry;

re-

into

of men

norant, an insincere class

\

called

was

ligious teachers; (4.) it confounded relig- ceeds to condemn false prophets.
ition, and degraded instead

x

way

benefited

by the

It is natural

act.

to infer that it was-a means of purification,

of sustenance, or jealousy

some to suppose

was placed by

much

his credulous patrons.
‘ Or an observer
of the times,” or ¢ clouds,” as it might be
translated.
To study the conrse and ‘char-

acter of clouds, and to deduee

from

them

omens of good or ill, yas a species of di-

to communicate the
God, to make clear

the

future,

be

“Or

an

en-

chanter;” that is, as the original denotes, a

and tongue, into the heavenly Canaan.

attention,

should

find in sglécting

during my absence of six

chap. 6 of Acts, which was to select

seven

brethren to take the business .especially in
hand.
HOW SELECTED.

missed and left the

whom

we

great ; but no murmur escapéd him, and at

last he calmly fell asleep in Jesus, and we
laid him away in his rest.

or

for service by age

weeks,

premises,

all to have a holiday.
hands,

for

for other stations.

we

me.

send

-

Hon. John

commonly

the point of numberto be

may appoint over this business.”

The multitude of the disciples had assem-

must have

famil-

been

iar with the practice of serpent-charming.
+ Or a witch,” a conjurer who could bewitch or charm the heavenly bodies, nox.

had

field,

jous animals, evil forces, or human beings.

«

not found in the

An

promise

to

expectation

The

Abraham,

wisdom,

ing

is

specifically

38: 8,

9,

12,

that the deacon

must be grave, not double-tongued, not
given to mueh wine, not greedy of filthy

prophe-

lucre, holding the mystery

on ‘the

call

of faith

in a

magicians,

haunted

shall

and com-

when persons here wished -to consult with
The magicians are said to bave
them.
tombs, caverns, and

other abodes

THE REQUIRED

him who came from God, to teach us trath,
and from his presence we may get the help
and solace which, in vain, the deluded

This

spirit, though notin all respects the same.
We have little conception
lence, in other

less-fayored

superstitious practices.

of the prevadays, of these

The Romans

and

Deacons*
—

their doings with perfect fidélity and

©

We hear nothing about the office of deatill

the

neces-

was

position

great

one of great

attention,

possess.

They were also to act

for the advancementof Christ’s kingdom

with all the devotedness they would have
done in private life. | Then further, their
is set forth in the sixth of Acts. + The
position would bring them opportuninew
torian finishes that chapter and fills .the |
good, not

a spirit of Philippi and, Tim.

of

10th

April, 1874,

in" her 93d

She was Sarah Ralph, born at Sand-

the

to

and wedded ones do

te

of a century, the ladies they had married,
the texts of the sermons they had preached
‘on great occasions, and, as she would hear

their names

mentioned,

she woald

speak

of them as but of yesterday.
Soon after the Institution was opened at
New Hampton, at the persuasion of many

parents, Col. Burleigh

was

induced

to

is

peculiarly

the

work

cult to tell the number of distinguished persons

of

who

mother

never

lost the

impressions that

Burleigh made upon

them, and

who have borne testimony to their children and ‘grandchildren to the good which

them.

He: head may

hands may be very

his-

8: 8-13, gives impor-

earnest, per-

Good,

of thisi¥ demanded.

severing workers can not fail. Their minds
are instructed in prineiple, their sympathies |
enlisted in reform, their hands employed
enterprise. They,
in work. They love
have

forsaken the

for the

ruts

old

mew

usefulness.

stand

“They

on the

roek, but

ties for efforts in the way of
otherwise enjoyed, which duty would require them

to

And

also.

improve

when

the believers should lay aside the community

traits then for the time being entered upon,

the demands

would

still remain

for. the

deaconsto look after the poor of the church

and see that they were properly cared for.

«Him who ever liveth I'™

ter. Among them now living, is Justice
Dickinson /of the State of Maine, Rev.

of the semi-centennial

down

position,

soul, and know

The first Adam had to encounter

Adam did not

and the second

escape. The apostles stemmed tha, tide
of an unfriendly world and died in
defense
of their new religion... ..All except Judas
persevered

d

ceded them with the same results.
_ There is no

one, Dear sister, help us. * Lift 4 littlé,just
other

soul

easy path;

no

place to stop

and fold the hands and say the work is dome.

tion has laid them down. We must assume
responsibilities at the point where others

have dropped them. If they haye sunken
in disrepute through wthers' neglect, we are
called on to restore

thew to honor

by our

them to come into the liberty * of the
dren of God, Think of the heathen

chilalso,

way of life. My heart aches for those in
darkness while I write, and my prayer goes

[}

such

nerve

apd

energy

will be master of

write,

and

could

deseribe the occasion

will

they

had

She

answer.”

her letters written and obtained such minute deseriptions from her boys that she

.

about as well.

as those who were there.
From the text,
«J would not hve always,” Rev. O. Pitts

did justice to her long+ Christian life, and
drew such impressive lessons thertfrom us

those who heard him will never forget.

:

Living Epistles, .
Christians are epistles to
world reads

them

every

The,

be read.
How

day.

im-

portant that this living gospel which walks,
and trades, and

stirs about in public places

should be correctly printed, . Yet how
many of these living epistles have been

printed

battered

from

from

type,

mixed

fonts on spotted paper, and in dim ink.
tersin America into thy work, Make it But after all, orthodoxy is safer in the conmore than their meat and drink to do thy secrated heart than in the theological liwill.”
> ° L..CRAWFORD,
brary. Evangelism is an upright, openMonghyn, April 17, 1874.
| eyed, warp-handed, advancing thing, not
the flat flimsiness of a mere programme to
be avritten and put away on the shelf for
Rev. Jas. Sharp,
up, ‘‘Father in heaven, baptize all my sis-

faithfulness. Work is the order of the day.
We are to feel that sométhing we must do | The subject of this notice died in the tri
and that something we’ will do. Idlers in umphs of faith, at Fairport, *N. Y., on
the vineyard are, not to be our companfons,
ro
:
%
+ The mun who pursues his course with

know

all about it. Some of you help me

is

just as precious. How many in your own
neighborhood are in bondage to sin ? Help

again, but I will

there to meet all my boys

Think of the value of your own

and conquere
and send helpers to the* regions beyond,”
The Apostolic Fathers suc- | where. there is yet not even one to teach the

in the conflict

even in death.

may see these lines. Let me say to, that
that every

was

Wentworth

to preside, she said, “I wish I could be

the armor for the “crown of eternal life.”
Possibly some sister who -is not doing all
she ought for souls, some one ;who does
not give her work and -money and prayers,

opposition,

celebration at New

- that Mr.

and

Hampton,

go oy enlarging and developing in the
structure of the edifice.
our
We aro to persevere in planting
cause on new ground as wellas in maintaining our position on the old. We are
to improve and beautify Christian lile every=
where. We must do geod in spite of op-

a little.”

Hon. John Wentworth of

Hosea Quimby,

Tllinois,&c. In her 90th year,when she heard

often come to incite me ‘to diligence.
come, too, bringing to mind a comof Christian brethren and sisters who
sweetly to sing them:in my native
laid

——

ting forward every good trait in his charac-

In the midst of my daily toil, the above

since

she would

who had boarded with her when a hoy, she
would exclaim, “He is one of my boys,”
and then would proceed to describe his history with an own mother’s earnestness, put-

Nor lay thine armor down;
Thy arduous workswill ne’er be done
Till thou receive thy crown.”

land, some of whom have

when

of any person mentioned

name

hear the

Ne'er think the victory won, |

lines
} They
‘
:
paths,
True they have built on the old founda- pany
tion, but they abound in new methods of used

responsibility, demanding the most disto
Everything is unfinishéd. We have
creet exercise of what graces they could take up things where the previous generareligiously

sities of the case demand:d such service, as

the ‘Greeks paid every respect to men who
are here condemned as abominable. Div- bnext with the transactions in regard to
ination was especially. honored; omens Stephen. Chap. 6 gives account of Philip
were studied and oracles tonsulted both by and the eunuch ; chap. 21 :8,9,0f the former
_ plebéian and patrician. In the Acts of the as residing at Cesarea, an evangelist, one
"Apostles allusionto the arts of magic is of the seven, having four daughters, virnent, as the instance of Simon the sor- gins who ‘did prophesy; Paal, Phil. 1:1,
2
/ cerer, of Elymus, of Jewish” exorcists, of addgesses the bishops and deacons: of

the maid af Philippi, who had

The

wisdom.

—

con in the Christian church

SERVICE.

It is evident that those selected brethren

~ @ommunications,

office was similar to his who, had a familiar

aiming at

were as stewards to take the charge of the
property then contributed for the general
good and distribute according’ to the needs
of each, permitting no partiality -to come
into their disbursing, but acting in’ all

and

ignorant of our race have sought from oraof the dead, where, by fasts, they invited cles, magicians and mediums.
communications from the other world. “Or
A man versed in occult secrets
a wizard.”
, a knowing: or cupving
literally
and arts};
« Or*a necromancer;” that is, one
man.
who interrogated the dead, and pretended

to have revelations from the dead.

and

the selection of those and those only t o the
position, who would carry with them great
weight of character
for good.

not be a prey to superstition in any of its
other “spirits of the dead, modern forms: We may ‘ consult” with

of these

municated with

moral and religidus worth,

our views of God and of his relations to us
may be so clearly understood that we

sends

tribute

wich, N. H., 15th May, 1782, and claimed to
have become a member of the original Fife
Baptist ghurch at Sandwich prior to 1800. There is none living. who can remember
when she was not a member. Her memory
was her last faculty to leave her. One by
one she would name the noted clergymen
of the charch for the last three quarters

woman. How the)mother anticipates all
the little wants of ber darling, and most
lovingly labors day and night to supply

requiring more and some less as the size

cies, increased in intensity, until the peopure conscience ;. the husband of one wile,
11. “Or a charimer;"—one who could,
ple began, in times of trouble, to cry for
‘a
throw
ruling their children and their own houses
by the use of magic formulas,
his advent, until, indeed, ¢‘ in thé fullness
well. The apostle also insists upon certain
spell over deadly creatures, or make a per- of time,” Christ came.
its in the wife. She must be grave, not
son ** charmed” agaiust their power to hurt
The lesson, therefore, should lead us to
sober, faithful in‘all things.
him. *¢ Or a consulter with familiar spir- resort, for all knowledge of the future, to |-ca
Here is the divine standard on the point,
ite.” The mannerin which these persons
him who has ** brought life and immortalspoke is instructive of their deception. Is.
a standard that is ‘clear,. explicit and conity to light.” It ought also to teach us the
sts,
ventriloqui
as
cise, one that demands. high personal,
29:4. They are regarded
-who-eould, by putting their faces to. the duty of studying the truths of Christ, that
earth, the better impose on the credulous.
It was supposed that certain spirits waited

-

Then Paul, 1 Tim.

insists more

of him was

thus awakened, and, by successive

Maine,

year,

Work that requires vigilance and unceas-

does any thing appear
were usually appointHence each church
discretion about the
should choose, some

in the churches ; nor
indicating how many
ed in apostolic times.
is now left to its own
number of deacons it

open suffrage to make choice from among

first clear announcement of the Messiah, if
found here.

a last

at the residence of John Caldwell of Spring-

New Testament cites this passage as spokart of obtaining
en of Christ. John 5:45—47; Acts. 3:22;
is still known and
7:37.
Probably the Samaritans, who rehow has no connstant love may be exerted to save souls.
jected
all
of ‘the Old Testament but the bers, and second they choose the requisite
prophesying. It
¥Christ is called *‘the Son of man.” In some
cause
the
g
distractin
and
annoying
in
Not
themamong
from
candidates
of
number
Pentateuch, derived their expectation of the
been,in the time of Moses,
seems to haye
Selves. They are lefc at liberty = of course of Christ. Not in erowding on other men’s mysterious way he is related to every huThe Messiah from this passage. Whether Mo- to exercise their suffrage by ballot or -what- rights, forestalling them in their plans, crip- mun soul. If he who is *“‘our head” is thus
employed (for superstitions ends.
ses bad a distinct conception of the charFE
Egyptians
sacred words and formulas,
i ‘pling them m theiy: influence, or ignoring ‘related, are not we who are in Him connectever way they may agree upon.
acter and $piritual work of Christ has been
for repelling as well as for charming serthem in their labors.” The moral law for- ed’to all human beings by the same reladiscussed, but not settled. Iu is obvious
THE REQUISITE QUALIFICATIONS.
pents, and in their funeral ritual there are
bids this. But perseverance in Christian tionship ? Oh, then let us labor unceasingly
that, as Christ said of Abraham se it might
Acts
6:
3
fequires
that
they
be
men
of
eleven chapters of forms for stopping and
work, in thinking and praying, in planning to britig our kindred into the spiritual kingbe said of Moses, ‘‘ He saw my day,” but
driving off asps, snakes and crocodiles.
with what diStinctness ‘is not evident. The honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and and executing for our Master. Nothing short dom of Christ.
Hence the Israelites

of Chicago,

terms

be aching and her such a mother in Israel can effect upon, bd
:
4
weary, but she nevef' posterity.
have one and then up thinks of ** giving up.” God bas implantshould
Each
be.
may
All her blood relations have long since
their number of the candidates for the
indicate.
*} ed this loving carefulness in the heart of passed away ; and, when allusion was ever
appointment to the position by the twelve. bas its numbers and duties may
woman not only that she may care for her made to this fact, she would say, ‘In my
This then gives us the rule tobe followed
own offspring, but that. her tender and earliest days 1 placed all my affections upon
by every church. First assemble the memPdiseverance.

and

free

required by their

bled and were

serpent-charmer.
The
command over serpents
practiced in thé East,sbut
nectioii with divining, or

t

Wentworth,

The widow of the late Col. Lewis Burleigh, formerly of Sand#ich, N. H., and
more recently of New Hampton, N. H., died

my own
assistants

My heart is wedded

the work in Jellasore,

Burleigh.
Gr,

affection to a friend in bis boyhood.~ED.]

are

to

—

the following, which he

If you

them

“regions beyond.”
I raise up
helpers, and not mine only, bui

in-

Sarah Ralph

so I have

and

- R. L. HOWARD,

.

As for a helper I do

not wish you to send one

have any spafe

were very

His sufferings

ed to the future.

move to New Hampton, and permit his
to the Sisters who gre members of ** The wife to take charge of their children (he
were so many disciplesto be fed tbat such- Woman's Board,” but could not spare the having none of bis own), and she always
a number were requisite to perform the latime.
had applications beyond what her house
bors as needed,so-that none should be overDear sisters, when, about a yea ago, would accommodate,
Every Sabbath evenperOr
looked, or not properly supplied.
news of your advance movement came to ing she would gather her boys together,
serve
one
have
to
was
haps the intention
us, my whole heart was joyful, and thank- and have a religious service peculiarly her
for a day in the week and thus by turns, ful, How is it with you to-day? Are you own, consisting mainly in singing the
thereby not to be over burdened by the going steadily on, increasing in numbers songs peculiar in those daysto the Free
needed duty. Paul gave no instruction on ‘and multiplying the means of doing good ? Baptist Denomination. It would be diffi-

We find the answer to this question in
Acts. 6: 3,*“Wherefore,brethren,look ye out
uta
.
among you seven brethren

the

and hoyfe lit up his countenance as he turn-

The native teachers were dis-

the change.

the

spoke of the past,

down his cheeks as he

nét often like to have their successors appointed before they die! Here ih the hospitable family of dear brother and sister Hallam I am resting finely. They, though not
The number selected at first was seven,
members of oar mission, are still co-workwhat was regarded by the Jews as a corfic ersin the great field, laboring to bring
But that does not appear souls to Christ.
plete number.
as the reason why just so many were ‘selectFor months I have been wishing to write
Perhaps there
ed in that particular: case.

of

in the ope ning

twelve

proposed by the

vining.
Some
think an * observer of author of a new dispensation, to plant it,
times” pronounced days to be lucky or un- to teach its essential principles, and to gather men, out of every people, and kindred,

“lucky, according to his arts.

tated to a degree

apostolic endowments, yet who could well
attend to the matter. You find this remedy

things of
to

and

men for this duty aside from those pgssessing

He was

tnknown

time

The true way they could

ed, established and taught the principles of
the old dispensation ; the prophets to come
were also to teach the principles of God's
government, but were not to introduce a
new revelation.
In the fullest sense, Christ

was’ to be a prophet like Moses.

of their

that a remedy

saw

they undertake it personally.
It would
be using apostolic qualifications in mere
table service, too great a loss to the cause.

by demons and familiar spirits, but were to
be of the Israelites, one -of themselves.
Again, Moses was a prophet that introduc-

and by all other heathen nations. The sin
of the act. was in its baseless pretenses, and
in ‘its influence on the soothsayer and on

comprehended

who

the

fact

;
incapaci-

tion could be plainer.
When the ingumbent becomes

There the ' writer
the Fairport;church.
found him, his work for the most part ended, waiting for his release. Tears coursed

If we grow

i
Dear Readers of the Star :—Some of you
may be glad to learn that your tired mis-

firmity, the proper course is to choose anmust be had, or the rising spirit would’ other to assist as he may need, and to take
greatly impede the heavenly work.
But ‘his place in full when he entirely fails.
THE NUMBER To A CHURCH.
labors in-this remedy would engross too

the difficulty at once,

be supernatural beings, nor to be waited on

on divination,

Romans

the

the apostles,

party to

the prophétical office ‘to communicate the
** Orthat useth divination.” things of God to men, as Moses had done.
for the future.
Divination was an attempt made,by study of The prophetical office was to be filled by
men like Moses in this, that they avere not to
of birds, or of the entrails of ani-

haps by supposed revelation to the mind,
to foretell Yuture events. Much dependence

case.

the

was

such

that

and man’s work

work

God's

Ge

For a time past he has been a member of’

Resting.

declara-

positive

of

Nothing short

more than real-

ized in the deliverance God gave, and as.

R. CLARK.

candidate, the time of trial and the jmposition of hands all read in ths same direction.

years that had been

steeped in blinding teats,

Never tiring, never sleeping,

num-

in

There he saw "thé vis-

against oppression.

a long needed rest. Since coming to this
place I have learned through the Star that
some months ago, our * Mission Committee” voted to ask you to send me a helper
to engbfe me to have a change.
Sister
Phillips kindly came over to Jellasore to see
me off, and promised to look after the girls

Then the traits of character required

leading

in

crept

titudes of armed men God was leadin

, All his labor shall succeed.”

life tenure.

proof positive in favor . of the

Hence the engendering of ill feelings; of
divided emotions,of complaints of the one

“and that it was used to secure some good

the flight
mals, or of flames, or of the planets, or per-

happy

otherwise

of this

There

of freedom and heard the tread of the mul-

Bearing still the precios seed,

is almost

on the point

that nothing is said

Free Baptist interest in that city.

Ul

“he saw the hosts marshaled in the interests

sionary is away in the“ Temperate Zone for

very

The

observed ?

rule have been

In religious connection he was for a long

time a Methodist, and Canada was for years
the fiold of his toil. In later years he came
and identified himself with the =
to Rochester

Bat

for information to others, or how. could

-

at that time, he was a strong advocate.

He that goeth forth with weeping,

mentioned

ber, it certainly must have been

of the systenf

band. Either partiality was at times practiced in the mode of distributing the means

laws, promises and revelations of God.
In
this respect the prophet to come should be
like Moses.
It was, in other words, to be

some

Le in

munity system.
But*the impracticability

Possessing

est, is opposed to \pelonization, of which '

intended

or whatever

ER pe

took the anxious seat under the power of

not weary in well-doing we shall reap.

time, * say

specified

for some

signed to be

one year, or five, aren,

with the members

is leavened.

shall reach their destination,

appointment ‘was de-

Ifthe

for lite.

to be

largely adopting the principles of the com-

for general use soon began to develop itself) Some of the imperfections of poor
human nature were found still remaining

it was

all thé indications are that

A

his personal appeals in the abolition inter-

heroes.

OF SERVICE.

gives direct instruction on this point.

¢

% aA

a vigorous intellect, some culture, immense
will-power and persistence, with an imposing personal address, for a colored man,
and being always on the side of right and
God, he wielded a large influence over
even such minds as those of James ,G. Birney and Gerritt Smith, the latter of whom

transforming power until the entire lump

avpointed.

Nothing is found in the Scriptures that

being,

timé

for the

the brotherhood, thus,

ion with superst
an exof elevating the people; (5.) it was ground- required, by the context, to prevent
clusive application of these words to Christ.
less in all its claims and professions.
brethren,”
10. ** There shall not be found among « From thé midst of thee, of thy
its own
furnish
will
itself
Israel
is,
shat
his
you any one that maketh his, son or
to
resorting
of
need
the
that
so
prophets,
is,
that
“fire,”
the
daugliter to puss through
foreign soothsayers will not .exist. ‘ Like
and
king,
the
means
Molech
Molech.
to
unto me.” Verse 18 shows the one respect
it is theught that he was the fire-god of the
in which. the order of prophets should be
n
were
childre
How
heathen in the East.
like Moses. Moses wis a mediator between
passed through the fire is unknown, nor
Israel and God, communicating to God the
thus
can it be known whether the child was
made an offering, a propitiatory sacrifice wants of the people, and to the people the
to the god, or was supposed to

TERM

ing dreg distribution of it to the needs of

are

We

of

Rn

he marched to the ballot-box and felt that
nevolence will always come in play. Labor
himself, too, though always free, the
frown
and trust, persevere and win must be. the
shackles had fallen; he knew that he had
motto to the end. That oft-recurring praylived in an age when to live was grand
er, ** Thy kingdom come,” sent up by the
and borne a part in a struggle which had
whole evangelical church, will be answered.
‘emancipated a race and written its victors
The leaven in the meal will not cease its

of the church a ppointing.

their . new born joys,” gave themselves
mostly to worship, that the possessors come
into a light esteem of their property, mak-

would do for them,
God prohibited, the reference requires the
prophet to exist when these persons could
be instructedby him. Besides, the context
shows that this promise is not to be confined to one person, since it gives means'of
‘knowing true from false prophets, and pro-

prohibited :

and ‘was

exuberagce

the

in

converts,

that the

RE

er-ceasing energies of the church. Living
meh with living principles must ever be
employed. Personal effort with large be-

serve awhile on
ing the needed traits and properly faithful,
be put into the office in full. The length of
time fot this trial is left to the judgment

lected in the daily ministration.”
From these passages, we learn that the
cause of Christianity was taking a hold on

i

rv

NOs

fons of hi earlier

.ncesof the case demanded this.
The
laid it at the apostles’ feet.” The fifth chap. ' But perhaps experience taught that a someopens with the facts about Annanias and what different course should be observed,
Sapphira, as regards. their property. Chap. which led Paul (1 Tim. 3: 10) to say, “Let
7: 1. ‘And in those days, when the numthese first be proved ; then let them use the
ber of disciples was multiplied there arose
office of a deacon, being found blameless.”
a murmuring of the Grecians against the This indicates that the candidate should
Hebrews, because their widows weré negtrial and, if found possess-

t indeed the truth.
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~ For homespun . wit, sarcasm, fierceness,
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great.

to walk {n the realm unseen, than watch
Better
the
event;
;

Fragments

Better the well done at the last,than the air with

Feed My Lambs.
—

How

more

beau‘ifully,

and

how

the

piece.

whéther

Gathered Up.

their duty ot taking special care to nurse

with opportunities to the work which they

The

you

are

readiest
iu

way

Christ,

‘bee, which, in her anger,

and cats,

}

fo

know

isto

know

to his distourses. “When holding

n revival,

tions which are found in all the walks of |
secular life, . Recourse must be hgd to the

from going too far. . A promise- should

be

given with caution, and kept
with care. A
promise shiould be made by thé heart, and

remembered by the head.

A promise and

its performauce should, like the scales of a
mutnal

ad-

justment. A promise attended to is a debt
is very pitiful and of tender .mercy, young, settled. God crowns with mercy, buta
swollen head is not fit to have that crown
nverts are now to be found in nearly a
our towns, and villages, and congrega- put upon it. A prond man is seldom a
tions.
Some of them are, in every sense, grateful man ; for he never thinks he gets
young converts; young in all their experi- 2% much as he deserves. When any ‘mercy
ences ; just setting out in life, and conse- falls, he says, “Yes; but it ought to be
crating the dew of their youth to the di more. It is only manna as large as a cori,
vine service. Others are old in sin, though ander segd, whereas, it ought to be like a
almost

experience

Still

bak
once

of this

looks, as well as

having devoted themselvesso long tothe
cares of the world and the deceitfulness ot
hearts to Him who has long waited to be
gracious unto them, and at the eleventh
hour offer their soon failing powers to late
seryice in his vineyard. Thus various in
age, in experience, in capability, ‘in need,
these new converts are’ all, ‘in the most

important sense, babes in Christ; lambs of
his flock. .Howevér much experience they
may have had about other things, they
have og litle as vet of spiritual things:
howevér wise they may be with the wisdom of this world, they ‘know almost nothing as yet, as they ought to know, of the
at mysteries of salvation and of eternal
fe; however strong
their stomachs muy
be for the meat which
perisheth, they need
still that milk for babes in Christ which
the Gospel contemplates and supplies.

Pastors sometimes overlook the -jmportance of the Period immediately following
a more or less extended and powerful work

of grace in their congregations. They em$0 much the importance of souls
: _ being sayed, that: they are apt to be discouraged when the signs of interest on the
part of the congregation diminish, and the
weeks begin fo pass again, in which no
new cases of interest report themselves to
the eager and anxious eye. They feel as

if the harvest were over, and they are sad

and troubled that the work has not been
more all-embracing and irresistible, and
under some reaction of feeling, they are
tempted to sit down and leavy
the matter
now in God's hands wholly.
They forget that as the months following
the birth of the infant ave those which cost
the mother most of joyful yet anxious and
continual care, so the lambs of Christ need
to be fed with special solicitude.
Gather the new cohverts, then, together
into a class of catechumens,or in some way,
and ‘enter at once upon that training proc1 -mature them for-the-ehureh;

and fit them for great and good servige to
the world.
Pie
The importance of the first months of

Christian experience in their relation to the

solid ‘quality ‘of the ‘chiaracter ‘of the after
Chri
life, can hardly be overrated ; could
hardly be over-estimated, |
Let every pastor, with a loving aud patient heart, and with a fertile spirit, seize

and make the most of his opportunity of do‘ing 3 good work for the
future; not ouly
of his new converts themselves, but, throng
them, of the church and the world.
*
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and.extreme young man, highly educated,
\
indeed, and perhaps fitted for some literary tion.
Through such means he will preserve het
professorship, but wholly without political
trying'to do good. If we would have pow- experience or sagacity, and the very last tone of his mind amid the excitement of secman by character, talents, and training {o ular life,and will live in a true sense for two
erful minds, we must think; if we would
be a political leader of Massachusetts in the worlds.
have faithful hearts, we must love;
if we
would have strong muscles, we must labor. grave public situation, he weat one evening
These include all that is valuable in life, to Fanueil Hall with all the famous Whig
Aunt Nanny’s Wages.
A preached gos
by men* whose life is chiefs, and spoke upon the duties of his
such as to destrof
all confidence in them, is party at that time. The tope and character
Aunt Nanny was carrying home the last
like tendering
wiger in a defiled cup, it of the speech may be supposed from its conclusion, which was that the Whig party basket of clothes on Saturday night. She
disgusts rather thay
pleases.
should demand the abolition of slavery. As felt tired out with the week’s wash, and the
April sun, and a good
he was ending, Mr. Sumner referred to Mr, ‘heat of the warm
Ran
Strong” Men.
Webster, then Senator, whom the meeting deal disheartened besides, for she expected
|
best: patrons the followhad hoped to welcome. He appealed to to lose two of her
Strength of character consists of two him to lead the party in that great demand. ing week. She was\thinking of the money
things: powerof will, und
power of self. The time had. arrived. The duty was not out of pocket for a week, or, perhaps,two or
restraint. It requires
two
things, therefore, Lo be avoided. 1t was the question of the three weeks, before she again made up her
for its existence: strong teelings and ‘a hour.-' ‘By your plea for the Union,” said complement, ‘for Aunt Nanny, year in and
fifteen names on her
Sumner, ‘you’ have justly won the year out, tried to keep
strong command over them. Now, we all Mr.
along rather more
very often mistake strong
feelings for name of Defender of the Constitution. By wash list. So she wad
strong character. A man who bears all be- the masterly Oregon negotiation, you have slowly than usual, under the weight of the
at basket,—and the weight of the reflectitle, Defender of Péace.
fore
him, before whose wild bursts of’ fury earned another
the children of the housebold quake, be- And now,” exclaimed the orator, with’ gen- ‘tion,—when, on turniag a cornet, che came
in contact with a gentleman walkcause he has his own way in all things,we erous fervor—‘‘now add a higher title, suddenly
ing
in
the
opposite direction.
never
to
be
forgotten
on
earth
or
in
heaven
call hima strong man. The truth is, he
Aunt Nanny. set down the basket and
Humanity.” It is easy to
is a ‘weak man; it is his passions that ave —Defender of
te
imagine ‘the incredulous contempt
with they shook hands,
strong ; he, mastered by them, is weak.
¢ And how is life going with you, Nanwhich the old Whig chiefs heard this apYou must measure the strength of ‘a man
al fromi the ardent tyro. ‘He advise ny ?”inquired the clergyman, as he looked
by the power of the feeling he subdues, not
ebster! He, this morbid theorist, in- with an expression of respect into her black
by the power of those that subdue him.
struct
the most consummate - of American face, out of which beamed, through all the
And hence composure is often the highest
statesmen! ‘It is both comical and dis- perspiration, those graces which the apostle
result of strength. Did we ever see a man
recvive a flagrant injury, and then reply graceful.” Mr. Sumner sent a copy of his so earnestly commended: love, peace, tera:
i
d
calmly ? That man is morally strong. . Or speech to Mr. Webster, ‘and ‘Mr. Webster perance, brotherly love, ete.
«All goin’ weil, minister; de Lord ain't
did we ever see a man in anguish stand as acknowledged it in a cool and polite note.
if carved out of solid rock, mastering him- He said that he respected the character dnd nebber [ur off from folks dat believe in hin:.”
¢ That's true, but, we mustn’t Stand still
sell? Or one bearing a hopeless daily trial talents of the orator, and wished him well.
Then, in his most Olympian strain, Mr. when all's well | with us,” was the reply,
remain silent, and never tell the world
‘what cankered his home peace ? That is Webster added: “In political affairs, we with an emphasis upon the last syllable,
“I 'knows dat, minister, an’ [ tries ter
strength, He who, with strong passions, happen to entertain at the present moment
a difference of opinion respecting the rela- 'methber dern ‘poor folks dat don’ know
remains chaste ; he who, indignation within him, can be provoked and, yet vestrain tive importance of some of the political nothin’ bout how good de Lord is.”
and take a diferent | «1 know you do, Nanny; I've heard
himself
and forgive, those are strong mer, questions-of the time;
view of the line of duty most fit to be pur- about the conversion of the young ladythe moral heroes.—Selected.
sued in endeavors to obtain all the good whom you prayed for so many months; and
which cau be obtained in connection with about the Boy, too; who can tell what your
Fled for Refuge.
b certain important subjects.” Which saw reward will be for praying for sinners
‘+ Dats it, praying for sinners; an’ I took
most clearly, the consummate statesman or
The pastor sat in his stady, when a young the impracticable visionary ?—Qeorge Wil- another ope last Sunday!” said Aunt Nanny, with great animation.
man ¢ame to the door in much excitement: diam CNgtas.
:
+
2% Who is it, Nanny ® inquired the minisHe had recently signed the pledge and re:
Rr
i
formed from habits of intemperance, am
Pay Often:
¢ Dat: han’some young man what sets
had also been interested for
his immortal
|
Tish ——
right in front o’ the pulpit, minister, I looks
welfare, and had ifidinged a hope. in the
gallery, an’ sees -hi
great’
mer. Butt at Supe had bad - "We happenedto’ see a check in a minis- downon him from de
words of” disagreement: with his employer, tér's hand the'other day, the amount being, dar reg’lar ebery Sunday, an’ payin’ ‘tenand under the pressure of sore temptation his weekly payment of salary,
Thinking tion, ‘an’ seems like he'd carry out de’ trufe
had sought the pastors study. He said, “I* it an unusual thing, we asked an explana- in histheart, but when he ‘goes .out ‘he's
have fled here as a place of refuge, and I “tion. The reply was substantially this: smili’ an’ bowin’ ter this an’ ter that, an’ I
want to
Here ten minutes for synipathy “My sulary'is not large, but’ is ‘all that I knows, he’s just forgot it all,”
“ Well, I'm glad,
Nanny, you've taken
and strength! My éuaployeér has turned se think my people can afford to pay in their
and the terapter has been saying to me, present ; circumstances. They know it is him to pray for ; he ought to be a Christian.
off,
: obody, cares for you; go and drink, and very small for all whichit bas to do in my Now you pray for him, and I preach’ to him,
let him alone.
forget your trouble I" and I have run here ‘hquse
; aud although they promised regu- and we'll trust the Lord won't sometimes
reto get calmness and Srengib
suk Lig
And; Nanny, when you pray,
“lar
quarterly
payments,
they
have
volun|
I
e was a German, and +had a pressing teered the weekly / check ‘which you saw member the pastor!”
¢¢T doos, minister, I allers doos,” replied
invitation to attend a rising where
r- iin my hand. The difference is immense.
:
beer flowed freely, but he went around on In the first place it warms my heart to re- Aunt Nanny, in a deprecating tone.
“Phe clergyman went.on his way, cheered
other streéts to avoid the place of tempta- ceive every week the substantial evidence
tion, The brave soul overcame; got a new of faithfulness from My people. It shows by ‘Aunt; Nanny's words, and thinking "how
he would introduce a point in bis ‘second:
‘jobs of ‘work, and went on his Christian way that
they mean I shall have the use and ly ¥ to-morrow morning that might touch
exejoieing.
inl goin
fine
benefit:of my movey:a8 fast as I. earn it.
_1; Such, an
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Little Star,”
Star,
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day.I will show ‘you Scripturally how you'll
feel in hell. On Wednesday, I shall preach
on Universalism.” #His selection of topics
was apparently no random affair, but a
matter of thought and conscience; for one
evening he said : ““I'hdd intended to preach
from ‘I have great confidence,’ étc. ; ut on
praying over the subject, and being desirous always to follow the wishes of God,
I have felt it my duty to preach from ‘I have
somewhat against thee,
because thou hast
‘eft thy first love.’ "—Galaxy.
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lights were not shining. The pilot said to
many ministers have to putup with the
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the captain, ‘What shall ‘we do? We ean
k 0
!
of githor vox, young or old; make more money at
slow sixpence—a poor salary poorly paid;
worllor vs in their spare moments or all the time than at anything
1
am
afraid
that
many
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us
are
defective
not anchor here; we ean not turn and: go
elve, Pas boularsiros; Addeess G, Stinson
& Coy, Portland, Maines |
sometimes
past
due,
and
possibly
dunned
great
are
men
Some
symmetry.
moral
out again into the lake, for the storm is too in
oR
1y41
for besides. I thank God every WednesChristians
upon
one
point,
and
some
are
violent, and the night is too dark, yet it. is
day,
when
my
'theck
comes,
that
he
has
impossible to find the channel to guide our | reat Christians upon another. One man
"
s a great Christian "in the matter of Sab- |. given me a people so squarely |
vessel between the sunken roeks without
A Gem worth. Reading! Diamond worth. © being \
This confession of the minister,’ though
Tams
those ‘shore lights.” ~The captain peered bath sehook.teaching, and another a stupen- entirely privale, seems roo good ‘to be Sup- SAVE YOUR EYES,
anxiously ' into the. thick darkness,
He, dous. Christian in the mdtter of total ab- pressed. © Our conviction is, that, with all ' RESTORE your SIGHT,
100, could see the upper but not the lower stinence from all song drink, We may the self-denial, and often extreme hardship,
THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
lights. He said, “We must try to steer as be too much in the habit of singling out to be found in the lot of ministers, the.act- By reading our Ilustra='
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high
a
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AND
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tdd
well as we can by the beacon on the bluff, special virtues, to feed them
ing
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of
our
heading
‘Pay
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.
EYEthe
of
ANATOMY
1t is a great risk, but it is our only hope.” ‘pitch, in order to carry off the prize at the would help things amazingly.
Tells how to Re~
SIGHT.
ow
difThis would give but
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The pilot kept his eye on that beacon. He ecclesiastical show.
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ferent this from the miserable financial con- store Impuirved Vision
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how to cuxe
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Watery,
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Suppose
that
next
as he could.
But soon, in spite of all his
Eyes.
nnd all other Disenses of the
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“care and of all the help that upper light summer should ‘grow “little but. sun-flow- made is pew rent—where the treasury is
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guished
for
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however
rich
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Christian
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our
from
who goes forth
ness. It is am outrage on a defenceless
homes, He has been well instructed, He the product of each, the summer, as a man thus to force the minister to go about
whole,
would
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acéounted
poor
and
illeloknows his catechism. He has heard
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tion of a carpenter, and who well knows
the trials which belong to the poor in their |
struggles to obtain the necessaries of |

THURSDAY.—~Where Cain Got his Wife.

direction, and otlers down ‘approval upon: the work of that pastor.

near the water lineto
guide him amid the
racks that the upper lights’ are too high to
reveal minutely, ‘A vessel was coming
‘into this harbor on a dark, stormy night.

a

Pp

Si
al

pathy and‘aid of, that Jesus who, for |
ty years, quietly Kollowed the occupa-

MONDAY,~My
Ox Sermon.
TurspAY.—My Hen and Chicken Sermon.
WEDNESDAY.~A Funeral Sermon on Men
now Living.
>
pe

and I wish my children neverto see in me
that which they may not imitate.” Live
to be useful. Live to give light.
Live to
accomplish the end for which you were
made, and quietly and steadily shine on,

riches and the lusts of other.things, they
have now first, out of due time, given their

oh

listening

watching

powerful tempta-

do

do

and

FRIDAY. ~Justice of God in the Damnation
the Wicked.

oaf.”
‘Iam a home missionary,”
observed a Christian mother; ‘‘six

paits of little eyes are daily

reached the end, and

Character

WEDNESDAY.
—A Prayer Meeting in Hell,
THURSDAY.~The
Goodness of God.

2)

life, and have

the world’s work.

Jong

Personality,

TUESDAY. ~Why God Lets the A

and lives a’ drome ever after. A prudent
man, is like
a pin; his head prevents him

Thanks to the infinite love of Him who
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do

ares for enageadve inetms.
+
20M),
J.C. TILTON, Pittsburg, Pa.
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For Two. Worlds.
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Destiny of the Devil.

loseth her sting,

true balance, always present a

‘deseribe and demand!

had

some

may pickup a little’ wheat‘ among

MoONDAY.~The

whether Christ bein you. . Revenge hurts
both offérer and sufferer;
as we see ina

the spiritual life that is young, and therefore tender, than by this command: Feed
my lambs ?
aa
DE
And to how many pastors ‘those ‘gracious words of Christ now especially
and
rticularly re-uttered by the very fact that,
Gods providence has surrounded them

not yet gray

and

our parishes in city and country: Pay as
liberally as you can; but in any event, pay
often. So will you the more respect yourselves and your pastor; so will he the
more respect himself and = you.—Philadel.
phia Presbyterian,
=
.

the same view he ofteri gave strange titles soul amid the many and

tion in the lump, who know but little of it in

more

foreibly, could our Lord
Jesus,—the great
. Shepherd of the Shephhive impressed upon his ministers,—his s under shepherds,—

others have

aed

in-

ure so meanly made that they look down
upon the minister, whose debts are not his
own, but his peo le’s. Let it ring through

purposeof his oddities:
was “to amuse, +

with what we know, “and be willing to
leave the mysteries to be solved when, as
scholars, we sit at his feet and learn from
| his lips the complete story of redeeming
love. Many
talk familiarly of sanctifica-

Macdonald.

==@eorge

+

;

and

Nobody looks quite so high into

the faceof one who owes him;

that the on]

lie sometimes preached twice a day on the
six days
of the week, with a prayer
If an angel were sent to find the most. first
; Better to Yave a quiet grief, than a hurrying de
‘évery morning;
and on
rfect man, he would Ficbatly not tind ‘Saturday , besides,
there were three prayer meetings,
Better the twilight of the dawn, than the noonm
composing
a
body
ol
divinity,
but
peror else two und one service of preaching.
day burning bright.
rhouse, whom the ‘On
a cripple in a
haps
Sunday he often announced his subjeets
Better a death when work is done, than earth’s parish wish dead, and
humbled before God, for wiling evenings; and here are two
most favored birth; =.
?
‘with
far
lower
thoughts
of
himself
than
Better a child in God’s
at
se, than the ‘others have of him. , Let us be satisfied lists which 1 took down, by way of speciking of all the earth:
mens, from his lips:
© shoutings rent. °

y
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his good

some wheat and some chaft’ in my. ser ‘God’s special blessing must be, sought
. Show them by your example that it is put
mons,” he said; *‘and I throw out the chaff continually
in counection with . business
the ‘good part,” and they will choose it.— in hopés that some who cometo
get that cares and labors, Faith must make its ap:
Rev. OC. E. Babb, D. D.
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GRAND BIBLE COMBINATION

po r wise

your minister, then, the full ad-

vantages of his narrow salary. Pay often;
often; it may save his getting in debt, an

for an oddity sometimes seeming irreverent,
et joined to solemnity, few pulpiteers in
io Better Things. ciety, enjoying the things that ave seen and | ¥modern times, I fancy, have
equalled
holy
of
lights
lower
the
temporal. Thus
Kuvapp.
Almost
as
dramatic
as
*
Gough,
the
dim,
and example being
‘almost as mirthful in story-telling and as
Better the love of gentle heart, than beauty’s influence
youth drifts away among the breakers and powerful in pathos, the Elder moved
favors proud
.
great, urBetter theirTose’s living seed, than roses in a makes shipwreck of his soul, ‘A
people
to laughter and. tears,to beatitude
.
+ .erowd, ’
oF our dayis +‘plety at’ home’— and terror.
gent need
Like a consummate orator he
a
Better to love in loneliness, than bask in love all notalong-faced , sanctimoniousness, but
felt
his
hearers.
‘Whitefield = preached
da: .
in
life
eerful, living, Joyous newness of
Better the fountain in the heart, than the fount: esus
has never failed ‘to God,” he #aidin one sermon, “amon
Christ. This
stones and clubs and rotten eggs and dea
ain
by the way.
:
charni young hearts, and to win them to- ua
:
mention of cats a titter ran
the
and
ess
pleasantn
alone
eat
ways.of
than
the
in
hand,
walk
|
Better be fod by mother’s
Brough
audience, whereupon
the Elder

AU WIS
©
Beiterto trust in God, than say, My goods my

Give

me

BRE

a one is despised because he is a

Elder Knapp.

worldly.

The conversation there has not been about
grace and the hope
Christ, the riches of his
through him, that is
full of glory; but
about making money, keeping in good so-

acme:
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Single
and by the dozen; also Postage
on the same
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AT

A Convention
:
That was

SS

.

hold be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

aA

b usiness, remittances of. money, &¢., should
dressed to the Publisher.
'

|

As-

last

himself in Boston

[It wasin his opening Address before

be ad-~

ly desire.”

And then he added a sort of

double-barreled

invocation,

to

the

effect

of

Wé claimto have got a very different
impression of the workings of this law

traffic, the numerous disturbances which
the force has quelled being left ‘out of the

also fervent-

practically promote which we

power to use it [the law] is a weapon
intimidation and a meaus of corruption,”

from what the above statements would give
us. Of course they relate only to that
feature of it whickr deals with the liquor

fo

now agitating the entire country, and

publication

for

designed

commumeations

a-All

——

—

of Satiristsi™]

the annual convention,and his words were,
«we are metto calmly and earnestly deliberate upon the question of temperance,

Ass’t Editor.

——

question. So that the soundness of ‘the
Governor's veto seems to rest, with these

been calling persistently
It is the boast of some that they take ity who are open te conviction as to the. ly
prohibitory law,==of course ‘‘in the inthe
d‘nothing on trust, but are in all things.gui
true course to pursue. in order to promote |terest
‘of good morals and good governTherefore they, assume the" good cduse
ed hy knowledge.
of temperance, and by ment.” It is no surprise then that they reairs of superior wisdom,and look down with which the scourge of ictemperance may be/
ceive the veto with disfavor. The force
pity or scorn on those whom they regard as greajly remedied
and effectually removhas probably made more seizures of liquor,
the dupes of credulity and superstition. But ed.”
broken
up more groggeries, tempprarilyat
who are these sages,and whence their eleva:
That a company ofYiquor manufacturers,
least, and helped the real temperance séntion above their fellows? After pafiently whose very organization is meant to ‘protiment of the State, more than is. pleasing
waiting for and examining the evidences
mote the interests of their businéss and to these advocates of a license
system.
they farnish, the world is largely forced to particularly the sale of their goods, should
The aim of the vetoed bill was unpis-

‘believe that these claims are founded

and conceit.

whol-

Whenever

you find one sétting up for an infallible oracle, whether moved by intuition or the

rev-

elations of positive Science, and ignoring all
other sources of belief, be sure he revolves
in a very narrcw circle, of which self is the
Lg

center,

Not that we question the reality of knowledge. The domain of positive science, both
mental and
and

physic

is

broad as it is, it is

ample.
far

But

from

rich

covering

the whole ground of our responsible acts.
Were we governed entirely by absoltite
knowledge, we should be far ‘more limited

and restricted than we are. Then we must
depend in every case upon our own in-

vestigations, with little help from the labors
of others, and ever be precluded from action §

when 116#8 15 “any degree of uncertainty.
How, then, could men combine for any new
enterprise, how could spciety be maintained, or the most common offices of life be
carried on?

To use

familiar

illustrations,

could we ever venture fo enter a public
conveyance, or employ a physician, or even
a cook? But if in spite of theories all mer
exercise common sense in such every day
concerns, what can prevent their extending
its application to other matters equally practical ?

The fact is unquestionable
do and must exercise faith in

that all men
every sphere

‘of responsible action. In many things we
all have knowledge, but it is limited in
every way. We are obliged to supplement
it by faith, and act both from what we know
and what we believe. So it is with all our
common affairs ; equally so must it be in re-

ligion.

We are in a world of activity and responsibility, with duties devolving upon us.
Whence this state of things, and what shall
govern our conduct? Here are the Seriptures, admitted as sacred and authoritative
by the whole civilized world for thousands
of years. They furnish a full and adequate
rule of faith and practice, in harmony with
reason,and conducing to our highest welfare.
But we are told that there are difficulties
in comprehending the Scriptures, therefore

we had better study the works

of nature.

And what is the result with the most acute
minds who adopt this course? If we give
up the Bible, and take Hume,

Renan,

Dar-

win in-its place, whither shall we be led?
To such conclusions as the following:
(1.)
To distrust all history #fd common laws of
testimony; (2.) That the order of nature is
unchangeable and eternal;

(3.)

That there

is no evidence of design in the universe,’
and that the eye was not made for seemg, but the result of fortuitous operations,
working for millions of years; (4.) That
all beings have a common origin: mang is
developed from the dpe, the ape from a
lower form, and so on, all by blind chance

without any design; (5.)

There isno evi

dence of a personal deity, or.any

supernat-

ural power or government of the world.
We are the hopeless objests of chance, as
unwarranted ~in expecting * any special
result of an act as though it had not been
performed, and groping helplessly througlr

a dark world to a darker grave. *
Now

let the

two

systems,

:

if the

above

named assumptions of skepticism can be
called a system, be compared in the light of
simple reason.

In one we have the infinite

Jehovah, the creator, preserver, and

ruler

of the wopld ; intelligence, design, and love

BS

manifest throughout his work8; man made
like him, but finite, free, actountable; virtae and vice with their consequences; the
“plan of salvation and means of grace for all ;
God ruling the world in wisdom and good-"|,
ness;

the volumes of nature and revelation

alike

proceeding

from

him,

in

with him and with the menta]

harmony

and moral

SR

constitution of man; parts of the system

at

it

i

present beyond our comprehension, ‘but no
© “part absurd of contrary to fact or reason.
The other system,

so

called,

without

any

|

|

|
|
.

to pursue the

| denounces

scientific ‘method,

and

the believer in Scripture

only

and

! "Christianity as credulous and

superstitious.

| 'We appeal to the candid mind
| which is the true scientific

to decide

process

and

which that of ‘credulity and superstition.
| It is easy to call names, but that does not
| settle principles.

If there is no credulity in

| believing in a chance world, in setting aside

| the convictions of mankind with reference

to

the

‘‘ very

center.

vords have lost their meaning and forceas

i

‘~4ivesof truth, and we may as
“=a all lost in an inextriT= oan be ad-

.

false, and the 7'ribunme’s defense not more
than half stated.
re

indicates that the true policy of managing

—— CENTENNIAL

if the Government

Sn.

Hops:

The’ following

paragraph represents the position of those

tion authorizing the President

to invite the

foreign powers, It is in regard to the real
effects of the proviso prohibiting the United
States from being held responsible for any
part of the expense :
"Uf,
3
We know of what we state, and at this
moment a large majority of both houses of

Congress are in happy sympathy

with the

movement, and, as far as their convictions
are concerned, consider it the duty of the

¥
iy

aC

«

sd

Ag
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for piece of Oriental’ architeoture: "The ~~
grouping cf the buildings is also exquisite-

ly done, the harmony of design being well

kept up. But with all this artistic grace,
there are proofs of a practical as well as |
practiced hand in the designing, every pary
seeming to be admirably adapted for use
as well as beauty. We hope sometime t¢
look upon the real embodiment

.of the ar-

our postal affairs lies in the way of re- ‘chitect's design.
trenchment. As a cotemporary remarks,

card and catry it too fof one cent, it might

Denominations Tow ail Nes,

certainly afford to carry -lotters cheaper,
since it is at no expense in furnishing the
stationery.
Unless signs fail, we shal]

_ The perusal of theformal record of the

can furnish

\

VE
an
Wilem

the postal

The Boston Convention:

ay

pretty soon be sending regular letters for Boston Convention, already published, can
two cents or less. In which event, there convey to the reader only in part its characwould doubtless be a good many more’of ter and significance. The response tp the

them sent.

:

.

call was large. Every portion of the denomination in New England was repreA year or sented, and the men who assembled were

~—SUNDAY LIBRARIES AGAIN,
two ago,when
the question of opening public libraries on Sunday was so warmly dis-

among the truest and best.* Not ‘even

our

denominational Anniversaries, when held
from
cussed, almost everybody had semething to apart
the General Conference,

of

been chosen.

A Governor's Veto.
The Massachusetts
legislature has occupied considerable of its time during the
present session in trying to get rid of the
State Constabulary law. It has had a cer-'|
tain quality of public sentiment in its favor,
voiced through several newspapers and in
all the liquor saloons and grog shops of the

a bill abolishing the law by which it held
its authority. But it was also no surprise,
we are glad to say te the credit of the
acting Governor of the State, when he

promptly returned th®. bill

with

a mes-

However, let us give him a al opinion on the right of women to the

confident welcome,
That helps a man’
very much in discharging difficult duties.
|

| ——A
The

WORD
Advance

FOR

GENERAL FREMONT.

remarks that itis

a little

hard for those who remember the enthusiasm

with which they supported Gen. Frémont
for the Presidency in 1856, to

think of him

une, however; comesto his

rescue,

mak-

ing statements which we are glad to send |
| along to such of our readers

as may

still

ballot does n't fully appear.

It seems, how-

ever,to be rather an expression of the opin-

ion that the fining Judge erred in his action,
the effect of which is to deprive Miss An:

were probably not foreseen when this observance was adopted by the Dunkards, so

the question came up at the Convention |
whether the white mémbers should observe

the Apostolic practice on meeting the col-

thony of the right of having the question of ored ones. It was a perplexing question,
and the Convention hardly liked to commit

her guilt passed upon by her peers,—a right

which is evidently guaranteed to Miss An-

itself, so it decided to let each

church ar-

other

range the matter for itself. Circumstances
very often alter cases. But the Dunkards

remitted, but it will be dome in an almost

were unanimous in deciding that members

thony as constitutionally

person.

as

to any

‘It is probable that the fine will be

the greatest caution it
will launch the Ilouse into a discussion of

——How

WE-Go.

that
the law which

the

legislature

would

have abolished has “lost the public confidence,” that the force has been

‘guilty

of

and

Baron

Bone.

Gen.

through

Fremont

excess of

Senate had actually voted for Woman
~-COMPULSION

ADVANCING.

into the mill and

keep them

there.

A

suf-

frage. The question was on the organization of the territory of Pembina, and Sena-

in the days of their conspicuous good fortune, ean rest assured that they were never

notorious misconduct,” that * the State is more worthy of the highest regard than
burdened with a law never enforced,” that now.” There are of course ome instances

ing, clipped from a Hillsdale

paper

of re-

cent date. . The immediate question which
the writer discusses is, ** Shall its Alumni
have a hall ?” Here is what is said about

undertaken in Philadelphia, wheré teachers are forbidden to assign their pupils
tasks which must be learned at. home. Ordinarily, children need the hours out of
school for other purposes. We do” not belee it isthe

best

teachers

who

it, than any other organization.

The very

near relation it sustains, is kindred to that

of children to the old parental home, and
the total membership numbers two hundred
and ninety-seven, with a living membership of two hundred and eighty !
These, in the very nature of things, are qut at life's posts of duty, with an eye often
turned toward their Alma Mater to inquire:
after her welfare. At best, they ean enjoy

only their annual commencement visits, or

re-

friends | form nearly as significant as this has been

generous. magnanimity., - The
who admired and honored. Gen. Fremont
and his accomplished ‘and estimable wife

Hillsdale College, we offer thenr the follow-

It almost made

Governor's signature, requiring parents to send their children,
be-

has been silent only

Believing that our readers are interested
in all that really pertains to the interests of

graduates constitute an organization made
‘up
from allits courses, and coming from
our
that irrepressible question, the rights of
all
its
Literary Societies.
Sank
women to the ballot under the fourteenth head swim, and weare not sure that it. is
The Alumni are more nearly related to
steady yet, to observe a few days ago that
niheteen members of the United States the College, and more deeply interested in

retain their esteem and confidence in York Assembl
y has ‘passéd an act, which
his honesty. “The better. opinion,” it has received the

him

Hilledalé College.

:
;
breathless manner, and with a call ‘for the of the church should neither join agricnlt- Bee
Hillsdale College bas now been making
piungodly
the
‘keep
nor
societies,
wral
next business in order following closely
a bistory for nearly twenty years, Its
ano, or.any other musical instrument.”
upon it, for without

tor Sargent,of California moved an amendsage containing his veto. Hehasat least says, '‘‘of those who"are informed in rehat the right to vote in the Territory
ment,
shown that he has some firmness and in- gard to the affairs in qhestion is that Gen.
tween the ages of eight and fifteen, to shotild
mot be restricted on account of race,
dependence.
any
Fremont has incurred no stain to Iris hon- school at least fourteen weeks in each
year. color,or sex. The amendment failed, but
- Perhaps we are not well enough inform- orin the unfortunate . transactions where
greatly needed, to think that it got nineteen votes in its
ed on the actual results of the State Con- he has been the chief loser, and that in the This is a reform which is
stabulary law in Massachusetts to speak painful disputes which have arisen between especially in manulactiriog Did where favor is nearly bewildering. Would it have
the tendency is to put the children early got half as many as that two years ago?

1 lo responsibility, the supernatural aud’ the
| wutbority of the Bible; but credulity is ex- authoritatively in the matter. . Besides,
{| aibited
in adiittitig an intelligent creator, the most of the daily papers that “have thus
_ | A superintending providence, -and yielding far reachedus from the State animadvert
0 the highest demandsof our nature ; ther rather strongly upon the veto, claiming
+1

id

overnment to contribute liberally towards
ts suoceD. Let the commission in Philadel- say about it. Bat latterly, while the suc- have" usually exceeded this gathering in
takably at the prohibitory law of the State. phia continue to be in earnest and expedite
cess of the movement has been on trial, number or in the character of those in atAmerican intelligence” and advertise themIt was one of the first moves in the game work, as. far as lies in their power, and we
.
;
selves in this way, might be taken as an which the saloon-keepers: and their allies: promise that Congress will do ‘its part in parties "have mainly occupied themselves tendence,
good time. Let the press also of that city with watching developments. . There are |. It was in the highest sense a deliberative
insult, if the
Bostonians weren't in the
are playing for free liquor,
They have]
things as philosophically as possible,
various reports concerning the successof body. The object for which it met, if i
habit of exercising some choice as to whom been its earnest advocates; (hey most em- take
keep in good humor, and not ae
that the trial in Boston. - It is quite probable wis clearly defined,
does not seem to have
they receive insults from. The case has phatically deplore the veto. The leading Jeople are OIE to allow them to bear the
hardly had a parallel since Jeff Davis or- daily of Boston, so far as dignity and edIl b
of f:1 the work, and, mark our that jt hardly comes up to the popular been generally understood ; or, it might be
to say that it was differently’
ress will come to its senses and thought concerning it. But the New York more proper
ganized the rebellion to preserve the liber- torial ability are concerned, lately culled word.
do
its
duty.
;
understood.
Mercantile
Library,
which
opened
its
It was only after a protracted
ties of America.
loudly for
license law, and: mow itis
There is evidently a fixed purpose on the doors to Sunday visitors (wo years ‘ago, is discussion that it decided that it was desiraBut the President eontinued his address, grieved over this action of the Lieut.-Govpart of certain persons to make the United obliged to confess that the trial has prov- ble to “organize a New England Associaflinging specially prepared epithets at all ernor.
The former might have predicted
States bear the burden,of the proposed cen- ed a failure. The friends of the scheme.of- tion, and the plan eventually hit upon, plain
temperance organizations, referring to the
the latter.
tennial celebration. Within certain limits fer various explanations of the failure, but and simple, was the embodiment of the
clergy as having been *¢ cajoled, flattered
By this veto, which most good temperor terrified into supporting
the new doctrine ance men will approve, the Lieut.-Gover- this would be just. The national credit none that satisfy a thoughtful public—if concentrated wisdom of the Convention,
demands that no niggardly performance be there be such atpublic. The fact seems to rather than the idea or project of any one inof total abstinence and branding all’ who
nor has shown that he means to hold the
forced upon the managers. But it should
|
:
:
use stimulants as a disgrace to society,”and
State to a consistent course, not allowing be clearly shown that it is not to be a per- be that Sunday library visitors, whose ob- dividual.
The discussion took a wide range, and
ject is a worthy one;are not sufficiently nudefining the recent women’s movement as it, while a prohibjtory law is on its statute
‘‘a disgrace to civilization and a stigmaon books, to practically annul it by striking sonal or sectional enterprise. In that case merous Lo make the Scheme successful. It was of the most frank and open character.
those who expect to make the money would n't be strange if this should prove to Any one having convictions felt freeto utChristian
teaching.”
tyr
+
%",, | down
a force which helps
to execute it.
should
bear nthe expenses. It is proper be the case generally.
ter them.
While this was so, the true
That‘nuck of the President's address”it’ The whole movement, .
as the passage
also that representatives of foreign powers
Christian spirit pervaded all the proceédseemed needful to quote, in order that
his
the bill was concerned, has doubtless
ings. It does vot follow that, because one
be invited to be present. But if it is proown words might show what claim he and™|"
n in behalf of license as opposed to the posedto invite them here at the national —=THE GREAT ANTI-SLAVERY REUNION. dissents
from the views of others, or calls
The public are reminded that this reunion
his class have to be counted with temperpresent law.
We are glad that the case
expense it would reduce our current funds, will be held in Crignzo, commencing on in question the wisdom of many things
ance workers.
That
brewers are
prachas been met as it bas. ‘It will hardly get
ill. continue three or which have been done, and. suggests what
tically any better than distillers, so far as a two-thirds vote now in the legislature. considering the habits ‘of royal representa- the 9tb of June, and
tives
on
such
tours,
bg
an
amount
that
four days. Hon. John L. Beveridge, Gov- seems to him better plans for the future,
the evil results of their business is con- Our congratulations to the party that has
would
hardly
seem
justifiable
to
the
simple
ernor of the State of Illinois; will give the he can not do these things in the spirit of
cerned, is a fiction too apparent to need
won.
..
Republican mind.
We can have a suitable address of welcome ; Hon. Henry Wilson, Christian friendship and with the best aims
exposure.
Their influence is the same, aud
. There have doubtless got to be some
:
;
quite as extended, for the apparent harm- serious conflicts over this feature of the celebration without all that outlay on dec- Vice President of the United States, will be in view,
But what is to be ‘the outcome of this
present, and bas consented to act as Presilessness of the drink which they manufact- temperance “question. License, which is orations and titles.
dent, for the first part of the exercises. The Convention ? This is doubtless the question
ure only leads with an insidious but strong widely urged in behalf of temperance,
proceedings will consist of addresses per- which many are disposed to raise.
The
force to the distillery. Of course, quantity means free liquor, and true men know it. ~——GENERAL Howarp's AcquittaL. We
for quantity, distilled liquors are much’ It is this.knowledge which will make the presume that none of our readers need’ the taining to the Origin, Progress and Triumph plan proposed for the organization of a
more harmful than brewed. But we doubt conflict. It has already got well along in Statements of other parties to fortify their of the Anti-Slavery reform. Also biograph- New England Association will be presentical Sketches of prominent actors in this ed to the several Yearly Meetings, soon to
if they are exerting a much greater force | this State, and we are, sad to say, defeated convictions of General Howard's honesty,
Should this
for evil in the United States to-day than are | for the present. But the real temperance and of the evil motives of those who pre- Reform; personal recollections and rem- be held, for their approval.
the products of the brewery.
Deceived men are not dead. And while” they live, ferred unjust charges against him. It may iniscences, and singing the old songs of be secured, an organization on the plan
proposed or a similar pne will soou follow.
by the statements which many - respectable
the license power will hold its place by a be said, at this late day, that the verdict of Liberty. Among the biographies will be
parties make in favor of these latter, influ- precarious tenure. This veto, if it means acquittal, though at first reported to want Benjamin Lundy, the Pioneer; Wm, Lloyd This done, our New England charches and
enced by the example of clergymen and as much as it seems to, is one of the signs unanimity, was unreservedly unanimous in Garrison, the Liberator; E. P. Lovejoy,
the interests will be more closely bound toothers who claim that beer drinking is which should not be overlooked. A licende every respect. But we allude to the mat- Martyr ; Ichabod Codding, the Orator ; Dr. gether. They will consequently be stronger for any and all aggressive work.
G. Bailey, the Editor of the Nationul Era;
wholesome, and finding in a glass or two Jaw may be enacted in Massachusetts.
It ter here for the purpose of producing the
Whether the, work to be accomplished :
no immediately startling effects, multi- probably will be. But so long as the following letter on the subject from Wm. . Owen Lovejoy, the Congressman; Charles
tudes of young men are creating an appe- spirit of this veto is in the airs it can not Lloyd Garrison to a gentleman in Chicag¥® Surgper, the Statesman; S. P. Chase, the will be large or small can not now be detite this year, which only the stronger lig- count on great length of days.
It first appeared in the Advance, and, con- Cabinet Minister and Jurist; John Brown, termined. The future will decide this. Ev”
uors will satisfy next.
sidering Mr. Garrison's impartial way of the Hero of the Gallows; Myron Halley, idently, the first thing to Le undertaken is
the effectual strengthening
The amount of liquor which this Brewof our tanse in
estimating men and verdicts, _it may be of the Founder of the Liberty ‘party; Jumes
Current Topics.
G. Birney and John P. Hale, candidates of Boston, With a strong ehurch in this city,
ers’ Association has put into the market
interest to read it. He says:
the Liberty party for the presidency; Jas: soon to be the place of the publication ot
the past year is 8,910,828 barrels, and this ——CaBINET CHANGES.
The investigation
In regurd to the impeachment, trial, and
number is greater by nearly a million bar- into the Sanborn contract frauds has result- acquittal by court martial of Gen. Howard, H. Collins, the Abolition Lawyer of Chicago. the Star, a reflex strengthening influence
rels than the amount sold last year.
Coned, as most people foresaw, in a re-officer- the best and strongest testimony that can Also of other men, distinguished as writers, will be felt upon every portion of the debe
given to his integrity and fidelity is the or politicians, or martyrs, as J. R. Gid- nomination in New England. The step tak- .
sidering the evils of beer-drinking, how are ing of the Treasury Department.
Generof the-court as unanimously render- dings,Samuel Lewis,Charles
we to exercise any patience over the hypo- al Bristow, of Kentucky, is given Secre- verdict
Said a
Durkee, Thad- en is onein the right direction.
ed. I have never for a single moment
critical temperance talk of men engaged tary Richardson's place, the latter being doubted his absolute ‘uprightness of char- deus Stevens, &c. - The Hutchinsons of the leading and intelligent layman, who did
in a business like this? But there isa provided for on the Court of Claims bench, acter, his utter disinterestedness in his ef- tribe of Asa, and Geo. W. Clark, the liber- not attend the Convention, *“ This is what
graver side 10 the matter, and that is ‘the and Solicitor Banfield has also heen invited forts 10 protect and elevate the freedmen of | ty singer, will he present and lead the sing- should have been done years ago.” He Was
increase of intemperance that is implied in to resign. Tt is fitting that, after the neg- the South, and his. excellent qualifications ing of those songs the abolition choirs sung right. “Phis first work completed, there =
for the difficult and responsible post to a
generation ago. Distinguished men from will be other undertakings and enterprises
this past year’s increased consumption of ligence of these treasury officials allowed
hich he was assigned by the government.
demanding attention, and they will doubttheir liquors.
This, more than any other
Sanborn.to compass his fraudulent plans, He seems to me to have been as strikingly distant parts of the country, such as Wm.
fact, may well authenticate the statement no matter who desired to give him this op- a providential man, in regard to *‘ a people Lloyd Garrison, Wm. Goodell (the oldest less receive it.
6f the Brewers (hat their liquor “‘is fast be- portunity to enricl) himself, they should peeled, meted out, and trodden under foot,” laborer, editor and writer, aged 82), Geo.
There are those who confidently regard
as was Abraham Lincoln; and grateful
coming the national drink in this country,
thus yield their places. But we must. be- him for the eminent service he has renderedto W. Julian, Jas. Birney, Dr. Beecher, Geo. the meeting of the Boston Conventionas
as it already is in England and Germany.”
lieve that Secretary Richardson would have to the liberated bondmen and to the coun- W. Curtis, and many othérshave promised the dawn of a new era. in ur denomina"In the face of this Convention and its ut- got himself more credit if he had retired try at large, I heartily rejoice that his en- or are confidently expected to be present. tional existence. That it may so prove,
terances should be sounded anew the warn- earlier, not waiting, as he apparently has; emies have heen so signally baffled in their All people, men and women, old and young, there will need be labor and sacrifices. It
against him.
and young people particularly,
ings to all classes against attributing harm- to be forced out.
And can "any one’ ex- wicked machinations
iy
be no chapce affair.
The books are
are invited. will
A grand concert will be given on the even- open for the reception of names for mem“ So truth doth conquer at the last,
less qualities to ale and beer. It is this plain why President Grant should feel cal
As round and round
;
ing of the 12th of June, for the benefit of bership; in the proposed Association, and
opinioii that the brewers and all interested ed on to still retain in the public se
And ever the right comes u
the reunion, by ofa Hampton students. It each name received means one hundred
in the liquor traffic are seeking to establish man who hs thus shown himselfso officialAnd ever is justice done,
will be seen that great preparations have dollars for denominational enterprise and
in communities.
By pointing to here and |1y negligent? The Court of Claims didn't
It will be remem- been made for the reunion, and it will progress.
there a rdébust looking” person who is a absolutely need Mr. Richardson's presence ——A BILL OF RELIEF.
:
:
The responses which come from our anbeer drinker, by quoting the favorable init. Itis hardly agreeable to say these bered that Miss Susan B. Anthony lately de- doubtless be an interesting occasion.
nual gatherings can either, contribute to
words ofan occasional physician or clergy- things, but doesn’tthe time demand that fied the inhuman human law ‘which relates
man, by making highly attractive the we insist on something of the Spartan firm- to the rights of suffrage of her. sex, and vot- ——APOSTOLIC INJUNCTIONS AND PERSONAL give this enterprise a large and healthy
places where it is sold, pleading its com- ness in dealing with public officers? — Of ed. She was subsequently arrested, tried PREFERENCES. The Dunkards, a religious growth or to nlp it in the bud. That they
parative cheapness, claiming to be ~the General Bristow's qualifications for the po-- and fined, hei offense seeniing to be a vio- sect, whose late national meeting in THinois will be of such a character as will do the
Shall it not
friends of temperance, and by numerous sition, and in which the Senate confirmed lation of a sort of constitutional command- nearly all the papers reported as a *‘Con- former is fondly anticipated.
other means, they are aiming to make ita him Tuesday, we can not speak very intel ment. Last week, the United States House ventionof Drunkards,” had at that meeting be said that we began to build and were
popular beverage.
Their statements are ligently. He made a good war regord. judiciary committee reported to that body a very delicate question before them. One able to finish? As the result of united and
He increased its popularity in subsequently a bill for the relief of Miss Anthony, pro- of their religious observances is the *‘greet- determined effort, there may be soon erectas false as the position which they assume.
Let us appreciate their falseness and act dealing with the Ku-Klux, Bat it would viding that the fine imposed on her for the ing one another with a holy kiss,” after the ed over the foundation laid a grand and
secm that a man of confessédly greater act of voting be remitted. Whether or not Apostolic: injuriction. Now the rebellion, imposing superstrueture.
accordingly.
:
i
financial ability and experience might have this is meant to bring out the Congression- and emancipation, and several other things
a
y
AN OBSERVER.
presume to come

as a swindlerin bis old age. The remark
basis of induction er ground of inference; ‘Commonwealth. Tt has also had one or of course refers to his unfortunate and: in
setting aside all testimony and history; two cases of misconduct on the part of this some respects discreditable connection with
denying design against the clearest and police force to point to and make capital theEl Paso Railroad affair. His French
| most abundant: evidence in its favor; re~ of, so that it was no surprise that the leg- partners not only accused him of the most
i
jecting human experience, and ignoring the islature, having, we are sorry to believe, aggravating
dishonesty in the matter, but
supernatural,
ihe
been somewhat in sympathy with this a Paris court’ judged him guilty and heav. This self-styled positive philosophy claims kind of talk against. the force, should pass ily fined him, The ‘New York Z'rib-

.

Ro.

whee noble natures can’ “endure just “such | . themselves forced to adopt the practice
unjust aspersions as have been cast upon complained of.
Til
:
"Gen. Fremdnut, leaving their vindication to
time. But-the cases are practically rare. -——A Postar, Svcorss. A report recently
We certainly hope, for the credit of the published shows that over 112,000,000 post‘American hame, which Fremont has here- al cards weré called for the first year.
that the Government is
tofore honored ‘in bearing, that’ both the This, presuming
charges may ultimately be proved to be not losing anything on them, pretty plainly

oracles, wholly on its effect on’ the liquor friends of the centennial who secured acthat their deliberations might be the means |'
But these very papers have late- tion in the Senate upon the House resoluof “aidingto enlighten that class of huinan- interest.
fora repeal of

Necessity of Faith.

1y on assumption

cm

STAR, JUNE 10, . 1874.
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ra
a rich piece of satire in which

sociation indulged
week.

G. F. MOSHER,

3

yo

the President of the National Brewers’

.
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Art

AND

UriLity.

a photographic view

We have lately seen

of the architect's

de-

sign forthe new College buildings at Hills

dale.

Ttis really an artistic diy.

ieacy and grace combine with strength

Th

and

vigor, while the whole appearance is so

consider | slight and airy that it might well be taken

their

gatherings.

But,

where shall be their rallying point ?

regular

re-union

Shall

they, in the re-buildihg
have a room set apart,

of the College,
equal

in

size and

quality,to the halls furnished our Literary
Societies?

Shall not this organization, to

whom the inferests of the College shall ul[

Ba

a

FL

ian

ete

Sy

!

\

@

\IWPERFECT1h

ie
|

a
“

An

be committed, more than to any

THF. MO

i

|

Eg

i

the College, would not. rejoice and be expossessed

.of a point where it could gather its classpictures of the past, and offer a place for

i

I

PRN

ga

I

they stand” they will not fall, If they take hold
“witha long pull‘a strong pull and a pull-alto-

the oul-going class of each succeeding
year in all the future? . Whee are the: gether,” inaplying faith and purpose, they will”)
Alumni mementoes to-day, and who would inevitably succeed. The Lord will be with them

not part with a fair percentagé of a fortune

.

and helpthem.

#

J. M.B,

to see the Alumni hold a place so dear,

Prgsentation of Prizes and’ Diplomas.

tion, ‘Tres Plantin
Class. Evening, Stu: J

HILLSDALE

ts sent. by mail
to all parts of the country. Send for
a Circular to The Elastic Truss Co.; No. 683 Broad-

|

ence, Friday 20th, at 3 o'clock, »., M.

:

:

PRETTY

FEET

They show a dark line

If Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is half as valuable
a8 people say it is, no family should be without it.

Dedication.

«at Ha

M.

Condition Powders, and in reply, we would say,
‘through the columns of the M ORNING STAR, that we

ing the house from debt, and more than half pay-

gratifying results; that is also our experience.

evety

Freewill

Baptist

family,

entitled

that our Alumni, even at this early period,

chapters, each chapter

their respective Alumni, be it remembered

the denomination,

Burleigh Smith,

in the

have

the

regret

those

{

had this matter under their charge were
not thoughtful wor liberal enough to do
justice and equity. Let us not at last have
over lamentation, to accept this polished

to

them to care for the highest
College in all the fature?

all represented, but nearly all represented rerted accessions by baptism. Business done in

armony.
Resolutions on Sabbath schools, Missions, and Intemperance were passed.
From
the spirit manifested in the meeting they mean

work as well as talk,

Next session with the Pageville church, commencing Friduy, August 21, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
.
W. H. MONEAL, Clerk.

the

The business of Conference

was marked

with

fervency

and

The

preach-

zeal, and,

what added to the interest of the meeting,
was the

Tastallation of Rev. J.D. Waldron as pastor of
the Satton church, The exercises were as follows:
Prayer by Rev, J. Granville; Sermon,
by Rev. D. Moody! Consecrating Pr ayer, by
Rev. E. Smith;
arge
to
the
candidate,
Rev. E. Smith; C
to the church, by J.

contrib-

Moody;
Baptist.

Welcome
Bro. Wa

by. Rev. Mr.
enters upon

under favorable

of the

ie’
KERTA pox

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Vo Iga City church, May 22-24.
The business of conference was transacted with
dispatch andin harmony.
Among the resolu
tions adopted were the following on temper-

while

tian to take a decided stand in favor of temper-

vention was in session, there was an important emission,
The committee on the

ance,

this conference,
money.
Sabbath

the Association,

tive ‘hundred, or

for

every fraction of five

hundred ahove one-half,

.

another

® perfect the organization

Convention

of the Associa-

Heath,

Lissox,

Me.

Yesterday

. May

7

was a happy

iil

secrating prayer, by M.

H.

W.

Vaughn;

H.

Haud

‘of

Jones; Cha)

fellowship

Clark ; Benediction,.by Candidate.
were

~

with

spiritual
the

All

and

Hawpateh

monster

evil.

trust

Also

at

Royalton,-commeneing

church has had some

;

which

give

courage.

refreshing
New

The church and seciety

Sabbath,

and

had

and Wednes-

T. Brown, L. R. Hersow, I. D. Phillips,

M,

B.

Smith, B. F. Haley, W. J. Dudley, J. UC. Hutch-

ing, Alvah Sanborn,

fia

: -Noxt session in Kittery,

-

A

+

Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk.

ASHTABULA

Q. M.—Held its May

term

with

*

and

praise,
pit

ig

-

;

4 -

[i a
ia

r

virhiie

I
:

"ext A

)
EER]

H

!

" E. H, Hiosre,

Clerk.

vassers.

.
Sunday

;
evening,

3
Anniversary

A
of the Students’
Sunday Rasociaton.
Address by
Rev. H. O.
:
da, of Whitesboro.
and Wednesday, examination
ei al
ig 1
of classes.
.
~
aa
Walcott PrizegDebate.
| Monday évening,

Gheay and

Hart Pulzy pxlibiton,

are; ve

of English Christian Names,

make money.
All who
business write at once

roverbs,

of

No

)

ter,

Mr.

Almond

Wentworth

volume

Me.,

bel

Allen, of M,

Miss

8, Pot.

Miss

Nellie

M. Gatch-

May. 25, Mr. William

L.

B. Frost

Rev. L. Dexter, Mr.
Miss Melissa Harmon,
!

Planorgn ssi

;
org:
m—
; never
requires tuning,
Music dealers and
all interested. in music should know
Adof this wonderful invention, Agents Wanted.
dress GEO. WOODS & CO., Cambridgeport, Mass.

To

srgowl

»

»

;

of

more than

the Pictorial

lustrations, Tables of Money, Weight, and Measure,
Abbreviations, Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &c., from
the Greek, the Latin, and the Modern Foreign Languages, Rules for Spelling, &c., &c.; making altogether the most complete and useful pocket companion extant. It is
beautifully printed on tinted
paper, and bound in moroceo, tucks, gilt
, $1.00.
¥or sale everywhere. Sent by mail on
pt of the
price.

IVISON, BLAKEMAN,
:

38

TAYLOR & CO.,

, PUBLISHERS,

& 140 Grand

Street, New Xork.

Woods & Co’s

ORGANS.

Book,”

BY

NUMEROUS STEEL PORTRAITS
AND MAPS.
Th

Octavo; price in Cloth, $5; Sheep, $6.
Gen, SHERMAN, Gen, HOOKER, and other Union Gen-

erals. Sold by subscription. Apply for terms and
territory to
D. APPLETON & CO. Publishers,
549 & 351 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
3t21

These remarkable instruments have created much
+

Beautiful

Musical

Effects,

Elegant Designs &
Elaborate Finish.

I had * Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes
able to eat only the plainest food, and very little of that. I tried physicians and remedies
without relief until I learned of §* White's
Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which hds entirely
cured me.

Their PIANO ‘stop is a piano of beautiful tone
whieh will never require

tuning.

All interested in

music should know of this important invention.

"Address

GEO. WOODS & CO.,
Cambridge,

|

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

WAREROQMS:

. 66 & 68 ADAMS Sry
!

Steowl3

Mothers,

Don’t fail to procure
ING

Massy

=~

.

33 KING WILLIAM St., LONDON,

~ Mothers,

Rev.

Lucy M. Parks, both of M.

selection

Gen. JOHNSTONR’S book is highly recommended by

4a

and

In Sabattus, Me., June 1, by
Webb Hall. of Portland,
and
of Lewiston.
/

an

OF

Send for Descriptive Circular to the Probiiston
H. G. WHITE, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Mr, Ezra Philbrick, of Litchfield, and Mrs. Me:
and

embraces a careful

The introduction contains, besides

Geo.

SYRUP

ENG.

Mothers: png

MRS. WINSLOW’S

for all diseases incident

to

SOOTH
the

od

of teething in children. It relieves the
from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives resto the
mother. Be sure and call for

-

;

Latin,

18,000 of the most important words of the language

Mrs. B. L. WEST,
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Oct. 15.
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE, -:

March 4, by

of Newfield, Me.

the

Operations directed during the late
the States, by
JOSEPA
E. JOHNSTON, General, C. 8. A.

“ MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.»

For sale by all druggists.

Attractive, Useful, and very Popular.

.’ Boston.

BIBLES.
A Fine Assortment,

13t26eithw

‘Low Priced Music Books

BOOK STORE,

AGENTS WANTED.

both

Greek,

bors

ILLUSTRATED

809 Broadway, New York.

onmonth,

the

Abridged from the Quarto, illustrated with nearly
TWO
HUNDRED
KEngravings on Wood.
This

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
NARRATIVE

in

Pocket Dictionary.

Mo.

want a safe, independent
for terms, or send
$2 for

Johnston's

&c.,

WEBSETER’S

par.

chromo outfit to J. B. FORD & CO., New York. Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, or San Francisco.
21tf

“Joe

with their Deriva-

Modern Foreign Languages, Metric System of
Weights and Measures, and m
Abbrev.
iavions used in Writing and Printing,
Arbitrary
Signs used in Writing and Printing, a concise Account of the chief Deities, Heroes, &c., in the
Greek and Roman Mythology, and guangl valuable
Commercial
Tables.
und in 8
, imperial octavo. Price $3.00. For sale by booksellers
generally. By mail on receipt of the price.

(Signed)

At the bride's father’s, April 4, by Rev. J.

' Anniversary exercises, Walcott Hall, June l4—

A

wanted,

-

tion, Signification, &ec., Classification of Lanuages,
Quotations,
Words,
Fhrases

quick and profitable returns. The public eagerness
for Mrs. Stowe’s new story, the popularity of the pa
per, the friendly support of thousands of old sub
scribers, the artistic. premiums for IMMEDIATE DE
LIVERY, light outfit and complete * instructions ” to
beginners, assure repeated success to agents, and
offer active, intelligent persons unusual chances to

| Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,

ui, HARRINGTON, Clerk,

\

for

Agents

orthography and pro-

Rules for Spelling certain classes of words,
#refixes and
Suffixes, ‘Abbreviations and
Explanations, Pronouneing
Vocabulary

No other publication compares with it for

-}
Best and Oldest Family Medicine —SAw
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.~A purely Vegetable,

nference.
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.

Whitestown Seminary.

form,

J. Worth & Co.,
St. Louis,

, contain-

ciation, gives their etymology in a .concise
vy
and exhibits their various shades of signification bytipriet descriptive sentences or clauses. It
also contains I*rinciples of Pronunciation,

The immense circulation of HENRY WARD BEECHER’'S Christian Union has been builf up by active can-

Debility, Sick-headache,' Bilious Astacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
Parties coming by rail to attend the Ontario Y. your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
M. will come via
Great Western R'y, leaving
the.
lveow
AEST
oars at. Woodstock, instead of going to Tav
k |
as previously noticed. Conveyance will pe at the
Royal Hotel, on tlie 24th, 25th, to take parties. to.

tho place ofineeting.

sent day, shows their correct

Good Agents Wemied.

Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,

Een inseam.
n

$7

F.A.B
rd, Pres.
Samuel D . Tillman, Corresponding Sho'y.
hin
ovember
20, 1872.
This 18 simple ] and I
achine is as useful as
the Se
Machine,
d is fast bocoming, popular .
with ladies,
in the pi
expensive neédle-work,
its work being much
more handsome, Toquiting less
ot one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is
mow complete without it. A Machine with
ilnstratod éircular and full instructions gent on reoeipt of
$2, or finished in silver p
for $2.75.
:

The ministers of the "Edgecomb Q. M. are requested to meet at the 1st Free Baptist church at

somewhat extensive work, Numbers ure to be
added soon.—
At this session the visits and labors of Rev. A. S. McLean of the York Co. 3
M.,and Rev. A. L.Gerrish of the Exeter Q.
M.
were enjoyed. Delegatesto the Yearly Meeting,

Con-

Institute,

Exhibition of 1872.

lyeow2]

.

in pamphlet

John BE. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.

3123

n|

for

“It is ihpenigus and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.”

2 o'clock,

June 16-17.

rpose of of
pupe

mailed

WEEK.

ticulars free.
13t21
/

Family Dictionary.
x Pape,at Git Jafee wadsers i

of Greek and Latin Proper Names, ditto of Sgriptare Proper Names, ditto of Modern Geographical
and Biographical Names, ditto

Cover

Sunday school Anniversaries, from “Songs

EACH

WEBSTER'S

on Wood.
It comprises a copious and careful
selection of English words in actual use at the pre-

for

‘Smbioidering and Fluting Machines.

on Mon-

he Annual Coll
Commencement will bé on
Thursday, June'ls, at 9 o'clock, A.M.
The exercises above named
will all be held at
the Free Rapsiat church,except the Coneerts,which
will be at Sutton Hall.
.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Treas.

a

been

TO. W. McKER,
FOR

e Concert of the Beethoven Society will ocou-

of

the

sand 9 College Place, New York.

Twenty-five Cents,
Six New songs,

5

American

of Trustees will
P. \ M., M. and
continue its session during Tuesday and Wednes-

additions,

has

have

it to be a valuable remedy for

June 14,ak 2 o'clock,

4 the vel ingy of Monday, Tuesday

|

—

Abridged from the great Standard

béen

above complaints

A Specimen Copy in Paper

Companions for the Family
eda

Songs of Grace & Glory.

DIPLOMA,
AWARDED BY THE

June

the Hartford and Vernon church. : The presence
attractive within and without, convenient and of Brols Chase,J.
M. Spencer and E. S. Bumpus
he
comfortable ; one that would be known anywhere ' added much to the interest of the meeting,
Tuebday as
Anniversary of the Y. G. Frawas spiritual, the hearts of God's peo.v a8 a house of worship. Sooner or later the preaching
ple revived, the kingdom of our Saviour, built Ce tvott and Smith Prize Exhibition, Wednesday
“ churchsgoing bell” will doubtless be swinging ups
ae
i
dk
?
June 17,
z evening,
Essays and Orations, Thursday, June 18.010, As NM
‘gegsion with the Lenox church.
in its tower to call the people together for prayer

h

noe has prove

Sermon will be preached by

0 0aon)onday,
octingJuneCy a

It is an indica-

Market

Consumptives. — Many

German

M.

4621

.

and the Pocket.

and improves.

. THe

evening,

the

8618

E.C. ABBEY, Buffalo, N. Y.

Every-day

Health.
have

b 4

interest in America and Europe by reason of their

generally.

Friday

and

White's Specialty

happy iagive their testimcny in favor of the use of
Hu
s Pure Cod Liver Oil and Lime.” Experi-

PENonfeor ¥. M. will meet Avg; 18—20 at Dover,
'
A. L.GERRISH, Clerk.

Rev’s Lowell, Curtis, Lothrop, Lovejoy, Durgin,
Stewart, Harmon and Brooks.
Luginel, Jacob

-

To

Berry,

Address, with stam

1y20

T his is the only prompt, ficient and.
sqfe
mas ter 0
such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, pal
pitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessnéss, mel
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers, =
A Soétivenese, wind mbninl a
hysical d¢
Fever and Ague, &c¢., and a great Renovator and
as many others, w.
, if mn
:
‘Tonic for Invalides and debilitated persons. HEGE: | wi I1"soen
eA place ‘‘ the Louse we live in” beyond the
MAN & CO, New York, Sole Manufacturers. Sold
reach of any remedy.
by all Druggists.
;
3m16

Cor. Sec.

IMPROVED

The TOLL-GATE ! Bize Retire eS 6 onsets ito
find!

Cordial EliXir of Calisaya Bark,

A pleasant cordial which strengthens

334 pages. Price $1.50,

orwich, Windsor Co., Vermont.
;

HIEGEMAN’S

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its last session dF mM e,
eleven being present,

Treas,

Theological Society, Thursday evening, June

The exercises of Class-Day will begin
dap June 15, at 9 o’clock; A. M,

Aug.

$78.09

©. O.LIBBY,

AGAIN ST
y

~

Fruit,

the last THIRTY YEARS, and slill maintain their UNRIVALLED POPULARITY.
Price $1 per bottle.
SOLD EVERYWHERE,
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,

I 52
5.00.

Ladies Literary Union, Wednesday evetiing,

J

24, and continuing over the Sabbath.
y
A. G. WILDER, Clerk.
el —

.

of

BITTERS

most popular remedy for

50.00

i Yhe

President Graham,

one

per

Sumption, Asthma, Diphthena, and all diseases of
hroat and Lungs. Manufactured only by A.B.
WILBO, Chemist, Boston, = Sold by druggists

Sodale’s,

ereates inflammation,

Condition

OXYGENATED

Military

~~ Special Notices. |
GREAT SPRING TONIC

& st.

BE END

The Baccalaureate

‘

ext session at

’

iad Amphictyon Society, Saturday evening, June

expressive of our sympathy” with the
Mission
church in Cleveland, and pledging them our

support.’

Y

17, at 4 o’clock,

J. A. LOWELL,

The

5.00
cea 7.57
E G

Page,

Dover.N.H.

Milwaukee

v

Mission.

Limerick. Me, per E P Ladd,
J Weld, Medina, N Y, per § Bathrick,

its next seesion with
the

Natural

Treas.

X

CRUSADE

PAXNES

but dre a purely medicinal preparation, which, in
cases of DYSPEPSIA, HEARTBURN, INDIGESTION, and other like disorders, at once restores the
stomach to its
~

$208.49

CURTIS,

Mrs Sarah Boothby, 8 Parsonsfield, Me,
Cun.berland Q M, Me, per J M
Bailey,
‘Rev W R Whitmore,
Bowdoinham, Me,

Ex-

& Co.,4 Wall St

irritation,

SILAS CURTIS, Treas. .

Foreign

|

Hillsdale College. ..

our-re—

the school-house near Bro. Coldrin’s,
* H. W. VAauenN, Clerk.
¢

St'ch, Saco, Me,

Programme of Anniversa ies and other exercis8 i—
y
The anniversaries of the Literary Societies will
occur as follows :
:
The Alpha Kappa Phi Society, Tuesday evening,

by RE. \ "Phe

church,

church, on

PRT

Con-

we

STREET.

SILAS

Concord,N. H.

Notices .and Appointments.

P.M. 2

Prayer,

R. Clark;

WALL

Y, M, will hold

:

Education Society.
Samuel C Hamilton and eight others of the Storer

There will bé-a meeting of the manugers of the
WOMAN'S BOARD OF MI88IONS,iu the college chapel

Ministers and Churches.

|
" Ty

Sermon, by

the suppressionof this

of worship the past winter, Instead of the
gondescript which would easily be mistaken for
almost anything else before it would be ‘recog
nized for a church, they have a beautiful edifice,

T

by H. W. Vaughn;

FRECKLES

at Lewiston, Me., Wednesday, Juue

sympathy with present Temperance: movement,
and pledging our Jive, votes, and money, for™

at the Cape - have beef remodeling their house

MS

harmowith us
an able
appeint-

manoer :
Reading the Scriptures, by R. Clark;

;

Concord, N. H.

|

D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston.

Grace and Glory.” Price $2 per 100. Specimen
copy of the Anniversary Songs, and 6 sample pages
of the Book, mailed for 3 cent stamp. Publishers,
HORACE WATERS & SON,
3621
481 Broadway, N.Y.
P.O. Box, 3587.

E Groat, 1.00 each, (for freedmen).per G H
Hubbard,
;
;
.50
2d Poland ch, Me, per D
‘Burr,
650
W R Whitmore,
Bowdoinham,
Me, (for freedmen), per KE G Page,
50.
8 8, Parishville & Rocket River ¢h,N Y, per E A” 3.50
Welles,

ist for
Perry’s Moth and
harmless and in every case
Improved COMEDONE and
great SKIN MEDICINE for Pimlesh-worms. Or consult B,
Skin Doctor, 40 Bond St.,
26115

TUMBRIDGE

EXPRESS.
L Decker, Pishons Ferry, Me.
Mission.

12mo.

OXYGENATED BITTERS CONTAIN NO ALCOHOL,

©

HANH

is

IN

produces

100.

Laldwéll’s Prairie ch. Wis, 3.50; Mrs L Groat & Mrs

Paul R. R., June 26-20. Delegates paying full
fave to the Y. M..orrany
branch of the Milwaukee
& St. Paul B. R. or
the Chicago North Western
will be passed back over those roads at one fifth
rate.
. H. I. BROWN, Chairman Locating Com.

ed consisting
of Rev’s H. W. Vaughn, I. 8.
Jones, R. Clark, and Brethren M. Joges and H.

tendance,

~ . °

oe

WisconsIN

tion of life and vigor when churches represent
themselves wellin guarterly
“sessions. Candia

—

Copy seuttiee.

LAGRANGE Q. M., IND, *~Held its last séssion
represented. The business was done in
ny. Rev. R. Clark, of Hillsdale, was
and aided by his counsel, and preached
sermon on the Sabbath. A council was

DOINGS

the Winneconne

Portsmouth,
May 21, 22. Candia church, at a
distance, excelled others in the number in at-

o

WEEK’S

ILLUSTRATED.

The vous het Sunday school Song Book.
By
W.F.SHERWIN and 8. J. VAIL, 160 Pagés, Splendid Hymns, Choice Music, Tinted Paper,
Superior Binding. Price in boards, 35¢. ; $30 per

Shelbyeh, Mich, per E D Elliot,

plains stock/operations on small capital without risk.

sp
social meetings deeply interesting and
profitable. Resolutions were passed expressing

“ -

B. MINARD.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

»

the

25.

Wakefield,
N. H,
:

bring

ance was
, businessof conference harmonious, preaching in the demonstration of the

Rev, J. 8. POTTER has concluded his labors
‘with the Wakefield and Ossipee church, and is
now at liberty to correspond with any church
wishing to secure a minister. Address dt KE,
5

to

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its last session’ with
May 22,
C.H:Tthe Liverpool church, commenci
and continuing over the Sabbuth.
attend-

season in the Second Lisbon church, : Fourteen hgppy disciples followed Jesus jin the
ordinance of baptism. - Others are expeotingto go forward
soon. The revival is
sti'lin progress.
YMay the ‘Lord’ continue

tobless.

Superintendents

D.

H. Adams, L. W. Anthony, Esq.
Latham, Esq.
J. M. BREWsTER, Sec.

Revivals, &c.

and

with the Wawaka church, commencing May, 1
at 2 o'clock, P, M. The churches were not all

Next session

This basis was reported by the following
A. H.

school

profitable.

Committee: —Revs. C. 8. Perkins, A. L.’
Cheney,

pledge our influence, time
:

igious exercises

tion.

Gerrish, O. B,

AND TAN, ask your Di
Kreckle Lotion, which
infallible. Or for’ his
PIMPLE REMEDY, the
ples, Black Heads or
ERRY, the noted
N ew York.

members of

pation. Bro. Dodge was set apart on the Sabbath to the work of the ministry in thé following

of the subscriptions made, to present the
action of this Convention to the several
Yearly Meetings and Associations for their
to call

the

Wrapper ‘is for family use, the
Yellow Wrapper is for animals,

Childrén Cry
for Castoria.—Pleasant to
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more

Coldrin, to exdmine Bro. M. M. Dodge for ordi-

8. That D. Lothrop, J. M. Brewster,
Rufus Deering, A.
M, Jones, I. Hyatt, A.
L. Gerrish, be a committeeto take charge

approval, and

laudable

Preaching
during the session by A. Palmer,
N. W. Bixby, Wm. Small, W. T. Bunton, 8. F.
Smith and
R. Norton. Preaching acceptable
and social Wieatings spr) and profitable.
Next session with
the Delhi church, 2d Sabbath in Sept.
. R. NORTON, Clerk.
.

as follows:

every

secure pledges and temperance organizations.
8. That it is the duty of Christians to use their
inflaence to put in nomination for office men of
known temperance principles and who will support the temperance cause.
i

ship:
;
1. Those
persons who shall
pledge the
sum of one hundred dollars previous to the
security of the charter for the Association,
shall be charter members; * any person paying the sum of one hundred dollars, after
that time, may become a life member by

of

use

matter before their congregations and schools, to

Association, for religious and benevolent
Juspeses,on the following basis of member-

members

should

2, That we regard it the duty of Pastors and

We emphatically Approve of the organization of § New
England Free Baptist

One for every Y. M. or Association, and
one for every five hundred above the first

he

and Tegal means to prevent the sale of intoxicat~

ed, as follows:

2. The Yearly Meetings or State Associations of New
England may elect annual

that

ing liquors, and to this end we,

basis of organization of the proposed Association reported and the report was adopt-

vote of the Association.

and

hE

TOR MOTH. PATOHES,

Resolved, 1. That it is the duty of every Chris-

the Con-

REASONS FOR THE WOMEN'S
INTEMPERANCE. .

which is followed by a resort to tonics and altera
tives for relief. It unfortunately happens, however,
that manyof the medicines used for this purpose
contain alcohol, which, poured into a di
d stom-

MAIL.

W C Hulse, N Boothbay, Me.

Home

1st,

PROPHETS.

A STATE OF CHRONIC DISORDER,

Starbird—+8

Livermore Falls, Me, per H Gareelon,
Honey Creek ch, Wis, perG H Hubbard,
B M Smith, Salem. Mass,
Ch in Danville, N H, per J A Lowell,
AS Luusing, W Stephentown, NY, ($5 for freedmen),
J T Burroughs, Coventry, Vt,
Mrs H Spokesfield, Boston, Mass,
Wm Jenkins, Bostou
hiands, Mass,
O A Smith, Gains, P:
‘
Lewis & Anna Bouton, Olean, N Y,
‘Main 8t ch, Lewiston, Moper W_ H Bowen,
Watipan ch, Wis, per H J Brown,
Cleveland Q M, O, per O D Patch,
1st Newfield ch, Me, per J B Merril,
Bryce ch, Mich, 8.00; Mrs F Hosmer, 1.00; Mrs F
+ Bates, Mich, 1.00, Jes E J Doyle,

.

10 place Agents
It within
the
the $year.
wanted,

and GRAPE
BASKETS,
Patented
| May 8th, 1871.
4.to 8 for one cent, including labor
The stomach is one of the most delicate organs of
Individual and Territorial
hts for sale. Agents
the human system; and the indigestible food ¢rowd- wanted. For illustrated pamphlet and circulars and
ed into it by the requirements of modern” society, other information enclose three 3 cent. stamps, and
address the subscriber, manufacturer, and 0 eral
keep it in
’
agent for the New England States, G.

Scott—S 8 Steere—R

=J P Coffin, Riddeford Pool, Me.
Sarah M Gould. Lyons Fales, N Y.
E G Eastman, Parkman, Me. (2)
Jerome Shorf, Braceville, Ohio.

0

price, so as to place it v

the best selling books 8 of
of

GREENE'S

Forwardea
BY

eaicasituy in regulating the stomach and bowels.

In the haste of preparing the..report..of
the N. E. Free Baptist Convention for the |-ance:

G#llespie—8 B

D Sumner <L Sargent—Z

ooks

Price50 cents; large bottles $1.

E. Smita, Clerk.

OF AND

2622

Smith—J D Emith—E Stinson—W 8 Tuttle—F Treat—E
Toothaker—J C Tucker—F Treat—G Travis—M F Van
Pelt—D Viall-8 K Vining—8 A Wakeman—dJ T Ward—J
Wood--W Whitfield- Woodman & Howard—E Wheeler
.=B Wilbur~N Weed-T E Wellman—S8 M Wilkins—Mrs
J Watson—G Wheeler—8 Wentworth—C RB Willis—J E
Welis—E 8 Woodbury: J Wixsom—Mrs
BR Wyman-T
Wyatt—Whitefield, N H- E Young—J) Yeoman—Mrs NC
Knight-E Lair—R MMinard.

ally pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will cure rheumatism
spavin, and any flesh, bone or
muscle
ailment.
The
White

, #8 the church is well

Gifford—G

P Sanborn-4T stevens—Mrs J A Starbird—F

as to what

* Centaur Liniments
rd

united in settling him as their pastor.

An Omission.

Star, it being done chiefly

’

published at
a low

eady June

FINELY BOUND AND
[5 Early Orders Solicited.

Ramsey—J Robertson—T W Reynolds—Mrs A Storer—P

RAGGED SOLES
Are never seen in ENGLISH CHANNEL Shoes.
These shoes are all the rage. Ladies, ask Your dealer for
. A dark line around the sole near the
edge shows where the channel is cut. They eost no
more, and wear longer.
2122

stman, C.
his labors

Al
D

Smith—E

Granville; Right hand of fellowship, Rev. D.

al-

stimulate

wants

the

Farrar-L

has to think which form he should use when he
the speaker is saying. These defects, and the necessity of a more simple and uniform system, has led to
the perfection of a new system known as EDEOGRAPHY, (derived from two Greek words
meaning
pleasant writing,) which is free from all irregiilarities
and is much easier, and thirty per cent. shorter than
PITMAN’S. The whole principle of this new art may
be acquired in a few days, and a month’s practice of
one hour daily in reading and writing will enable
any ong to use it with facility. The * MANUAL OF
EDEOGRAPHY ” is published by Messrs. T. W. EVANS
& Co., of Philadelphia, 4 responsible firm; who will
promptly fulfil the offer they make in our advertising
ln”
columns.»
g

Quarterly |Meetings?

wi

does more injury than good.

has hitherto

except

and

By PANSY and FAYE HUNTINGTON.

L | ach

learn on account of its numerous rules, with an array
of exceptiong
to them, and from the fact that several

1st Raccoon church, May 29. Conference commenced at 2 o’clock, P. M. Churches were not

ing

uted for their use as a slight'eXpression of
inducement

not

with

C Fos «r—B
W Fast—M
Felt—L P
Fletcher—R J Far:
Geor,
Green
W Gould—C B Griffin (2)—-W

sounds have a multiplicity of signs, which are apt to
delay and confuse even an experienced writer, who

Phonography

ought to be free from all thought

was transacted very harmoniously.

set apart a room,.which, at the re-union of

ways, and as an

gio

in all the meetings.

cor-

our appreciation of their generous gifts

It cun

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session

ner. Will we’ not therefore, nobly anticipate the wants of this organization, and
be

type.

the enamel is regularly
;

his Life’ 8

thatit will be one of

{ie

PRESENT VIEWS

GW Averlll-8 Aldrich—J Akerman—C D Albro—J
Ashley—C EW Blake—~J W Ackley—K Andrews—I Allen—W
W Browning
~E F Blair—M Blouch—P A Belman
=H
A Barker—C
Bean—Mrs N C Bosworth—E Buck—S
Bathrick—E P Bascom—W H Blackwell- G H Bowie—P
.W Belknap—Mrs
H D Sy
M Cesse -F Clark—J
Cbamberlin-J Covil—N Cal
nour—L Clark—E D

been considered the shortest, most perfect, and rapid
system of Short-hand Writing.
It, however, has
several and important defects: being difficult to

on

Sutton church at South
Sutton, May 26-28,
There was a good degree of interest manifested

stone which the builders rejected, but let

our Alumni, A. D., 1875, shall

plates,

ATHENS Q. M.~Held its last session with

who

us now build it in as the ehief of the

stereotype

' Edeography,”—Pitman’s

The

confident

|0xygenated Bitters.

owlett—J McKenney—E M Kennedy—H A Rontop-D W_Knights—T
Kuowles—0 Killgore—I Lee—F W Lyford—N C Lothrop
~Faonie Lawrence—Mrs B Libby—MrsJ M Little—Limerick, Me—A Losee—J Lucas—8 G W Mills—W Maxwell
JSP Mower—N Milliken—DG Morrill—C M G Mansfield—Miss 8 A Mudgest =B_Minard—E M Magoon-J
Meader—W Nichols—Mrs W L Noyes ~8 Nesselbrode—J
B Mclntyre—J H Mumma—J C Oliver—C H Nichols—N
C McKoon—N Peltit—G Pease—C L Pinkham
—8 Patterson—C F Penney—C F Pollard--N K Potter—J R Pope—
H M Potter—W Phillips—L C Preston—S 8 Penney—H
8S W Packard—G 8 Ricker—F Reed-H W Raught—G P

Benjamin

SELAH H. BARRETT.

husbanded, in

that

with

missionary.

Rutland, Meigs Co., Obio,

their own place and by their own care,
gathering up all the fragments, that nothing be lost, and thus crystallize this organization at the very heart of the College,
centralizing all its forces, and not, when
too late,

memoirs

{ail to interest the reader, young or old. It will
be mailed, post-paid; on receipt of $1.25. Address the editor and publisher,

to

to take it?
:
Why not now, at this new departure,
have all the elements of the Alumni hisand

ending

good paper, and in beautifal

$10,-

resident members on be-

together

and

the devoted

book is printed from new

of the Alumni have asked, and offered

tory gathered

the

of some eminent minister now deceased, commencing with Benjamin Randall, tire founder of

have entered upon the raising of an endowment for a Professorship!
If this organization can show its loyalty
by supporting a position continuously and

rough, as a few

containing

very whic

We a’

social and public,

.

Thrilling Stories of the Great Temperance Movement. , . ~

. W.R.

Letters Received.

Teeth,

CRACKED COCOA is not as well known as some
other preparations of this delightful beverage, though
it retains in a marked degree the freshness, aroma,
and nutritious properties of the nut. Walter Baker
& Co., Boston, furnish this brand in super-excellent
quality, and those wishing a choice drink should ask
their grocer for goods bearing the stamp of that leading house.
4
;

singghinn at Rutland, Ohio, a good book
‘“ Memoirs of Eminent Preachers in the Freewill
Baptist Denomination.” It embraces
thirty

the

them if this antidote to all corro-

sive elements that act upon
applied.
i

necessity, have had a building ‘erected by

half

disease can impair

G.W.K

A New Book.

for

Destroys

Unless its effects are counteracted by that pure vegetable tonic and antiseptic Sozedont. No bodily

CHARLES

.

dy eis be written, but none can ever be produced which
will
Jud 4 statesman, or which will protre more itil

MODERN

335s

Phard work.

While other Colleggs, to provide for “this

furnish’ for its use, a single room

Dyspepsia

:

"Post Office Addresses.

have heard from hundreds who have used them wig,

will

hies of hho

gd

public

Rev. 8. M. Haggett, Gardiner,
Me.

x

lin, were intimately asqaainted with Mr. Sumner’s

ili

extensive bh

reach of all,

8
che

The lot, an acre in extent,

To

¥

Ex<Governor OLAPLIN,of Massachusetts. =

Eh Sonat aga: atvesyen purposely
whi tron
ar
condensed

WATERVILLE
Q. M.- by special request will be
held at iby
dll BL at 1 TRlook, Friday,
June 19, instead of the 20th, at Smithfield,
8. BOWDEN, Clerk,

and ‘“ Horse Men ” are continually inquir.
v. | tngFarmers
what we know of the utility of Sheridan's Cavalry

accommodate a parsonage as well as the church.
The members of the church are filled with joy
over their new church, and are laying plans for

by

00.,

NEN

Price $1.80.

and stage, and
hago steam-

&
=
-

ing for the lot.

ers.

there is an ache, sprain, cut, bruise, cough or cold.

viting additions as the department shall
have growth.
The Beethoven Society will also be provided with a beautiful hall. But neitner
of these can appropriately contain the property nor provide for the necessities of the
Alumni. It has its individuality, and is
neither Amphictyon, Alpha, Theological,
Literary. Union nor German, but comes
from all, and can go back to neither.

on will find communication

conveyance, by the Grand Trunk
also by Ogdensburg R. R. and Lake

&

a’

ES

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WITH HELIOTYPE PORTRAITS, ENGRAV+
INGS, FAC-SIMILE LETTERS, ETC., ETC.
3
A

More

2

D.

Rev’s Young, Perry, Donikér, Knapp and
Stephens (M. B.) took a part in the exercises.
After the sermon $675.00 was raised, thus free-

afford

.With an Introduotion

Clerk.

[CR

crowded, and Rev.

Stuart, of Buffalo, preached the word of life with

than

Prrrs,

ow

most pleasant, house

owned by the Collége, shall be placed, in- characteristic dagérness and power.

000, can the Trustees not richly

0.

aBT

mnu-

. J

NOW READY

CHAPLIN'S LIFE OF

Those wishing to attend
the Maine Western Y.

Certainly no person, be he iawyer, doctor, minister,

cleus of a collection of paintings already

forever, with a basis of not less

dike

S2332333¥3

the

As

The Most Important Book of the Seison.

ARGOSTOOK Q M. will hold its next session
with
the chmrch at Blain Corner, (®alled heretofore
Al.
va Corner). Meeting to commence, on the last

Al

8hauld be shod in ENGLISH CHANNEL Shoes,

the 27th of May, the F. BapTrustees at their last annual meeting, there tistsOn ofWednesday,
og of any other profession, should start on a journey
Marilla, N. Y., dedicated their neat and
will be an Art Gallery of moderate size commodious house of worship. The da¥ was without it,» No sailor, fisherman, or woodsman
should be without it." In fact, it is needed wherever

where

session

we

The cabinet will have a home wheve

gifts and purchages will be deposited. In
accordance with the sense of the Board of
style,

Q. M. will hold its next

LOTHROP

HAVE

838

and all the organizations are prospectively
provided with quurters adapted to their

unpretentious

D.

‘REV,G. 8. MACUMBER is ready to visit or around the sole near the edge. They never wear Friday in Juné, at 2 o'clock, P.M., dnd will hold
over the Sabbath,
i
N. GAMMON, Clerk.
correspond with any of our churches in want of | ragged. They wear longer, and cost no mote, a pastor. He can be addressed for the present at
UNION (P.Q.) Q- M, will be held with the Eaton
South Truro, Mass. Bro, M. was recently éxTHERE ARE
COUNTLESS sewing silks in the mar - and Newport church, June 20, 21. It is Sxpevted
that
ordination services will be attended
amined by the R. I. Ministers’ Meeting, and is ket,’but none come up.to thé standard for hand or
during
the session. We hope to hear from all the church:
machine sewing like the CORTICELLI SEWING SILK.
by themsgommended to the confidence of our
-@8, 80 we can report for the Register in season.
Call for it, 1tis the Besr.,
churches.
bi
:
J. BOYD.
,
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

All the regular College Departments

hg

SPRINGFIELD Q. M. ‘will hold its next session
with the ‘church in Chester, June 27, 28, Confer

way, N.Y. City.

Iadjes insist on having them.

yene there to enjoy its own privileges?

and

Benedio-

ercises of the Graduatin
Set
t
i.

with the etplo church, June 27. Rev. E.
Howes is to preach the opening sermon the
evensame,
8. B. GRAY,
ing previous. This church is ex
to dedicate
the new house of worship at that
. All the
Strafford, June 2, 1874.
»
ministers Sf the dl
« are desired to be *
adopt
a Con
' and By Libs, and fu
.
ganize a Q.
\Ministore’
titute, The
The day is quite gone by when any wellchurch officials
} remember that this is Be an.
Lfnformod person will buy or wear any other than
bual meeting
at which
are to make statistical
the new Elastic Truss, which is constantly worn till returns and say the 5 cent tax.
;
or
Y
"ig
GEO. R. Hour, Clerk.
a cure is effected, ang causes no pain whatever, and L

where it might deposit its peculiar wealth, 7° Years. An obituary will appear heteafter.

uses,

. r

requested to make payment, And all having demands
against said ‘estate arg
requested to present the

Me., May 80, after a painful illness of almost

and gather the pictures of the departed
dead, and at.the sound of its own call con-

NOTICE.

Strafford, and all persons indebted to said estate are

REV. N. BARD died at his residence in Lisbon,

Who would not rejoice

EXECUTIVE

The Subscriber 'has bebn this day appointed administrator of the estate of John Buzzell, late of

No

cord in one place?

ey

v

their own want of faith and effort. If ‘¢ united

to see them gathered together with one ac-

NG STAR, JUNE 10, 1874. . .

|

a

April 28, Bro, T. Stevens is supplying the pulpit, and we hope that a future of prosperity
awaits them, Certainly they have this one
thing, the want of which has been a great obstacle to the success of many a struggling society,
and what shall hinder them? Surely nothing buf

Who, that has even a remote interest in
Alumni

?
A

The house was dedicated .in. the usual form

other, be cemented into its very organism ?

ceeding glad to see our)

\

gr

[

timately

db

CLARKE'S DOLLAR INSTRUCTORS,
REED ORGANS, PIANO & VIOLIN
RIVER OF LIFE. 36 os. Best Sabbath School
CANTATA

of ESTHER.
Immensely

All Prices.

Dramatized. 50 ets.

Popular.

40 cents.
Sunday School Books a specialty. LATEST and
BEST books of other publishers always on hand.
Teachers’ helps and every conceivable requisite for
Sunday Schools.
Send for Catalogue.
131
GEO. H. SPRINGER, Depositary.

Much enlarged:

Sung everywhere. -

RIVER OF LIFE. 35 cts. Best Sabbath School
ie!

Song Book.

:

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL for Piano, Cabi-

A

CLE

RIVER OF LIFE. % ots. Bost Book for Sabbath

WINNER'S BAND

OF FOUR. $1.00.

A MON: H.T0
AGEN
3
$200
2.5
SEWING MAC
E, | 1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or Clarionet, and Bass.
the only practical,Jow-priced “Lock Stitch”
Sewihg
Sent postypaid,‘on receiptof retail price,
Machine éver invented, Address JORNSON, CLARK
& Co., Boston, Mass.; New York City ; Fittabyrg, | OLIVER PITSON & CO,
;
CHAS. H, FITSON & CO;,
Pa. ; Ohieago, 111; Louisville, Ky., or St. Louis, Mo.
Boston, J
m
N Vo LY

o

18820

’

:

FATHER KEMP'S OLD FOLKS TUNES.

#

w

TH

Bah Sra

|

TIE. MORNING

‘Words for Parting.
——

Oh, what shall I do, my dear,
i
. In the coming years, 1 wonder,
near,
When our paths, which lie 80 sweetly
Shall lie so far asunder?
Oh, what shall I do, my dear,
Through all'the sad to-morrow,

‘When the sunny smile has ceased

:

‘+ Archie! Archie Rowe m

My. heart its eager need will send
Through the years to find you, never.—
And how will it be with you,

In the weary world, T wonder;

Will you love me with a love as true,
~

.

When our paths lie far asunder?

A sweeter, sadder thing
My life for having known you;
Forever with my sacred kin,
My soul’s soul, I must own you.
Forever mine, my friend,

From June till life's December ;
Not mine to have or hold,

Mine to pray for and remember.

The way is short, my friedd,

That reaches out before us;

God’s tender heavens above us bend,

* His Jove is smiling o’er us.

A little while is ours
For sorrow or for laughter;
T’11 lay the hand yom love in yours’
On the shore of the Hereafter.
— Mary Clemmer Ames.
-

Lilies of the Valley.
—

—

1
ears. . **Why,
on Archie's
his hand,
don’t see what ails ye this. mornin’. Tes

The lilies were fair by the garden wall;

They blossomed for beauty ;—and was that all?
Eta checked her steps in the path; said she,
«I will carry a few for my friend to see.”
And she only stayed at my door to say,

the first day you've ever acted so mean.’

.

be worse than ever;” growled aunt Sally,
a3 she leaned over her folded arms, -and
waited for Archie to come and do the morn-

Like & bride’s, when she waits for the marriagebell!
How fair they were, in the chalice tall!
» They blossomed for beauty ; and was that all?

ing’s work.
“ It’s'a precious little

Our Annie came in with a tale of woe,
From a wretched home in the lanes below.
Little Mary, the pride of a poor man’s breast,
Had folded her hands in eternal rest.

'| scolding me, they are quarreling’

And the father and mother will think of her so,

other.

Whenever the flowers in the spring-time grow.

an atmosphere.

was

MARILLA.

lonesome

sounds

it

on the

roof, apd how the wind keeps pounding on
window!

The

thunder,

rolling

and

among

fhe black

too,—it’s

tumbling

up

! What

lightnin'! I could see‘every

black boardsto the

just

away,

clouds.

rand

the

end of the cham-

ber, justas

day.

around a neck

‘Guess Ill

keep

far

house, and

watch, and whey the sky opens to lighten

of eight.
strange,

Any how, if I be lonesome,

to be

good,

if one

gets

worked

cuffed

just

for ’em,

like

an

mind

intuition,

Green asked my mother to have plain

very
should

spoke. he glanced again at his soiled and
ragged clothes.
“Oh, yes, she would want you; she could
not help loving you. 1 wonder she. does
not keep you with her,” said Luell.

“Where does your ise

now?” asked

the gentleman.

near-

““Oh, she lives at West Point.

Her

from

happy.

There

was

in

saw

Archie, Just

crossing

the

a

grace ! You'll

break that

young

man

“t0Oh,don’t,don’t !" pleaded Archie,earnest-

three

years,

ever

since

father

Bride ne ond

1874. 16mo.
a . pp.°110.

handy
to have n boy to do chores in the
hogise, | and belp on the farm, ‘took him
twenty: miles away, to his home in R——,
Well would it bave

been for little Archie if

“ Oh, yes.

the

“Take this, my boy,” said the stranger,
“and if they don’t send you to your sister

séape- at'once, get some one to write to me, and I

‘ere tumbler,”

intended for his

their cheerless house until Archie's was
heard there, and that was not welcome.
Day after day be must hear, “ Now, boy,
Stop your noise ” Orit was, “Keep still
there! I've heard enough!" or,
Don’t

‘plaguéme with questions.”

~

Avnd they never seemed to think that he

"needed a word of tenderness and love, or a

in

part of the woods, and it was

a long time

the house, until 1 know all four of them’ “before tie could find them. “At 1a8¢ the cows
were all in the'yard, aud Archie hastened
aboutby heart.”
| a Havén't they any Bible al
| £6 the” wilk-pails.

the hearts of Mr: and Mrs. Ellis” had ever
been. warmed: (by: parental love; | But no |

sweet child«voice had ever rung through

My “itior testi ine to read, a shelter from the shower in the darkest

and I have read all the books I can find

“ No sir, guess not. I never see one.’
« Are these people who take care of you

“What was you gone so omit for, you
yourg rascal P” asked Mr. Ellis, angrily.
Christians dd
‘Why, uncle Jo,” said Archie with a
Ti Well, sir, you've got me now.”
pleading look, “I rum all the way, and
“Don’t. you know. what - A Christian come back quick as I could find: the cows.”
isp?
ws You didnt! You’ know yom didn’t.
“ No, T don’t believe 1 ever ‘heard of stich Yor're a liar, and ll teach you better,” and
a thing before.” And Archie blushed, erim- Mr. Ellis took down the heavy ox-whip,
son, while
truthfully ownifi g his igno- and blow after blow fell on poor little Archie’s back and shoulders, until aunt Sally
rane.
4 Did yon never hear

of Jesus?”

smile of sympathy and comfort. What WOon- | the lady in the carriage,” who
:
}

asked

called out, ‘You ofd brute, you

had. listened i
)

ege,

Park:
Trin

a

culoge Sons.

iterary Review,
Tig, 10%, 4S ER o8 Jus on Bea

sew-

“Pll

tell you what,

boys,”

said

Will

‘‘let’s look to-morrow and see what

have

every one of poor Aunt Sally’s notions.”
Ned could not bear to be laughed at, and

When

and important period of its life,

it made him a little angry to hear his kind
old aunt sneered at, but his eye only flashed
for a moment, and he sprang up, shouting,

tering his

majority, the

part that

works in

here

Provinces sought

h

the sehool-room,

and,

sure

enough,

into | tries.

there

oned

Andthe

the

liberties

of the

But

been

the story - is so

commented

oun

quietly told, the

much like her

usual morbid

rules

in

EMINENT PREACHERS.

ministers

best self ia it, its

such cases, that

we “are

Being memoirs of thir-

in the Freewill

Baptist

ur-

1874. 12mo. pp. 804.

The author of this book isa diligent writer, as
one familiar with the columns of the Star can

just en-

Paragraphs of denominational news, as

testify.

wellas contributionsof miscellaneous articles,
used to appear in‘nearly every number. Late-

them-

ly, however, these contributions

have

erary labor of a more mmbitious
claimed his attention.

sort

been less

frequent, and we think we detect in this book an
explanation. And not alone in this, for it was
preceded not long ago by the author’s “Autoblozraphy,” warranting us in the eonclusion that lit-

Netherlands

The book here presented

the problems of the algebra lesson; “ft was [ SUring us he,did d truce of 13 years in the war
the

style, have

content to endure contradiction while holding
our own opinion. The story is now appearing
as a serial in the columms of Harper’s Magazine.

sat Joe Green, busily plying his pencil over | against the intrigues of Maurice of Nassai, sebut the work of an instant to hurry into
h
d
th

this

life that it draws are so natural, and even the
sadness on someof its pages seems to have
been portrayed in such utter disregard of the

he champ

success with which

popular:

eleventh vol-

to the ayerage of *“ love stories,” the pictures of

The next morviag ai the stroke ‘of the ence, but improved the financesof those coun-

bell, a half dozen roguish faces peeped

makes the

teachings and suggestions are so generally pure
and wholesome, the love in it is so void of that
sentimentalism which gives a sort of sickly hue

subsequent conduct of the affairs of Holland and
West Friesland
not only secured the independ-

;

»

Loo recently to need further mention.

ment,

“Hurrah, boys, for foot-ball!” and in_five | selves against Spain, whose yoke they had just
minutes the whole play-ground was in an | thrown off, was of a distinguished ordér. His
uproar of fun and frolic,

By th
the

Gentle
en

is PV iki Collins's

story, and

autheress is so

he had in the

to maintain

A Love Sry.

Mis§ Mulock’s story is among the best that she
has written, although, ‘in saying that, we are
aware that a good many will challenge the state-

transactions with France aud England, by which
the United

LL

amg
in the publishers’ library edition of his
The quality of the story as well as the
wr,
enterprise of the House ip issuing the author’s

Listories of the periods which

John?of Barneveld held an important place
in the history of Holland.
He was Grand Advoecate of that country during the most critical

got

AND

‘The first of these Re
well known

in its struggles for freedom during an almost interminable war of eighty years. The three sets
of histories on the general subject will bardly
be complete without the propesed fourth. That
Mr. Motley may realize his object will now be
the fervent wish of all students of history.

“You're always such a granny,” said Will

MOTHER

Authorof * John Balin,
Same Publishers,
&o

tainly. No counury has presented more interesting matter for Lhe historian, than did Holland

brings for his dinner, or where he goes to

pp. 472

MY

tion of hisdabors, viz., A History of the Thirty
commendable ambition, cer~
Years’ War. A

eat it."
‘You

mo.

this author, and make a necessary 1mtroduc tion
to what he hopes to make the concluding 'por-

looks real mean and sueaking to me. Iam
sure it is none of our business what Joe

contemptuously.

S—

arate work in thémselves. They also natural
ly follow the other works just mentioned by

see’ what fun there will be to do that, and it

resurrection and

THE
QUEEN oF HEARTS. A Novel. By Wilkie
Collins. New York: Harper & Brothers. 12

they cover.
An early admirer of the bold spirit
of independence which, ruled among the Hol
landers,and a close student of all. that has related
to their history, and uniting with that, scho larly
hubits, a cultured mind and
a comparatively
pure literary taste, hardly any one could be hetter prepared to enter th field in which he has
so honorably distinguished himself.
The volumes under consideration make a sep-

the old fellow does bring, any .way. You
know he is always in his seat by the time
the first béll rings, and we can get a peep
into his basket and then be in season for
roll-call.” The boys agreed to this, all but
Ned Collins, who had sat quietly eating his
dinner, and taking no part in the conversation. Now he simply remarked as he
brushed the crumbs from his lips, ‘1 cant

Brown,

ings aud death, as well as the

ascension of our Lord. _

literature.
Mr. Motley is at home in Dutch histery. His “ Rise of the Dutch Republic,” and
* History of the United
Netherlands” stand.

alone as truthful

The

soope of the work includes the betrayal , sufter-

of the primary Causes and Movements of the
Tidy Sead War.. By John Lothrop Motley, D
y LL.D. New York: Harper &
id iy Wik, ogtavo. 2 Vols. pp. 389—475,
We have here a real contribution to historical

that aren't very poor.”
“And Joe is wearing his winter clothes
all this warm weather, and his pants are
patched behind—I saw them,” said ITorace
Colby, with a very complacent look at his

Brown,

which is the clearer impression that it may give

the reader of the sufferings of the Saviour.

bas lately

is no mean contribu-

tion to the denomitational literature. To be sure
it covers ground a good part of which had been

with Spain, form a chapter of personal history,
the bare thought of which makes one’s faith in

similatly

and then at the bottom of the basket was
one little cold potato; that was all. Will

author, No well selected library should be ealled complete without copies of Mr. Motley's his-

before, but

occupied

the

gives

this

held it up with a comical grimace, and the
boys laughed and cheered as loudly as they
dared in the school-room.
“See here,” said Howard, “let’s throw it

away aod fill the basket

with

coal,

torical works.

it

a
pp

better let

alone now,” and, snatching the
(J

whip

should

that their memory

Tag HISTORY OF GREECE. By Professor Dr.
Ernst Curtius. Translated by Ys dolphus Yu
liam Ward, A. M., Professor of Histo
Li
Owen’s College, Manchester. Vol. IV.

will be such fun to see him open it.”
The boys agreed, and placed the napkin
carefully on top, and before the bell com

They

labor repdered large service to bumanity.

fought a good fight, kept the faith, and we have
© __| wo doubt are now wearing the erown. It is well

xe: could

ah

ry Armstrong & Co. 1874. 12mo.

risk

almost

preserved.

be thus

the

that

the statement

in so convenient a form and unprejudiced
‘would never have. beeh aecomplished if

dhithor bad not undertgken it. It would
this
hi a merited place in every Free Baptish fum-

’

We bave ‘waited almost impatiently for the
fourth volume of this work. Dr. Curtius gave,

i

Si

il

Bux:
BoNGSOF GRACE Axp GLORYFOI Pii
and 8.4

ears.
* Thank you, my boy,” said the siranger,

then uncle Jo Ellis, thinking, it would: be

i

indexed,

and'the referenves, foot notes, &6., make ita
volame fall tothe rink of valuable matter. =

ave

was fiercely met by aunt Sally, who seized menced toiling, they were on their way inl the prévious volumes, noticed here two years
ago, such evidence of his fitness for the tusk that
the slip of paper and tore it in pieces.
‘down stairs.
‘one could feel that he had at lasta history of |
After this Archie tried to perform every
Ned Collins. was ‘(he last to leave the | Greece every way worthy the name, and so could
as he took the tumbler and pitcher of water,
task, but it was another long cheerless sum- room, and no sooner did the others dis- .dfford to be “inmipatient over any delay that kept
and handed them to his wife and daughter
mer. Whenhe had a few spare moments appear than, quick as flash. he emptied the one from completing thie story. For the history
‘no~A won't, either. _ Cause it am,I never in the shaded part of the carriage. he would read the papers Luell had given coal into the box again, replacing the paper, of this-wondeérful cotmtry will always fascinate
can go up there with my poor dead mother.
*¢ Is this your home?” he continued.
Oueddy in early autumn came to and half filled the basket, large as it was, like a story, albeitit presents hard facts and ab+
She said just. the Same as Ahat.
I remem«Not much of a home,—it's where I live, him.
ies and morals tor conquestions’ in
ber, if I wa'n '
mitch more 'n a baby when though!” My father and mother are dead, Archie with mere than usual bitterness. All with the contents of the bright tin pail that struse
s literary ability is consideration.” The’
the
Rorming
Heé
had
washéd
dishes,
scoured
‘Aunt Sally delighted ta store with dainties ceded. His knowledge of the subject, and hisshe died, I nie like to be real bad, and-—they say so—I am so bad no one else
on her account. bknow now. , I'll make would have me, and so I had to come here knives, scrubbed floors, kneaded bread, and for ‘her darling’s dinner. . Ned was in the Ampartial and truthful method of treating it, will
done it all without a rebellious word, though seat almost’ as’ soon as the’ rest, and all notbe questioned after an. examination of the
believé naughty: and ‘When ‘they snarl at to live.”
me, —may
they'll be surprised to see {Youn sways. vy > pe good, don’t aunt Sally’s harsh threats were constantly through the forenoon he looked and felt as work. It makes: one of thé-enduring contribusounding in his ears. Then he was sent to guilty as the others, as he daw the sly looks tions to thé Jiterature of the century:
that I ean snarl too. I'll try it’ to-morrow, your
»
aida |
The present volume resumes . the historical
anyhow;” and, with (his somewhat douht- “4 Well, no.. 1 dont believe. Tor ¥ did the field, where he worked until five o'clock, and winks, that were exchanged
among narrative. with the Fifth, Book, of the general
ful’ resolution, Archie Rowe sprang’ - up though, till a few days ago, but, jo. didn’t - when he was ‘called’ to the house to build the’ them, | Noon came; and there was the usua division, and discusses the presence of the Spar+ from the bare floor where he had thrown make thifigs any. better, so I just thought | fire; and help get supper.’ While supper rush to the clothes room for dinner baskets ; tan element in the history of the Greeks, while
himself, .when he egéaped fromthe storm I'd make blieve be ugly, and-well—I'm was preparing, a heavy shower came, mak- but instead of going out to the yard, the Athens was raled by * the, Thirty,” taking up
in the’ Kitehén-—to! wateh' the | storm !Lout- “fraid it's been more than make b’lievé part 40g Archie quite mieasy ; for these showers ‘boys lingered about the door and
hall. the relations of Sparta and Persia, the, Corinthi-side.
always
sent
the
cows
to
some
deep
recess
in’
Straight
by
them
marched
Ned
Clorting
with anwar, the uprising ' of Thebes, her wars, &c.
of the time,”
It also contains & valuable index, and seems to
Poor little Archie. Fle was only eleven
his pad) on his arm.
« Poor child,” said the Sra
tender- the woods, where it was almost impossible
have lost none of its real value in passing through
years ‘old, ‘but ‘his was a hard lot. His | ly, “ Thope you have the comfort of going to find theny. Finally aunt Sally could think
‘*Halloo, (Ned, " said Sam Merrill, “where the hunds of the English sagsislon
mother went to live with the angels ere he | to school.”
of nothing, else to be done, and she sharply are you going now {”
!
“Home," said Ned. “I saw Aunt Sally
was four years old, and when he was only |! “ No, gir.- Uncle Jo says it wouldn't do, told Archie to *‘go after the dows, this very
MLARANGE: Being a histomaking g chicken pié this morning, and 1 THE ,» EVANGELICAL
"eight, his father, too, was taken. Thus ‘he no how, for such a boy as I to go to minute, and bot be gone all night either.”
Essays, Orations, and otlier: Documents of
o sixt general no 810 of the Evangelical
was left to the tender mercy of strangers: school.”
Archie obeyed, running as fast as his feet am going home to get some.”
Br TY
orks tapi
sins
lield in N
A few days he was kept at the poor-house,
could go, ‘but as usual, the,cows had sought
“Ask me to’ go, too,” shouted: Howard
“ Can’fyou read
:
ited‘by Rev, Pp flip Shaft
nailer, for

died, and the more I try to suit ’em, ‘the
more I can’t. It’s no use! Now I'm going
to be ugly—real mean! Won't 1? Well—

It

The

clot eBI00m, 124(. 3000 Lhe whole group | puman capabilities take a large and steady grasp. sketches in a collected form, which is an advanwere pressing around Will Brown, as he A man of eminent talents and the simplest man: tage to the reader. They are arranged mainly
held the ‘mysterious basket in his hand. | ners; a martyr to duty and Republican princi- in a ‘chronological order, beginning with RauAmong them, in spite of the remonstrance ples, for he was finally executed by order of the dall and ending with Rev. B. B. Smith, They
scheming Maurice; an example of virtue, such
of yesterday, wag Ned Collins, with his fine as history seldom presents, Barneveld” career are written in a plain forcible style, without an y
display; as theugh the author
face fairly crimson with shame, or some- isa fit subject of the pen and thought of ‘our attempt at literary
| found more agreeable service ia presenting uuthing else; we shall soon see.
worthy historian,
varnished facts. The accuracy of statemput, the
The mechanical excellences of these volumes
“It is big enough to hold a day's rations
discrimination of .character, the exclusion of
‘for a regiment;” spd Howard Colby,as are. of a high order. The page is white and needless ‘details, the diligence .and faithifilluess
Will pulled out a mice white napkin. Next clear, the type bold and open, the wood-cut il- | _with which the work was evidently prepared,
«I must go," said on with tears in his
Justratious artistically excellent, and the whole |
came a whole newspaper, a large one, too; affair a credit as well to: the publishers us to the all these deserve bigh commendation. The mineyes as he jumped from the carriage.
isters whose lives have formed the subject of his

will help yod,” and he hastily wrote his
screamed aunt Polly, not seeing ‘the strangown name aud address on a slip of paper,
ers.
and handed it to Archie. The three traveli] should lscape disgrace if I could get ers gave the little boy a pleasant *‘good
away from you, shouldn’t 1?” .said Archie] bye,” and thie carriage moved on.
as he sprang through the door, just in seaHe then hastened to the house, where he
son to avoid a smart blow,

hands.

the work ure observed, it ‘is’ ak

ute, brim full of chicken pie!”
The boys sprang to their feet, and swinging their caps in the afr, gave three hearty

new spring suit of light gray.

lady, and wouldn't want me,” and as Archie

how

that we

better

¢
or, the
She Divine Rec5
motion will signify it by giving three cheers THE ist 1Days or Cin
for Ned Collins+~there he comes ‘this min- | af
EPR
Toa
i Chroy Re

ing to do; but then folks do, that sometimes

and,

was

have been very toilsome.
foto no

all ashamed of ourselves; all in favor of this

Mr. Green was killed ; and mother said she
didn’t pity them, for folks had: no business
to be poor and proud.”

lady,

which

of the two

inal languages the various.

0 | tell you what,” said good natured Tom

don’t bring anything at all. I heard my |
father say they must be. badly pinched since

reign in every true heart, kept him silent
in regard to this mystery; and Luell asked, “Have you no friends in the world?”
«I suppose I have a sister,but she isa great

Nor did Avrchie’s new reso-

¢“Take care, there, you

I'd

"nough sight rather stay here than down in
the kitchen, with aunt Sally scolding, .and
uncle Jo snarling, and caffing me 'ronnd
all the time... Wonder what's the use trying
-"ghme ? Here I've

This to Archie’s
but

to the
another

word.

“Pho,” said Will Brown, “more likely he

i

health,

speaking

Granger, *‘I move and second

he amr volume, or

Jalve of gentiemel Ww hie
work |
‘should tarnish all ‘weeded Who, Sou of ‘the care,
intelligence ‘and | faithfulness: with ‘whieh
it has

afraid we shall rob him,® said one.

her form would have been small for a child

dusty road.
oR
again, I'll take a peep through, and see
“That I will, sir!” answered Archie,
‘how it lookson the other side. Guess -it’s smiling brightly, for the kindly tone touchalways ‘morning up there! Donk blieve .ed an unused chord in the young heart.
they've gotany such dark places as this old
chamber.

for

without

tpess of i

eva the, eo

guess he's

praying;” 80 they all stole away
play-ground

utterance.

This volume is 8 collection of the several ac~
rection at their play, but first they must at- ‘cheers for Ned Collis, and even Will
counts of the last days of Christ, taken literally
tend to the contents of well-filled pails and Brown joined the chorus as loudly as any ‘trom the different gospels. The account is here
Sam Merrill explained the thing presented in one harmonious and connected stobaskets, where their dinners were stowed. of them.
«[ should like to know,” said Horace Col- to Ned, and he only said in reply:
ry, that readers may have a clearer and more
hy. “why Joe Green never comes out to eat
“I have often heard Aunt Sally say that distinet view of the ¢events as'théy transpired.
his dinner with the rest of us, but sneaks off it is ‘poor kind of fum that ‘must be earned Whether anything is really to be gained or not
somewhere till we all get through.”
by hurting somebody's feelihgs, and what by thus studying these accounts apart from their
proper connections may well be questioned. But
““(zuess he brings so muny goodies’ he is Aunt Sally says is almost always so.”
the collection has its merits, not the least of

from

though her face was that of a young

ith each
but

white

on his desk, and Freddie Wilson, one of the

whispered, I

and couteidnite-

of a full Christian

tion for the duty assigned them, and thus the exefcises were of a singularly choice and able
Character, Its doubtful if the utterances of a
rélfxious ndsembly were ever received with profounder respect bya greater number of- atten.
He
Ag
considerations only faintly *

But Joe did not offer to taste it; he i

smallest boys,

\

the needs of the he

integrity

They each gave themselves to. faithful prepara-

to flow very fast. Then he leaned his head

“Well,” said Sam Merrill, ‘I know Mary

half-clad

to the

face,over which the tears. began presently

It was a little past twelve o'clock, and a
merry group of boys were seated on .the
young grass, under the trees that shaded
the Academy
play grounds. A little later
and they would be scattered in every di-

The white roses and cloudtoo

place.

Capital Fun,

Archie’s very nature an acute -sense of ly. “I know they wouldn’t let me go, and
right and wrong; and he well knew that when you was gene they 'd whip me so
wrdng inflicted on him ‘did not make ‘it awfully. Don’t speak to them about me;
right for himto return evil
for evil; so you won't, will you ?”
here was a vague unrest following him
“Not if it Will make your life any harder ;”
day and ‘night.
and the stranger's hand was laid caressingly
‘Please to give us a drink; of water, my |
Archie’s shoulder, “but 1 wish-to help
lad,” said a gentleman, in a pleasant voice, | you in some way.”
as hegdrew up his fine horses to rest awhile
“Arch! Archie Rowe! Come right kere
in the shade of some trees ‘near the farm- -this minute, and mind your work!” called

CHAPTER I.

the

life,

poor;

so poor

best meet

only sat there, ard looked at it, with a pale

great dark, world. Poor, motherless boy.
To be continued.

in Ned's
honey as
and the

Joe thought, and sp the boys thought, as
they peered wonderingly from their hiding-

to the ground, and went out alone in the

i

have dropped

his bed

his dear little papers—the gift of Luell—he
crept through the window, wént down the
low roof of the ‘wood-shed, jumped lightly

ly a week Archie continued a sort of half]. is an officer. Don't believe they know I'm
defiance of Shejx wishes. The looks of per- alive. Hain’t seen them since mother died.”
«Would you like to go to your sister ?”
faces of uncle Jo and aunt Sally at somie
“Guess I would like to go to my sister,
unwonted piece of mischief, were a source but then they wouldn't let me,” and Archie
of amusement to Archie, often causing his, nodded toward the old house.
3
brown eyes to dance with mirth, when he
“It may be they would. I will ask them
+ dared not allow his lips to smile. Still,«he if you wish.”

Young Folks.

Archie Rowe,

awful,

a

our

de

ton pants—they were the best he had—and,
putting them on, he tied up the others, with

like lace of her hat were fit ornaments for
the shower of golden curls which hung

hair

and blows could tot subdue it. - For

The Family Circle.

is here ! How loud the rain

brighter world.

lution to * make believe ugly,” tend to better his life. It vather grew worse; but,
the spirit of mischief once aroused, threats

And they opened for Mary to wear in her grave,
And Etta did more of His will than she knew,
‘When she said, * Here are lilies that blossom for
you.”

and

must

worse than cruel it is to rear a child in such

They blossomed for beauty. That was not all;
For the Father his rain and his sunshine gave,

How dark

to

boy, that she

‘That's how we live.”

Terrible indeed is such

The lilies were fair by the garden wall;

dear!

most seemed

licious round pies he had often seen
‘hands, bread and butter, and such
nobody's bees but hers ever make,
plump white breast of a ehicken.
It was a dinner fit for. a king;

for a little while, then getting up softly he
‘found his clean striped shirt, and bine cot-

“Thanks!
Oh, I'm so glad, so glad!”
Archie said, half to himself, scarcely know-

all out,” replied her husband, in the ‘same
tone she had used. .
It was as Archie once said, ‘‘ Uncle Jo
and aunt Sally Ellis never have 8 pleasant
word in their house. When they\are not

Then I took from the vase my lilies dear,
And gave them the dew of a silent tear;
And parting the fingers, pale and thin,
Annie laid the lilies their clasp within.

“ Oh

‘com-

pall his

or no to you, for fear you'd

And nothing of beauty or light was there.

BY

you need to

plain of himi,—when he does all your work
for you, and never dares to say ‘ aye, yes

Her robes were coarse, and the foo" Was bare,

—Qur

stand it any longer.”
‘Tlie tired boy threw himself on

« That's the first word of praise you ever ing that he spoke; so much sur ised was
gave me for it, too;” responded Archie, as he by the vision before him, as ‘the young
he ran out of the house to put'the cows in lady threw aside her vail, which had hid a
face so pale, so thin, so ‘wondrously fair;
:
Sk
the pasture
and
eyes so full of heavenly light that it alhe'll
fow
« He's got his spunk up, and

Here are lilies that blossom for you to-day.”

1 took the gift with a glad delight,
So sweet, so perfect, so pure and white.
How modestly drooping their eyelids tell,

sorry I haven't more with me.”

great, crispy doughuuits, thex one of the de-

the

chamber that night, he put both hands over
his face, and whispered,
‘I can’t! I can’t

eves, and her voice “trembled as she
«Yes, sir.”
said,
**We love children .”
Several minutes elapsed, and Archie not
“I thought you did,” said Archie, artlessappearing, there came another call, louder ly. “I guess you must be * some of Jesus’
and more angry than the first.
own folks, ain't you?”
« Here, you boy! Why don't you get
“I hope we are,” answered the gentle§
up m
man
; “and I hope you will cohtinue to reYou
« Why! do you want I should?
member what your mother said about him;
was
T
if
asked.
only
didn’t say so. You
but
pome up here in the carriage a minute,
awake.”
I
see
Luell
has been picking some papers
minon
« J say it now. Come down
out of her satchel for you. Come, wouldn't
it.”
catch
ute, or you'll
you like to get Requainted with my daughArchie obeyed, knowing too well the
ter ? he added,as Archie looked hesitatingconsequences if he did not.
ly, first at his own ragged clothes, then at
several
t,
breakfas
finished
they
as
Just
the shining carriage, then at the old house.
cows came, feeding around the door. «
“Never mind. No one will eare,” reach
here
cows
these
“ What on earth are
ing-dqwn
his gloyed hand,to help Archie up.
3
Ellis.
Mrs.
for? snarled
Our little friend understood the kindness,
tell ye to put them cows in
I t
+ Didn'
a jump
the pasture ?" demanded uncle Jo of Archie, and as he took the hand, and with
and spring landed in the earriage,’ he
;
in no very pleasant mood.
* You thought, ‘no one ever helped me to climb
« No, sir!” half smiled Archie.
before.
minded
I
and
out,
put
to
told me
you. I put’em iol out of the yard, and | “Do you like to read Sabbath school
I don’t see what is to hinder ’em from com- papers?’ asked Luell, as she handed him
several neatly folded papers.
ing round the door.”
“f know I should, bat I never see any.”
« Take that, and that,” said Mr. Ellis,
“Keep them. They are for you. Iam
giving two severe blows, with the palm of

‘What shall I do, my friend,
. "When you are gone forever?

UNE 10, 11874.

| When Archie Row went to his

Archie's words brought tears to the lady's

« Ain't you awake yet?"

|

Wi

from his hand, she threw it far out in
dark weeds.

way, they don't love children."

«What, sir?” he answered,

to dhger,

That smiles away all sorrow?

> pds

—if to Archi®s words with a motherly ‘interest.
der then that a child, in such 4 home
“Jesus! Oh, yes!” exclaimed Archie, inthe
home, it can be called—should come to
voluntarily
clasping his hands. ‘My méther
to
g
tryin
use
o
conclusion that there wasn
used to tell me of him. I never, never shall
be good?
forget, it, though I was almost a baby when
Ou the morning after ny storm Archie mother died. Jesus loved little children,
to
hasten
and
| did not jump out of bed
and used to take us right in his arms.”
dress, as had been his custom, the m oment
“Well,” said the lady, tdo Shese people
he was awake. For some time he lay, ‘here love Jesus P”
voice,
surly
thinking, then he heard a oud,
“I don't think they. do. . Don’t believe
calling :
they ever got ‘quainted with him. Any.

Poetry.
or

STAR
TR

DAY SCHOOL. By W. F. Sherwin
Vail. New York: Horgee Waters. 4 gion, 45

Broadway. 1874, pp. 16¢:: ;

|

We feel no hesitation in commending this
work to the attention of Sunday school workers.
IL comes gs NCAT'to: beibg a new book, both in
music

and hyninology, as anything that we have

lately geen, - Ft contains hardly anything
silly or sentimental, which

can

not be

that is

said

of

every ‘book of its’ class. The music, much of it,
‘must have been’ composed by ‘persons who first

felt the melody im their souls and then breathed
it into type and: form.

It is put up in the usual

style and size.of such-books, and.is.offered

cents per copy, or #8 60 per Boze,
;
—_—
hundred.

LITTELL'S LAVING AGE maimtains

sition, and thas is saying emough,
is the

at 35

|or $30

per

its old

po-

The following

tuble of contents of the 1564th number :

Dr! Schliemunn’s TrojasAntiquities; Far from

4

the Madding Crowd; Sir Peter Lely; The Story
of Valentine ; and his Brother; The Fiji Islands;

The Domesday

Book of ‘Scotland;

The History

of Popular Voting in Switzerland ; The Thought
of Her; Winter, Sunrise; Miscellany, ~Boston :

*

Littell & Gay,
®

—

hd

AMERICAN HOMES, Illustrated. Devoted to
all classes and ages. dune, 1874. Contents: A
Floating

City;

Paul

Millmore’s

Story;

The,

Rev. 8.
Ireneas
Prime,D.D New ory J Haunted Mill; Achsah; No Ivory or Golden
Colby ; but just at that moment they saw
Joe Green carrying his basket into the | Hirpor & Brothers, 1874. octavo. pp. 173.
Wall; Kyle Griffiths; Five, Years and a Day ;
The New York meeting:of the Evangélical Al- Cookery and Cooks; Mixed ; Humility ; Friends
school-room,
lianes last year wus
the most important | i council ; Scientiflo; Wit; New. Books; T'wo
“I should think hed suspect sométhing,” religous gatherings ofamong
the century. The utter- Good Novels; Our Young Folks; Household;
whispered Will Brown ; *‘that coal must be (ances on the oceasion, being upon the most vital
Editorial Notes; Music, * Floating and Drenmawful heavy.
:
topios that are now before the ‘Christian world ing.” Boston & Chicago: Henry T, Shepard &

Joe disappeared ini the school-room, and
curious eyes that peered through the erack
of the door, were soon rewarded by seeing
him open his basket,

« “Hope his dinner won't lie heavy

surprise, and then, in a sort

He lacked

crease their

way, took out a couple of ‘Aunt’ Saliy’s

value as the

Christian

scholars

in

Co.

time

of making them

fant

i

Jin

|

ARTHURS ILLUSTRATED HOME Madson
June, 1874, Contents; Frontispiece; Biographiting at the history and
gapers of the meéting cal and Historical; The Women of all Nations;
shuld thus be gathered Th ‘permaiient form. “Naural History ;. Extracts from New Books;
They make’ a volume whose value we hesitate
The Story-Teller; Home-Life ‘and Character;
to estimate, stich is the. eminent’ nature of the Religious Reading; Mothers’ Department; Boys’

becomes more .remote,

in

of bewildered

most eminent

it; were of a gharacter that will only serve to in--

on his

stomach,” said Howard Colby.
But apparently Joe only wiskied to get his
paperto read, for he took it. by. the corner

to pull iv out but it. was fast.

and by the

matter bound up in it.
land, the. United

It is therefore quite fit-

Germany, France, Italy,
nd Girly Treasury; Evenings with the Paets ;
States, these had their a
Home Circle; Housekeepers’ Department ;

most distinguished scholars in the meeting, ap-

pointed to perform parts syhich a signally intel-

ligent committea of arrangements

he

Judged

would

Scientific nd Curious; Floral Department;
Architecture;
Fashion Department; Bditors’
Department. —Phila.: TV 8. Arthug & Son.

.

;

Fishing with Agassiz.
of Professor Agenrolled my hame

1 entered the laborato
« assiz and told him I had

!

I

scientific school as a student of natinthe
ural history. He asked me a few questions

drew prancing stur-fishes, frogs

into the

fourteen years

Street, in

been

ago

he found

F. Baptist church
Boston,

identified.

with

on

which

he

Here, too, he

Bétust

has

has been

in mortal

an

Teu
ye

wished

I

‘at

to be well

fishes.

Soin

a shelf
‘a largo jar of specimens. in. yellow
-aleohol.
Wb
uo
“Take this fish,” said be, ‘ and look at

was bidden to point out''the ‘resemblances
and differences between the two; another
and another followed, until the entire family lay before me and a whole legion of
ars covered the table and surrounding
shelves; the odor had become a pleasant
perfume ; and even now the SIE of an old,
six-inch, worm-eaien cork bri ngs fragrant

it; we call it a Heomulon ; by and by'1 will

as k you what you have seen.

i

- With that He left me, but in a moment
returned with explicit instructions as to
the care of the object entrustedto me,
“ No man is fit to be a naturalist,” said
he, ** who does net know how to take care

of specimens.”

he

memories }

alcohol from the jar, always taking

cateto

replace the stopper tightly.

the days of ground St

were not

These

the various parts, Agassiz’s training

stoppers,

was a cleaner science than ichthyology, but
professor, who
10 the bottom

in the

general law,
:
At the end of éight months, it was almost

unof the

though
this alcohol had *‘ a very anc
and
fish-like smell,” I really dared not sh
any aversion within these sacred
h
and treated the alcohol as. though it “were
pure water.
Still I was conscious of a
ng feeling of disappointment, for gazng at a fish did not commend itself to an
ardent entomologist. My friends at home,
too, were

annoyed,

by

death.

movement:

down.

For years, and years, and. ‘weary, suffering years, muliiplied into decades, have the

over the fish as if to resuscitate the beast
from a fainting fit, and looked with anxiety
for a return of the normal, sloppy appéar-

and

I dashed the fluid

This little excitement

was to be dome
gaze: at

my

but

companion.

Half

an

have

the fish began

Dehind,

above, sideways, at

beneath,

their

have ‘been

sons,

brothers,

the

drunkard’s

impoverished,

withdrawn

from

them

a three-quarter’s view,—just as ghastly. I
was in despair; at an early hour I concluded that lunch was necessary; so with infinite relief the fish was replaced in the jar,

fathers

grave.

disgraced,

the means of

bear children to men whose habits had un-

On my return, I learned that Professor
Agassiz had been at the museum, but had

fitted them for parentage—children not only
tainted by disease, but endowed with debased appetites. ‘They have seen them-

hours. My fellow-students were too busy
to be disturbed by continued conversation.

into social degradation and cut off forever
from all desirable lite by the vice of the

and for an hour I was free.

and

gone

would

selves and

pot return for Feveral

Slowly I drew forth the

hideous

were.

and no
pen, however SEaphic, can describe.
It has
been the unfith omable black gulf),
into which infatuated multitudes
of men

have thrown their
and their industry,
come only,~ip fire
despair and death,

I began to count the scales

That is right,”

said

be;

neil

“a

families thrust

no mind,however sympathetic,can measure,

in the different rows until 1 was convinced
that it was nonsense.
At last a happy
thought struck me—I would draw the fish;
and now with |
I began to discover
new features’ in
the creature. Just then
the professor returned.
:
**

their precious

men they loved.
Whatthe women of this
country have suffered from drunkenness,

fish, and,

with a feeling of desperation, again looked
\at it. I might not use a magnilying glass;
imstroments of all kinds were interdicted.
My two hands, my two eyes, and the fish;
it seemed a most limi
field. I pushed
_ my finger down its throat to feel how sharp

the teeth

fortunes, their health,
and out of which have
and stench,—dishonor,
It is the abomination

of abominations, the -curse

of curses,

the

hell of hells !
.
For weary, despairing years, they have
waited to see the reform that should protect them from further harm. They have
listened to lectures, they have signed pledg-

is

one of the best of eyes. I am glad to ne. lice, too, that you kee your specimens wet
snd your bottle corked."
a
3 ith these encouraging words he add-

es, they

have encouraged

temperance

soci-

eties,
they have asked for, and secured legislation, and all to no practical good end.
The politicians have played them false; the
** Well, what is it like ?"' «
y officers of the law are unfaithful ; the govHe listened attectively to my brief re- ernment revenue thrives on’ the thriftiness
hearsal of the structure of parts whose of their curse; multitudes of the clergy are
names were still unknown to me ; thefring- not only apathetic in their pulpits, but selfed gill-arches and moveable operculum, the indulgent in their social habits ; newspapers
-pores of the head, fleshy lips ‘and lidless do not help, but rather hinder them; the
eyes, the lateral line, the spinous fins, and liquor interest, armed with the money that
forked tail; the compressed and arched should have brought them Drosherity, orbody. When I had finished, he .waited, as ganizes against them; a mill n fierce apif expecting more, and then, with an air of petites are arrayed against them, and losing
all faith in men, what can they do 2 There
.. disappointment :
X
“There is
*“ You have not looked very carefully; is’ but one thing for them to do,
why,” he continued, more earnestly, ** you but one direction in which they can look,
have n't even seen one of the most conspic- and that is upward! The women's temperuous features of the animal, which is as ance movement, begun and. carvied Qn. by
lainly before your eyes ns the fish itself; prayer, is as natural in its birth and growth
+ look again ; look again !” and he left me to as the oak that springs from the acorn. It
God and ‘the God-like element in woinan
my misery.
i
I was piqued; I was mortified.
Still can not help, there is no help. If the pulamore of that wretched fish! But now I pit, the press, the politicians, the reformers,
set myself to my task with a will, and dis- the law, ean not bring reform, who is left
covered one new thing after another, until to do it but God and the women?. We bow
1 saw just how the professor's criticism had to this movement with reverence. We do
been. The afternoon passed quickly, and not pause to query about permanent results.
It becomes men to be either humbly helpwhen, toward its close, the professor inful or dumb, We _ ho ie dallied with
quired :
have dispassionatel
.this question ; wi ‘who
“Do you see it yet 2”

drawn the line. between |
Gi
total abstinence; we who have deplored
lolassesin our hands;
drunkenness withw
to involve a great
we who haye cons L,

“ No,” I replied, * I am certain T do not,

but 1 now ‘see little I saw: before.”
‘“ That is next

best,” said

he, earnestly,

“bat [ won't hear yodt now;

pat awa

moral reformwi

your fish and go .home; perhaps you wi
be ready with a better answer in the morning. Iwill examine you before you look
at the fish.”
the

before

me,

what

I

must

them the next day.

give an exact

Ihad a bad

this un-

and ours into a dissolute life ; we who hiye

shown either our unwillingness or our impy-

account of

tence to save the country from the gulf that

memory;

.s0 I walked home hy Charles river in a

yawns before it, can only step aside with
shame-faced humility while the great crugoes on, or’heartily give to it our apsade
roval and our aid. It'is no pleasant, holiday business in which these women are engaged, but one of self-denying hardship,
Jreguant in “every part with a sense of
uty. It is the offspring of a grand religious impulse which gives to our time its o

dis-

tracted state, with my two perplexities.
The cordial greeting from the professor
the next morning wis reassuring ; here was
a man who seemed to be quite as anxious
as I that I should see for myself what he
saw.

** Do

the fish

you perhaps, mean,” I asked, “that

has symmetrical sides

with

have

traffic; we who have split hairs in our discussions of public policy; we wha have
given social sanction’ to habits that ip the
great eities have made drunkards of pven
the women themselves, and led their Nous

known but most visible feature might be;
but also, without reviewing my new discoveries,

who

been poliioaltyes fraid of the power of the
element assocfated with tha liquor

3

object

“polities; we

brutal

This was dijconcetting § not only .must
I think of my fish all night, studying, without

other shore.

the

till

W. H. LYSTER.

the dead that die in the Lord.”

suffering

paired

CoM.

SAMUEL C. MARTIN died in Charleston, April
20, aged
67 years. He experienced religion
some 17 years ago,andiunited with the F. Baptist
chureh in AtKinson, where he remained a member until his death. He was a good townsman,
a kind husband.
He is deeply mourned by a
Jevated wife, an only .daughter and numerous
riends.
:

kind companion, four small children and many
relatives who mourn the loss of one who was a
an affectionate wife and dear
kind mother,

observed that father, with all his imperfections, |

SaMUEL
H. Eriorr died in Corinth, May
15, 1874, aged b8 years and 1 month.
He experienced religion at the age of 14 years, was daptized by Rev. Samuel Hutchins and united with
Baptist church and remained a member
the F.
F. A. PALMER.
until his death.

“Said he to us, a year
was ripening for heaven.
since, * Life is dear to me, but I should be glad

DURING

sun

the

before

and the departed

to go to God

European

it has made
i

That

church. in Belgrade, and was one of its pillars | to year.
=
Her companion,
till called to go up higher.

Hundreds of

land, but she

nest him and othet lo vio.

gone

been; ema-

who for months had
persons,

to

Where parting

is

2

ouse was a | of
ciated
and huudreds

Jing,
e
for. the pilgrim,

never known.
pleasant home

has

by

3

i
night

i
coughing,

Swegls

by from ope to six bottles of the European

It may be said

prt was to read the holy book.
:

MRS. ABIGAIL, wife

2

New

medicine known for coughs bf every description, and consumption in all its
.
stages. ‘It should be kept in every family, as a few doses taken in tinie, may
save from a long sickness or premature

S. BOWDEN.

of Mr. Georze

died in the Township of

Wallace,

Haven,

Shiawas-

see Co., Mich., May 8, 1874, aged 67 years.

Mrs,

Wallace was a daughter of Luther und Abigail
Braneh, of Benson, Vt. She became a Christian
in early life, and’ united .with the Presbyterian

church,of which her father was an officer,
united in

marriage

in

death.
;
Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me.,

er children sprinkled,

Sold. wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston,
by I. H. Hay and John W-. Perkins, & Co., Port-

with

Mr.

Wallace

She

Lenox, New York, May 80th, 1827. When they
had two or three children h her father, and her

Pastas

urged her to have

Proprietors

with what she had been taught to eall bapuem,
the
she
was
immersed; -and
united
wit

Baptist

church,

husband

Still"

Bhked

Some . eighteen

in

later

with

years

the

|

and

she,

life

.

Clarke’s

Rheumatic

tten

his

hospitality

lege of entertaining many of them.
ow to make friends and
ke ep them,
gave him as wide a friendship ass

did—ypon the imports of this point,
sventyfed to ask what I should do next,

1

Claremont

and so
in

death
ves a

widow, witb whom he had

April 15, 1874, aged 61 years,

born in Georgetown, Me., in

0h, look at your fish !” he said, and
loft me again to my own devices. In a lit- |
tle.

more

than

an

hour

heard my new catalogue.
_** That

he

returned

and

is good, that is good !" he repeat-

ed, ‘“ but that is not all go ou; and so
for three long days he placed that fish before my eyes, forbidding me to look at anything ‘else, or ‘to use any artificial aid.
‘ Tiook, look, look,” was his’ vepeated injunction.
>
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more
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Bro. Oliver ' was
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management

take

nstramental
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Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August & 1873.
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age of 16, obtained the Christian’s hope, was ba
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‘BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1874,

August 25, 1873.

Winter Term begins Monday.

Winter Term sloses Friday,
.
. Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
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Leave PORTLAND
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For further
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Alton Bay at 5.35, A. M., 3.45, P. M.
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TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.
Leave BOSTON at 350 A, M., and 12.30, 3,30, and
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H.
MAINE

and

8.30 and 6.00, P. M.
BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.45, P. M.
at 5.50, 7.85, and
10.58, A.M.; and

ALTON
DOVER

yy

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1

.

at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M.,

TRAINS.

The 7.30, A. M., train from Boston leaves
Dover
at
ne oe South Berwick Juickion,
8 Dover
5, P.M.,
0
45
ro heGreat
ial h train fo from
ston
eaves Dover at 745
ain leaves Dover for Farmington, it
9, A gM.
A train leaves. Farmington for ington, onion and
Portland at 9.55, AaM.
i

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stages lave
and Saturdays

Wolleborough Jhesdays, Thursdays
for Tuftonborou
oultonb
"

Sandwich and Center Sandwich. :
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Lacdnia.
KETURNING,~ Leave

orough,
and Saturdays

:

pay

Laconia Mondays, Wednes
| days and Fridays for Alton, in seasont 0 connect
i
with trains fay Roston and Portland.
JAMEST: FURBER,
Gen. Supt
LJ
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of the young in our cities.

15 cts. Postage extra; on
latter 2 cents

ait
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relying

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM
hd
This little book has been revised by the author,ds
been clothed in an entirely new dress, amd
presents
a very comely appearance. It should be
every
Baptist family.
t every pastor. and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and mseful

Center Strafford, N. H., Jan, 17, 1874.

Penmanship will be taught’ by an experienced
Wild coffee ‘bushes are plentiful in Ama- Sized $3on after by Rev. John Lennan, and unitFor 30 years MILLIONS have intently watched his
ed with the Freewill Baptist church,
He was
PERILOUS yet HEROIC STRUGGLES and GRAND TxIdor and other counties of California. The ‘an
active member, often Visiting the sick and
i
1eéss than half a term, exce
Tupus) and now they eagerly desire the Complete
berries dre known to the settlers as ‘‘ cat ministering to the dying, and sometimes even | yp.
8
lHalf
es
for
NG deduction
of sickness.
terms commence
‘atBon
the
istory of this world-renowned HERO avd account
also the CURIOSITIES beginning ane middle of the term.
berries,” but are in every vespect similar ‘to performin, E the last religious ceremony
: with BENEFACTOR, which fnfolds
;
country,
WONDERFUL
and
Jubs,
varies
irom
$1.60
to
WILD
&
of
wEALTH
and
he
price
of
board,
in
¢
|
the coffee of commerce.
A Columbian con- those who ud passdd away. He'was for many
his BIRTH to $2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle.
interested in the welfare of the | We publish JUST THAT HISTORY from wanted
;
gul, who is intimately acquainted with the | years also much connected
]
quick2,000 agents
men’s are formed.
with the church of | his BURIAL. Now ready Jirst
school
six
siz | days; another, 108 [ Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
| cultivation of coffee in South America;is Libbath
agentr sold 18:
. gt One
and as a superintendwhich he was a member,
week. For particulars of this, our SUPERB NEW
rates.
| confident that the shrub is the genuine cof- ent or teacher tried to lead those under his | ly
[7
BIBLES, and. OORAN’S STORY,
Address
Yor further pavticulars, address the Secretary, at
:
fee plant, and capable. of producing, under charge heavenward, ' Some fifteen years ago he
WRBARRD IBIROS.af office nedrest you, either
Pittefield, Maine. *
C. A. FARW BLL, Seoretury,
1y48
3
4
O,
cultivatiom,a superior quality of coffee, +
sought a home in Chelsen, and. soon gatheied | PrirLADELPHIA, BOSTON or CINCINNATL
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FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important aud
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

0.T. MAXFIELD, Miss NELLIE D. MAXFIELD,
J. W. ROBERTS, - Teacher of Penmanship.
The tuition will be as usual.
Board and Rooms can be of btained at reasonable

forms of PILES, also two to five

Livingstone

.

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.

BOTTLE

u

-

2

.
g

-

For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. Ww. SANBORN, Secretary, al
Lyndonville. :. ~
t
yndon Centend Vt.. 1873.
.
31

Common

in

-

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville Station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes w.
trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and

other states

Free tuition to students from this and

-

M

LOCATION :
The new, commodions

:
commence March 23rd
ete courses of stud for both sexes.
rmal Department for Teachers of Common
who first secure the Regent’s certificate

-

-

-

-

Aa-Clergymen’s children and

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
The 32d Academical year of this institutiod will

Schools.

.

-

-

their own exertions for an education, received at re>
;
i
duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; mn elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

INSTITUTE.

The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, commence
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
!
Complete courses of study for bot
G. H. RIC
North Scituate, R. I., Feb. 8, 1874.

-

TUITION :
.
.
-

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

32!

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
- «Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
-

Those wishing to board themselves

Tain ood FOE

Penmanship.

"CALENDAR :.

Good board can be obtained in private families at
er week.

:

LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Vacation two weeks.

B61

1812, and, ‘at the

of

INSTITUTION

LITERARY

LYNDON

For beauty of scenery, healthfulness dnd comfort,
this location is unsurpassed.
It is free from those
laces of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious

FOWLE'S

this | - Pile

acquaint-

For Catalogue apply to
WM, REED, Sec. & Treas.
;
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

Vacation two weeks.

Manuf

CLAREMONT,

tf

the privkne

course

es fpr both pexes.

FOUND

generous.

¥hioe wats Jarge, 3 looked oh leas
as: his
life ha
en peaceful.
He

)

1.50
“Vocal Musie, twenty lessons,
1.50
—
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
reasonable
at
had
be
may
ng
Rooms for self-boardi
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

Fall Term closes Friday,

iis

$10.00

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

ACADEMY.

Fall Term begins Monday,

BY THE
:

JLT

Instriomental Musie, twenty lessons,

Sec.

ything necessary to fit one for college gr a practical business life.
¥

Stereotyped, Printed and

;

°

A. M., Principal.

LEY,

clubs, about
“
EXTRA CHARGES.
V4

“

We,

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
The

:

Waiohy

o B3tf

SEMINARY.

; Summer Term begins
June 2, and ends Aug. 21,
874.
‘
EXPENSES.
$7.00
Tuition and incidentdls,in advance,
to 4.60
2.00
Room rent, per term, from
3.00
Board, per week, in private families,

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.
>. GILMAN, Assistant.
;
INT, Teacher of Instrumental

which you wish to

Book

hs
of
8
a

begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.

Spring Term

i

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eigh

G

:
-

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the Jegular rates.

NEW

:

SALT RHEUM,
RREVICLIISH,
CROPULA: DISEASES,
fu LED ROSS DNEY
and all diseases
of the
organs P”
superb touch of heroism, and
Fyears, together with a daughter” and son-in-law + | SKIN, and the greatest BLOOD PURIFIER ever disLis thoroughly pleased—** Of course, of from its political debasement and the degra- and 8 grandchildren, with other dear”Telatives, covered. Entirely vegetable. Send to me and take
back your money in all cases of failure. None for 16
course!” repaid the wakeful hours of the dation of its materialism. It is a shame to who deeply mourn their loss,
years.
H.D,
FOWLE, Chemiet, Boston. . Sold ev
.
M. A. QUIMBY.
previous night. After he had discoursed manhood that it is‘necessary ; it is a glory
erywhere. $1a bottle. Send for Circulars.
most happily and enthusiastically—as hs womanhood that it is possible.
13teowl2
REUBEN
OrLiver died in Chelsea, Mass. y

redeems it

A.M. JONES,

ES

to his

He

MAKI

.

1878.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
_. CALENDAR FOR 1875-4.
' Fall Term begins Aug. 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advanstudents of a higher rank
tages of association wit
s of these institutions
and culture. The public]

Medicine dealers
lyeowi4
N

«2,

1

students are faithiully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

1t can be
¢

his” affection deep, his life uniform, his ed
and

&c.

re

pens Feb. 2, 1874. 4

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther partic
s, address,
x

PUBLISH?

God, trusting in his word,
His native place was
Nonh Stpuffold, where io. hig
QUITE da 8 je
found,
Christ’ an
entified
himself
with
bh
ause. He often Bitopded 3 Ws aud highly eng chart y was : large,
oyed spiritual worship.
reliable,

Elixir,

>

/

a Book

Have yon whiten §

DENNIS Bass died, May 18, at Barnstead
Parade, aged 74 years, The cause of his death
wag an injary from an accidental fall from a load
of hay about two weeks before.
He bore his

He loved ministers, and God gave him

'

BOOK

settle

many sufferings patiently, and then went

,

|

Froewin “Bap.

ago they

and es ~ghe
in New Haven, where she ved
of
bas illustrated the beauty and exdellency
leaving her
died,
she
Christianity, and where
number
a
companion,
aged and enfeebled
of children and other kindred, and many other
Com.
:
friends to mourn their loss.

always

of

which she searched the New Testa-'| land, and retail by Druggistsand
hority, and, becoming dissatisfied | generally.

nstead of
ment for

best

i

It is, in- J

Remedy.

of lier she has done what she could, ber record | Cough
is on high and her reward is sure.

oa

3

her last _re-

ej;

the precious promisesof the

in hopeless Consumption,

Tn reading

Eime the last fo months of her's

|

CALENDAR:

and

thought to be
have heen cheered Hy thelr kindness and Jos raising of blood, who were
p
Our departed sister spent much of ber | .
talities.
have been cured

Yo

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—endg Nov. 21.
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
WINTER TERM opens

ness m doing their work is secured from
ers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so mauy kinds of work.are done. The

wonder-

most

Page, passed over some ten years be- | ful cures, no one will deny.

Dea. Johp,

fore her 10 the bettef

tists.

can be obtained at réasonable

num-

.
te
She has liv
ears and 7 months.
cothi:
in’the town’ of Belgrade some 80 years. She ex- | Standard Medicine throughout the
}
:
.
:
.
rienced religion 40 years ago, was baptized by
ov. Joel Spaulding nd united with the -F. B. | tT¥, increasing in popularity from year

1y48

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone-of
its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard salooy.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
_the school, recently entered into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
rv
rr

Sa

and bis weary spirit went to rest. His place can | ber of medicines have been advertised,
family Yet, sarea} | ried, proved worthless, and will soon be
good iu_the
never be ;"itmade
afflicted
is lonely
at home, an
forgotten, ‘while the European
Cough
kiss the rod that afilicts us.
N. L: ROWELL.
a
become
has
8 THANKFUL PAGE died ‘in Belgrade, Me., May Remedy, on its own metits,

Bet

with

presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
parents and guardians and the public, as eminently
qualified to fit scholars for every honorable position

YEARS

>

ness of four weeks was endured with resignation,

was

Principal,

Cough" Remedy

ill- | has been before the Public, a large

His distressing

death and gain his reward.

TWENTY

that Clarke’s

perfectly confident
seemed
ce hie should trivomph over

He
goes down.”
that hy God’s

12 Waka,

Rev.G.§5.B

in N. Y., where his children near- | ele of friends, to mourn her death,

nally settled

ia

“es
Use of Piano and Organ,........
AYA
oevssesssssnnesssssassnsasnnnssione 220
Book-Reebins Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Instruction ‘in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
Flowers, &c., each extra.
Nocation.

R. L. D.

a young man he embraced
ly all reside. While
Free Babiiats, with
Christ, and united with the
- whomhe lived and-died.
During al
way into
life, life, the the Star Star found found i its proslinn
Christian
0 f his ‘Christian
his home, as did also many a preacher of righteousness. ‘During the last few years, wg have

TERM, 12 w

EVANSVILLE

particulars address the Principal, or
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

LEBANON

.

InStrumental BASIC. «nis <s serv serves s 10.00

Spring Term begins,
Summer Term begins,
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
hosed of only one department, a thorough-

10, 1874, aged 39 years and 6 months.
Though
she did not make an open profession of religion,
in her
THOMAS ROWELL, our indulgent father, died | yet she was friendly to the cause, and
in Nicholville, N. Y., Dec. 15, of a complication | last sickness found the’ Saviour her support.
He | Shewas a kind and affectionate mother, and
of diseases, aged 77 years and 6 months.
was beloved by all who knew her. She has left
was born in Fishersa eld,N. H., May 20, 1796
a husband and three daughters, with a large cirspent
# few
years of his life i n Canada, and

eous.”

Rooms

WINTER

SPRING ¥ bg

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
L.G. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

MARINDA CHOCKAN died in Dover, Me., May

* Let me die the death of the right-|

friend.

Al-

CAPT. JosEpH CHANDLER died in Hermony
Me., March 16, 3874, aged 73 years and 2 months.
Brother
Chandler
experienced religion some
three years since, and died with a good hope in
Christ. He was a kind husband and father.
He
was respected and loved by all who.
knew him.
He leaves a bereaved wife, and an only daughter, and other relatives and friends to mourn
their loss.
J. G. EATON.

which she remained a worthy member until
called up higher. May that grace which sustainand

of 40 years.

and

wo

i §

i

Waterbury Center, Vermont.

rench and Music.extra.

For further

be

The Building, one of the finest in the State, is ro-

Higher English,
z

Professors Collier

mantically
situated amidst the higliest mountains
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Theology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
Rignace those students who may have the
Gospel
tryin view, by furnishing them every
assis
in his power towards the prosecution of theol
studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at

The tuition will be ag follows:

Northwood, N. H., Nov.

HARRIET E., wife of Benjamin 8S. Gordon,
died in New Hampton, May 18, in the 63d year
of her age.- She professed faith in Clirist in
early life, and united with the church with
‘of pain

|

though she has been a sufferer for many years,
her death was sudden.
She maintained her hope
and died in the triumphs.of faith, ** Blessed are

upwards

*

&c.

A. B.,

to. ender.

Maition:
{erin
Common En
o anmansbe os sina yn same sas $550
Latin and Lr
al sases sansns « 1.00
ch, extra,.... ecoenes Seadetseees ves 200

SigMINARY.

WILLIAM H. COTTON,
competent Assistants.

Board

E. WIxsLow,

hotirs

NORTHWOOD

MARGARET, wife of Isaac Smith, died in Jericho, Vt., May 9, aged 73 years and 10 months.
Sister Smith has been a member of the F. B.

¢hurch in Underhill

.

3

The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
WEDNESDAY, Deo. 10, 1873.

Not only do her friends mourn their loss, but
all who knew her will miss a highly prized
friend. But of her we know that she has gone
to join that heavenly fumily to which her father
had preceded her less than a year. Truly there
.
is joy in heaven.
Bed

b,

WM. M. STEWART® died in New Vineyard,
May 8, aged 80 years.
He experienced religion
some 42 years since,-was baptized by Elder
Young and united with the F. Baptist church in
New Vineyard, where he remained a worthy
member
until released by death to join the

ed her during her

Academies,

A

Faculty:

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Uright,) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
ometersand Gas

actively ' as-

been

Previous to this time she had

College

\

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Priucips).
Mrs.
E. C.
$mith, Principal Ladies’ Department,
Miss M. Ef
Prentiss, As
:
G. T. Swasey, L. A. Buitertield, E. C. Smith, Miss
Abbie Lyon,
:
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.

of every description,

sociated with the Sabbath school and. choir of
the above church. After her conversion her
interests became identical with it and had thus
“I\continued up to the time of her leaving for the
about four weeks previous to her death.

are laying their burdens

church triumphant,

at

deceas-

The

A

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

'RNING LATHES,
MACHINISTS’ TOOLS

mourners,

ed was a resident of Wheatland, Hillsdale Co.,
Mich., and at the time of her death was visiting
with her friends. She was a member of the
Free Baptist church of the place of her residence,
having been converted du bo the winter of 1872.

ry native ability ; his fervent prayers and stirring
exhortations will long be remembered by those
that heard them. Those who have borne burdens
Funeral services by

the

FLORA VIOLA FOWLER died April 15,1874,

Bro. D. was a man of more than ordina-

in the heat of the day

comfort

Center Groten, Ot., aged 24- years.

wit

member.

May

on

y

_ GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.

Portable Steam Engines,

in the

M., Agricultural

.

ready achieved.

OF

of eter-

and they all be prepared to meet him by uid by.

life, or smiiten them in the dust. Sons ‘sustain the bereaved friends.
Com.
whom they bave nursed upon their bosoms
MRS. ALONZO DARLING, a resident of Morriswith tenderest love and countless prayers,
Mrs. Darling durVt., died May 8, 1874.
have grown into beasts of whom they were town,
ing her last sickness experienced that hope
atraid, or have sunk iato helpless and piti- whieh is as an anchor to the soul, and expired
ful slavery. Phey have been compelled to in the triumphs of living faith, She leaves a

to look loathsome. 1 turned it over and
arounds; looking at it in the face,—ghastly ;
from

of

husbands into

tortured in mind and body, beaten and murdered. Under the impulse of maddening
liquors the hands that were pledged before
heaven to provide for and protect them,

to a steadfast

passed,—~another hour;

hour

They

over, nothing

return

mute

thousand

haven

nal rest, and is [iogling with the saved

enyen.

the F. B. church of which he was a

——

women“of America waited to see that (raffic destroyed, which annually sends sixty

-assurance that he has gained the

Co., Pa,

and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, al fornierly of Hillsdale College, are laboringin this insti- *
tution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

STATIONARY

Christ.”

for

yet comforted

departure,

to mourn his

around his dying bed, he,without a struggle, fe!
jileep in Jesus. One less on earth, one more in

Rev. Abial Moulton and soon after united

their

13, at’ the

“all

and was enabled to exclaim,

to his

Compton, P. Q., Muy-the Tth, 1874, in ¢
bind of his age. He was born in C
rn again about 40 years ago, was
bfptized

lingering over some of the odd animals
stored in the upper department, my speci-

mourn

He ledves a large circle of relatives and friends

bedside to take the parting hand, we trust for the
last time, hoping to meet again but never
part.
‘While a fait
companion, loving children,
grandchildren and tried friends were weepin

This is the vigorous and wholesome way
in which Dr. Holland, in the May Scribner, talks about the great temperance

be seen in that fish, and started in search
of the professor, who had, however, lett
the museum ; and when I returned, after

to

. "HOYT, A.
ter

nified their intention

Valves; Steam Whistles : Locomotive, Marine, Tubu
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Fatent
Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap
Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion
Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Kaight, in
Poland, Me., in the hope of a blessed immortaliAY,
'43 years, Daring the list few months
of his life he sought and obtained saving grace,

age. He w as
born in
Concord, Vt., in which
state
he lived till about20 years ago, when with
his family he removed to C., where he connected
himself with the F. B. church of the ‘place, of
whichhe was a
and reliable member till
death. It was ev
for months that
Bro. C.
was doing his last work. He lingered ‘on till
Easter Sunday, and while the king of day was

this outside experience had been of

>

sous

MANUFACTURERS

Cen

* The Spring Session
of the above mstitution, located
near Bellefonte,
Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have sig-

Plain apd Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe;
steam and Gas Fittings of all'kinds;Brass and Iroi

was assisted in the services
Boyd and Jumes Rand.
+ C. B, GRIFFIN,

insertion.

mounting the trackless sky,we were called

»"

The deceased leaves

a wife, daughter and two

loss. The writer
by Rev’s James

0.

ougdat

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N

that circle

Brevity is specially important. . Not more than a |’ CHARLES BE, ENiGuT died May
single square can well be afforded to any single residence of his brother, Elbridge

The Women’s Crusade.

a shadow.
In ten minutes 1 had seen all that could

ance.

children laid away before.

MR. CALVIN DRAPER lied at bis residen

that no amount of eau de cologne would
drown the perfume which haunted me like

men was dry all over,

equal tg, ten cents a line, to insure an

greater value than years of later investigation in favorite groups.—Every Saturday.

they discovered

when

Persons

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash

ith reluctance that I left these friends and
turned
to insects; but what I had gained

uce the fish, was infectious; and

jar to

! -

PARTICULAR NoTice!

“

method of observing facts and their orderand elegantly shaped exhibition jars; all ly arrangements were ever accompanied
the old students will recall the huge, neck- by the urgent exhortation not to. be content
less glass bottles with the leaky, wax-be- with them.
smeared corks, half eaten by insects and
¢ Facts are stupid things,” he would say,
begrimed with cellar dust, Entomology “ until brought into connection with some

the example of the
hesitatingly. Plub ey

.

. The whole group-of Hemulons was thus
brought into review ; and, whether engaged upon the digsection of the internal or- obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
ns, the preparation and examingtion of | DANIER CHASE diéd at his residence in Compthe bony a e work, or the description of ton, P.
Q., April b, 1874, in the 72d year of his

}

I was to keep the fish before me in a tin
tray, and: occasionally moisten the surface

with

Ld

gor

ved. Carouge D. 2). or the Lroogpirass;

1 ren an

INE COMPANY.

han

Td

or further information, address the
Por Ci atalogue

vel.

Hig

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,

]

‘stood their family physician, and the poor laborer who for years had learned
to look up to and
love him, fogether with a numerous band of
'| other friends, each and ‘all bathed in tears,
After the services at the house, the funeral procession was ‘escorted to Garden Cemetery by
members of his church and
Sabbath school,
where his remains were deposited beside the
wishing obits
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